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A digitally recorded copy… can be both a 
lode of ‘forensically accurate information’ 
and a vehicle for provoking a ‘deep emo-
tional response.’ (Zalewski citing Lowe 
2016).
With our increasingly sophisticated processes of digital 
replication, the debates surrounding issues of aura and 
authenticity of the copy have emerged with vigour 
in the public domain. Let us consider the case of The 
Next Rembrandt. Purportedly devised by advertising 
executive Bas Korsten as part of an advertising cam-
paign for ING Bank in 2016, The Next Rembrandt is 
the product of a computer program that utilizes data 
derived from 168,263 Rembrandt painting fragments 
to compose and 3D-print a textured, ‘painted’ image 
(Brown, 2016). The Next Rembrandt is considered by 
its creators as new work of ‘art’ in the sense that it is 
not a composite of features from Rembrandt originals, 
but the result of a pattern recognition program that has 
generated new features. However, the responses to The 
Next Rembrandt have been polarizing. While Korsten 
hoped the project would be ‘the start of a conversation 
about art and algorithms’, mixed public and critical 
responses to the images signified the strength of tra-
ditional concepts of fine art, genius and authenticity 
and, the reverence for auratic masterpieces prevalent 
in society today. The inevitable comparison between 
The Next Rembrandt and actual Rembrandts resulted 
in the accusation of ‘fakery’ and the presumption that 
Korsten and his team have been engaged to reduce 
artistic ‘genius’ to a series of imitable features. Jonathan 
Jones of The Guardian wrote:
What a horrible, tasteless, insensitive and 
soulless travesty of all that is creative in 
human nature. What a vile product of our 
strange time when the best brains dedicate 
themselves to the stupidest ‘challenges’, 
when technology is used for things it should 
never be used for and everybody feels 
obliged to applaud the heartless results 
because so revere everything digital… What 
these silly people have done is to invent a 
new way to mock art. (Jones, 2016)
Despite Korsten’s insistence that he has ‘creat[ed] 
something new’ through algorithmic processes and 
that ‘only Rembrandt could create a Rembrandt’, Jones 
clearly resents the perceived implication that ‘great 
art can be reduced to a set of mannerisms that can be 
digitised’ (Brown, 2016; Jones, 2016). For detractors of 
digital facsimiles, several key structures of art are at 
stake in The Next Rembrandt including, the aura of 
the masterpiece, that which is deserving of the ‘Rem-
brandt Shudder’, the impact of the artist’s psyche on 
the work of art and the exclusive rights of the original 
and authentic art object to be a result of ‘genius’. Aura 
is tied to authentic originality and context, and the 
possibility of artificial processes for creation calls into 
question which aspects of the context and provenance 
of a work of art are most important to the category of 
‘art’. Jon McCormack et al. (2014) ask, ‘Why dismiss 
outright that a machine and a human might share 
experiences that result in something meaningful and 
worth communication?’ (p. 135). In Korsten’s words: 
‘Do you need a soul to touch the soul?’ Besides the 
implication that the creators have attempted to pil-
fer a portion of the aura of a Rembrandt, the sheer 
resemblance of the computer-generated piece to that 
of an actual Rembrandt prompts questions of the 
importance of authentic experience. Jones’s outrage 
is at least in part motivated by the notion that The 
Next Rembrandt is a fake – even though it is not a 
copy or computer-generated duplicate of an extant 
composition. 
Foreword
The era of digital replication
Sarah Kenderdine
native location, the ease of their infinite reproduc-
ibility, their inability to degrade and the difference 
between original ownership and digital licensing. 
Through critical theory and a series of case studies, 
data standards and fieldwork techniques, the book 
addresses issues raised by Jeffrey and others concern-
ing diverse themes such as authority, authenticity and 
aura, new materialism, circulation and reproducibility 
and the experience of (digital) aura. Each chapter is 
part of an emerging and critical restructuring of how 
we perceive the copy in relation to the original. As a 
collection of perspectives on these issues, it is both 
timely and essential reading.
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These forceful debates sit within a period in our 
history where iconoclasm, the destruction of cultural 
property for political ends, is a weapon of choice. While 
the annihilation of heritage and its keepers have been 
with us for 1000s of years, it remains one of the most 
powerful political & socio-cultural weapons of our 
times. Director General of UNESCO Irina Bakova says 
we are currently witness to extreme forms of cultural 
cleansing. And she reminds us that education about 
heritage is a cultural emergency and this should be 
taken a political and security imperative. Add to this 
crisis, climate change catastrophes, natural disasters 
and destruction of sites through mass tourism, digital 
replication has emerged as the key topic for cultural 
heritage in the present. The authors of the chapters 
in this book are at the heart of a potential revolution 
of safekeeping of cultural objects and heritage sites, 
afforded by high quality digital facsimiles. The assem-
blage of chapters provides us much-needed theoretical 
scaffold to validate ‘the copy’ in perilous times.
High-fidelity digital copies have often struggled 
to escape the stigma of data-driven, didactic visualiza-
tions. Stuart Jeffrey argues, for example, that digital 
objects have been perceived to possess an inability 
to inherit ‘aura’ due to a neglect of creative imagina-
tion (Jeffrey, 2015). He identifies five key traits that 
digital objects must overcome: their lack of physical 
substance compared to real objects, their lack of 
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1This blind man, an old friend of my wife’s, 
he was on his way to spend the night… 
Something about the church and the Middle 
Ages was on the TV… the TV showed this 
one cathedral… Then something occurred to 
me and I said: ‘Do you have any idea what 
a Cathedral is?’… ‘Cathedrals’ the blind 
man said. He sat up and rolled his head 
back and forth. ‘If you want the truth, bub, 
that’s about all I know… But maybe you 
could describe one to me?’…’Hey, listen to 
me. Will you do me a favor? I got an idea. 
Why don’t you find us some heavy paper? 
And a pen. We’ll do something. We’ll draw 
one together. Get us a pen and some heavy 
paper. Go on, bub, get the stuff,’ he said… 
He closed his hand over my hand. ‘Go 
ahead, bub, draw,’ he said… ‘Close your 
eyes now’… ‘Don’t stop now. Draw’… Then 
he said, ‘I think that’s it. I got it.’ ‘Take a look. 
What do you think?’… My eyes were still 
closed. I was in my house. I knew that. But 
I did not feel like I was inside anything. ‘It’s 
really something,’ I said. (Raymond Carver, 
Cathedral, 1).
Defining authenticity
The idea for this book came after a session organized 
by the editors at the 2015 Annual Meeting of the Euro-
pean Association of Archaeologists (EAA), entitled 
‘Re-defining Authenticity in the Age of 3D Digital 
Reproductions’. The book includes contributions from 
some of the panellists attending the session and from 
invited scholars who have been working on the theme 
both theoretically and through specific projects. The 
general scope of this book is to introduce and discuss 
the epistemology of the concept of authenticity with 
the focus on how it can be defined and ‘achieved’ 
through digital replicas. The challenge of this work 
is to analyse the concept from different perspectives 
and with different multi-disciplinary contributions, 
together with theoretical debate. This volume repre-
sents the first attempt to collate an organic collection 
of contributions on authenticity and the digital realm 
in heritage and archaeology.
Why authenticity? This is a much debated concept 
as it is assumed today that authenticity is defined by 
Western views of heritage. To study the etymology of 
the term, in a fascinating paper Lionel Trilling (1973, 
ii) goes back to the medieval term sincerity: ‘Before 
authenticity had come along to suggest the deficien-
cies of sincerity and to usurp its place in our esteem, 
sincerity stood high in the cultural firmament and 
had dominion over men’s imagination of how they 
ought to be’. Long debates on how heritage should 
be defined have brought authenticity into play. While 
organizations such as ICOMOS and UNESCO (to name 
just two of the best-known) have institutionalized the 
term, conflicting and sometimes more decentralized 
views have criticized, even denied, the existence of 
authenticity (going back to Baudrillard and his idea of 
heritage as ‘a real without origin or reality: a hyperreal’; 
1994, 1). Even though efforts have been made recently 
by members of UNESCO to incorporate conflicting 
views of heritage and authenticity, we believe that they 
have failed at least in part, since what Laurajane Smith 
defines as Authorised Heritage Discourse (AHD; Smith 
2006) is principally defined by the idea that we need to 
preserve the authenticity of our heritage. For this reason, 
we believe that a study of authenticity is central not 
only to the definition of heritage, but also to the practice 
of digital heritage. Digital heritage practices have the 
power to replicate infinitely the AHD or, conversely, 
to find new ways to re-define the authenticity of herit-
age and incorporate conflicting views on this concept.
Introduction
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Paola Di Giuseppantonio Di Franco,  
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production and consumption and the social values 
attached to the replica by different cultures and in 
different times (see the contributions of Jeffrey and 
Beale in this volume). 
Based on these assumptions, some scholars even 
question Benjamin’s statements about the loss of aura 
experienced by replicas and see instead a ‘migration 
of aura’ from the original to the copy. This claim is 
reiterated by most of the contributors to this volume. 
Recently, Bruno Latour and Alan Lowe considered 
how it might be possible to migrate the aura to the 
reproduction or reinterpretation of the original (Latour 
& Lowe 2011, 283). They underline the obsession of the 
age for the original, and how this obsession increases as 
more accurate copies of the original become available 
and accessible. Latour and Lowe argue that ‘the real 
phenomenon to be accounted for is not the delinea-
tion of one version from all the others but the whole 
assemblage of one − or several − original(s) together 
with its continually rewritten biography’ (Latour & 
Lowe 2011, 278). The possibility of retrieving the aura 
from the flow of copies has to be reconsidered today.
Digital replicas have complex and dynamic 
relationships with the original heritage objects they 
represent. These involve forms of partial migration 
of aura and the generation of new types of value and 
authenticity (Jeffrey et al. 2015; Jones 2010; Joy 2002). 3D 
printing creates a further element of complexity as the 
digital object ‘migrates’ back into the material world. 
In this monograph we intend to challenge and 
reconsider the notion of authenticity in digital archae-
ology and digital heritage studies. Our papers explore 
the concept of authenticity in a comprehensive way, 
engaging with theories relating to the commodification 
of ancient material culture, heritage-making processes, 
scholarly views, and community engagement. These 
papers also take into account current digital practices 
for the study of past material culture and how their 
use affects and redefines interpretation processes in 
archaeology. Various sub-themes related to the topic 
of authenticity are discussed in all the contributions 
to this volume: materiality vs constructivism theories, 
object biographies, authority vs power, and experience 
vs performance.
Materiality vs constructivism
According to Fiona Cameron and Sarah Kenderdine 
(2010), in the last few years much of the discourse about 
the relationship between cultural heritage and digital 
technology has been descriptive and introspective, 
focusing on projects and their technical considerations. 
In other words, the discourse has often started from a 
materialist view of authenticity that relies on the idea 
Heritage and museum specialists have insti-
tutionalized authority to protect and preserve the 
authenticity of the past, especially in the Western 
world (e.g. NARA Document 1994; Venice Charter 
1964). While audiences, communities and the public 
usually engage with this institutionalized past, new 
media, 3D technologies and the internet can, poten-
tially, challenge the AHD. The use of 3D replicas for 
the preservation, analysis and dissemination of cultural 
heritage is well established today. The practice of 
digitally replicating heritage goes hand-in-hand with 
the central question of if and how the ‘authenticity’ of 
heritage can be ‘reproduced’, which is also an onto-
logical question on how we define authenticity and 
an authentic object. As is well expressed by Andrea 
Witcomb (2010), contemporary discussions on the 
impact of multimedia technologies on both museums 
and archaeology and heritage more broadly tend to 
assume a radical difference between the virtual and the 
material world, a difference that is conceived in terms 
of a series of oppositions. The material world carries 
weight – aura, evidence, passage of time, the signs 
of power through accumulation, authority, knowl-
edge, and privilege. Replicas, on the other hand, are 
perceived as the opposite of all of these – immediate, 
surface, temporary, modern, popular, and democratic. 
In other words, this discussion emphasizes a dichotomy 
between original (authentic) artefacts and inauthentic 
replicas. This discussion is based on the assumption 
that while original artefacts possess an ‘aura’ – aris-
ing from their uniqueness as an effect of a work of art 
being uniquely present in time and space – once the 
objects are reproduced they become merchandise, 
and as a consequence they lose their aura. This point 
is connected to the idea of authenticity: if there is no 
original, it is never fully present anywhere. Authenticity 
cannot be reproduced, and disappears when everything 
is reproduced. Benjamin (1968) argues that even the 
original is depreciated, because it is no longer unique. 
Along with their authenticity, objects also lose their 
authority. The masses contribute to the loss of aura by 
seeking constantly to bring things closer. They create 
reproducible realities and hence destroy uniqueness.
The contributions to this book, however, suggest 
that these dichotomist distinctions between originals 
and replicas are far more complex than they might at 
first appear. As was well demonstrated by the interna-
tional discussion that resulted in the NARA Document 
(1994), the authenticity of cultural heritage is culturally 
mediated and implies specific significance and values 
that are applied to cultural heritage by diverse groups 
of people in specific and/or different times. Similar 
assumptions can be applied to the replica, whose level 
of authenticity can be defined based on its mode of 
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followed by Nicola Amico et al. in Chapter 9. While 
Bruno Latour and Alan Lowe argue that the aura can 
‘migrate’ from the original to its potentially infinite 
copies (Latour & Lowe 2011, 278), to them the central 
question about authenticity and aura is not ‘is it an 
original or merely a copy?’ but ‘is it well or badly 
reproduced?’, thus reconciling accuracy and transpar-
ency (i.e. the material perspective toward the replica), 
with aura and experience (i.e. the constructivist view). 
They go on to say: 
[F]acsimiles, especially those relying on 
complex (digital) techniques, are the most 
fruitful way to explore the original and even 
to help re-define what originality actually 
is… To say that a work of art grows in origi-
nality thanks to the quality and abundance 
of its copies, is nothing odd: this is true of 
the trajectory of any set of interpretations. 
(Latour & Lowe 2011, 278–9).
From this perspective, the authenticity of an object is 
maintained thanks to this temporal and material flu-
idity. The continuous path through time and space of 
humanly made objects has been exhaustively studied by 
several scholars when trying to study ‘things’ through 
analysing their biographies (Holtorf 2002; Knappett 
2002; Tringham 1994; Kopytoff 1986; Pred 1984). This 
concept of material fluidity needs to be reconsidered, 
however, in relation to the digital and the web, which 
favour an unprecedented dissemination of digital cop-
ies. We need to consider what happens to the original 
now that no great distinction can be made between the 
various digital copies that populate the World Wide 
Web, raising issues relating to distribution and copy-
right, authority and power. It is always more relevant 
in a web-connected world to keep track of the flow of 
the copies described by Latour and Lowe, and develop 
‘fluid’ and ‘transparent’ biographies of ‘things’.
Authority and power
As expressed at the beginning of this paper, archae-
ologists and heritage and museum specialists have 
authority to manage the original object/cultural herit-
age. Archaeologists are the first people to experience 
the object during its discovery. After studying the object 
and giving their personal/subjective interpretation, 
they give back to the public an ‘authentic’ piece of 
their cultural past. From the moment of its discovery, 
a set of power relations characterizes the life of the 
object out of the ground and identifies ‘those people 
who have the ability and authority to “speak” about 
or “for” heritage … and those who do not’ (Smith 
that there is an objective basis for the definition of 
authentic cultural heritage. This is exemplified by the 
contribution of Sorin Hermon and Franco Niccolucci 
(Chapter 3) who were involved in the creation of the 
London Charter, an essential document for digital 
heritage practitioners as it sets out guidelines for a 
transparent process of digital replication and recon-
struction of cultural heritage. The London Charter 
focuses on what we might call the reconstruction of 
surface-authenticity or the authenticity of surface, that 
is, the metric reconstruction of surface information. The 
chapter by Lola Vico Lopez (Chapter 2) shows how the 
London Charter, combined with guidelines dictated 
by other charters for the restoration of original monu-
ments (e.g. Italian Restoration Charter), has influenced 
digital processes of 3D reconstruction. 
Cameron and Kenderdine concur that there is 
a need to move away from the formalist notions of 
technology and materiality that make digital objects 
fit into the specific rubric of ‘replicant’ which has 
constrained their value, meaning, and imaginative 
use. Nonetheless, we believe that this formalism, as 
defined by the London Charter, is an essential start-
ing point for both the specialists that study and try to 
reconstruct heritage from scientific cues, and those 
people that ‘live’ heritage through performance. This 
is because some societies (especially in the Western 
world) see metric digital reproductions of heritage as 
a crucial baseline for the ‘authentic’ experience when 
accompanied by a transparent description of the data-
making and interpretation processes.
This aspect is well expressed in Chapter 5 by Peter 
Jensen, where he emphasizes how meta- and paradata, 
as defined in the London Charter, support the trans-
parency of the interpretation process. Archaeologists 
and heritage practitioners make assumptions about 
heritage that are based not only on the archaeologi-
cal context, but also the currently available scientific 
methods and practice. Meta- and paradata show in a 
transparent way how interpretations and representa-
tions evolve over time, as new data and new knowledge 
become available. 
Object biographies
From the perspective of object biographies, the digital 
form of monuments and artefacts is simply another 
stage in their long life-span, which does not undermine 
the authenticity of these objects. As stated by Jody 
Joy and Mark Elliot in this volume (Chapter 1) and 
Jody Joy in previous works (2002), the copy simply 
emphasizes the spatiality and temporality of an object 
and implies a transferability of the aura (or part of it) 
from the original to the copy. This argument is also 
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of different communities in heritage management and 
conservation, as is well illustrated by both Stuart Jeffrey 
and Gareth Beale in Chapters 4 and 7. 
Experience and performance
Most of the scholars dealing with the concept of 
authenticity as applied to tourism and the public 
focus on the nature of engagement and experience 
with objects, rather than a quest for authenticity in the 
objects themselves. From this perspective, ‘authentic-
ity’ is defined by the ‘experience’ (Wang 1999, 352). 
This view has followed the idea that tourism leads 
to commoditization, which many writers consider 
destroys the authenticity of heritage (Greenwood 1977; 
MacCannell 1973; Boorstin 1964); instead a surrogate 
‘staged authenticity’ (MacCannell 1973, 597) or ‘pseudo 
event’ (Boorstin 1964) is sold to tourists as an original 
cultural product, to respond to their genuine desire 
for authentic experiences.
A more positive approach toward this idea of the 
‘experience’ is based on the assumption that visiting 
heritage sites and museums is a performance. People 
(visitors, audiences, communities) interact with cul-
tural heritage for a variety of reasons and in a variety 
of ways, and this consumption of identity and place 
is as valid as the performances of heritage that are 
historically legitimized. Silverman (2015) defines the 
contemporary process of heritage performance as 
‘contemporary authenticity’ and states how this pro-
cess ‘rather than being kitsch, inappropriately labelled 
post-modern, or demeaned as a simulacrum (as per 
Baudrillard) is a vital force driving much national and 
local culture and cultural entrepreneurship today.’ 
(Silverman 2015, 85). 
Even though it is true that a fundamental aspect 
of authenticity in heritage is its problematic relation-
ship to the global tourism economy (Silverman 2015, 
79), and digital reconstructions are a part of it, the 
papers in this book demonstrate that studies on the 
authenticity of the ‘experience’ with heritage relate not 
only to tourism, but also the concepts of performance 
and authorship. 
The first of these harks back to the idea of aura 
and suggests that the aura of heritage is not neces-
sarily intrinsic to the objects themselves, but must 
be constituted in performance (Joy 2002). When the 
replicas allow performance with heritage, the aura 
of the original partly migrates and new meanings 
help to regenerate the original aura. In a 3D digi-
tally reconstructed environment, performance and 
experience are achieved through ‘immersivity’ and 
‘presence’. Embodiment is one of the key components 
of immersive systems which have been implemented 
2006, 12). As pointed out by Laurajane Smith in her 
book The Uses of Heritage (2006), archaeologists and 
conservation architects dominate the preservation and 
management of most heritage sites and places both on a 
practical level – since they have a significant presence in 
UNESCO and ICOMOS, government heritage bureau-
cracies and amenity societies – and on a philosophical 
level, due to ‘the ability of both disciplines to claim 
expert authority over material culture’ (Smith 2006, 
26). Specialists decide how to manage and preserve 
the material heritage and its ‘physical’ authenticity. 
When material heritage is taken inside a museum, 
new forms of authority and power come into play. 
Russo and Watkins (2007, 157) argue that in the mod-
ernist museum paradigm, the geographic address, 
with its defined real spaces, drew the visitors through 
its doors. These visitors engaged in an interaction 
with the artefact(s) and institution in a personal and 
physical way. Such engagement led to the definition 
of cultural experience, providing meaning through 
authenticity. The connection to reality, with its promise 
of authenticity, endowed the museum with authority. 
Physical boundaries, as well as hierarchies of practice, 
protected the territory the museum occupied and the 
social/cultural structures derived from this philosophy. 
This paradigm is still prominent in quite a few muse-
ums today, empowering curators and other museum 
specialists who become the authority entitled to handle 
the objects, reinforcing their status and right to touch. 
‘In contrast, the public – those people who are not 
entitled to touch – have grubby hands that potentially 
render objects filthy’ (Candlin 2007, 95). In this way 
curators and museum specialists become the only 
intermediaries between the relics and the public, car-
rying ‘the sacred flame of the institution – the museum 
… These same people question when anybody doubts 
the apostolic succession’ (Taverne, quoted in Gibbons 
2001). 3D digital and especially printed replicas offer 
new possibilities for tactile (virtual touch in the case of 
3D digital replicas) interaction with tangible heritage. 
By extending the number of people that are entitled to 
touch the object, these innovative technologies force us 
to reconsider the traditional concept of authenticity.
More broadly, we believe that 3D digital and 
printed replicas have the potential to challenge the AHD 
(Smith 2006), providing the possibility of extending 
the interaction and critical participation of non-expert 
users/the public in accessing and using heritage, an 
aspect which, according to Laurajane Smith, was absent 
in the AHD which established top-down relationships 
between expert, heritage site and ‘visitor’ (Smith 2006, 
34). These new tools also favour the creation and diffu-
sion of ‘subaltern’ discourses about the nature, meaning 
and use of heritage, characterized by the participation 
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of this volume. We believe that this monograph will 
generate great interest in the international academic 
community, providing a key reference text for all 
readers interested in authenticity, in particular cultural 
heritage and 3D reproductions.
The chapters cover a variety of themes in a logical 
sequence from the history of replicas (e.g. museum 
casts and architectonic replicas) to cases studies show-
ing the multiple applications of digital replicas in 
archaeology and the heritage field. The book is divided 
in four parts:
Part 1. Histories
Here readers can explore the fascinating stories behind 
the predecessors of digital replicas: museum casts and 
architectonic replicas. 
In Chapter 1 Jody Joy and Mark Elliot tackle the 
issue of the ‘real replica’. These are the casts stored in 
museums: on the one hand they are considered not 
valuable because they are not ‘authentic’ or genuine 
objects from the past; on the other hand they are 
charming vintage reproductions of the past which can 
be contrasted with the modern replicas created using 
modern digital techniques. According to the authors, 
replicas can also be a valuable source of information 
for authentic objects that may now be lost, damaged or 
transformed. In a sense, these copies bring along their 
own biographies – their context of creation and use 
– and therefore can be studied as such. Joy and Elliot 
examine the use of replicas in museums and, among 
other purposes, their role as a teaching aid before the 
advent of digital technologies. The authors focus on a 
specific case study: the so-called ‘Maudslay Casts’, a 
group of plaster casts of Classical Maya monuments at 
the Museum of Archaeology and Anthropology (MAA), 
University of Cambridge. Through this case study the 
two scholars show changing attitudes towards replicas 
over time, and ask what will be the role of such casts 
in the digital era. 
In Chapter 2, Lola Vico Lopez compares the 
axioms authenticity/realism with virtual/real reconstruc-
tions. The author argues that although principles and 
criteria for evaluating the quality of projects in terms 
of historical rigor and scientific transparency have been 
developed (e.g the London and Sevilla charters), these 
are intended as general guidelines and not as prescrip-
tive rules or standards, in contrast to architectural 
restoration, which is considered a well-defined science. 
Vico Lopez wishes to ‘demonstrate that virtual recon-
structions share a part of the theoretical framework of 
the architectural reconstructions’, based on authenticity 
and scientific transparency objectives, and therefore 
one can attempt to build a theoretical framework for 
virtual reconstructions. More specifically, she aims to 
and used in heritage, based on the idea that both our 
experience and understanding of the past are mediated 
by our embodied experience with past remains (Dant 
1999; Malafouris 2004). According to this idea, cogni-
tion depends on our bodily, sensory motor capacity 
to experience the material (Varela et al. 1991, 172–3). 
3D immersive systems have therefore been designed 
following theories of embodiment (Forte 2014, 22; 
Camporesi & Kallmann 2013; Kenderdine et al. 2012; 
Galeazzi et al. 2010; Levy et al. 2010; Kenderdine et 
al. 2009; Forte 2008). Immersive systems allow for a 
sense of ‘presence’, as defined by Draper et al. (1998, 
356): ‘a mental state in which a user feels physically 
present within the computer-mediated environment’; 
and by Dawson et al. (2011, 389) as involving ‘feelings 
of being transported to another place and time (“you 
are there”)’. This presence is defined as ‘physical’, 
‘social’, and ‘cultural’ (see Pujol & Champion 2012 and 
Dawson et al. 2011, which also provide a definition of 
‘presence’; see also Forte et al. 2006; Petridis et al. 2003; 
2006; Di Blas et al. 2005).
The concept of authorship relates to the experi-
ence of making a digital object and also ties back to 
the concept of embodiment. Both Stuart Jeffrey and 
Kevin Garstki (Chapters 4 and 6) demonstrate how 
when a community select and digitally replicate herit-
age, the 3D digital replica is felt as more authentic. 
We believe that the process of reconstruction is a 
performance that enhances the migration of the aura 
through affective bodily interaction with an object. In 
fact, digital replication and reconstruction involves 
‘body-based image schemas’ (Csordas 1994), that is the 
descriptions, metaphors and metonyms of the body 
that mediate between physicality and sociality, the 
material and the virtual, the real and the copy. These 
schemas mediate through the feelings involved in 
crafting a replica. 
Structure of the book
This interdisciplinary edited volume gathers together 
18 researchers affiliated to various international uni-
versities and research centres working in the fields of 
Heritage, Digital Heritage, Museum Studies, Archaeol-
ogy, Archaeological Science, and Digital Archaeology.
The book aims to contribute to an ongoing com-
mitment of the European Union to explore the role 
of 3D technologies for enhancing European heritage-
making processes and to promote both access and 
preservation of heritage. This has been reflected in the 
funding of several research projects on digital media 
and 3D technologies, including the Marie Curie Intra-
European Projects of two of the three editors of this 
volume. These projects have funded the publication 
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as well as technical matters affecting the longevity of 
digital data. Authorship (who created the record or 
representation) and ownership (who legally controls 
the object) are often controlled by organizations and 
institutions and the names of the individuals responsi-
ble are relegated to contextual information or metadata, 
or are entirely absent, illustrating the power relation-
ships that exist between the actual data creators and 
their host organizations. Jeffrey argues for the active 
participation of the creator, stating that the digital 
record is not the result of an entirely objective and/or 
automated process in which the creator is essentially 
a machine operator. At the same time, the possibility 
to own a version of a cultural object or work of art 
is one of the easiest ways to feel closer to its creator. 
Jeffrey describes how in the domain of digital herit-
age objects, the ‘status of ownership is already linked 
to authenticity as this is often considered as being 
constituted in part through regimes of value associ-
ated with authorizing institutions’, but also proposes 
an emerging alternative approach that sees digital 
heritage objects produced for a specific audience (or 
better, co-produced with them), free to use and re-use 
for any purpose, clearly creative, explicitly authored, 
and reliably and permanently accessible.
Part 3. Practices
Here various issues relating to process and practice and 
how they might impact the use of replicas in archaeol-
ogy and the heritage sector are explored.
In Chapter 5 Peter Jensen aims to answer impor-
tant research questions regarding authenticity and 
practices of 3D documentation during archaeological 
fieldwork. As stated by the author, the use of the term 
authenticity when referring to archaeological documen-
tation ‘at first glance appears somewhat ambiguous’. 
This is because the concept has mainly been associated 
with the analysis of objects, replicas, and reconstruc-
tions/simulations of sites and monuments. Using as 
case studies excavations at three archaeological sites 
in Denmark – Skelhøj, Jelling and Alken Enge – Jensen 
clarifies how ‘authenticity of the documentation has 
nothing to do with what is original, but simply how 
what we have now, the visual representation, relates 
to what was in the past; knowing that everything is 
derived.’ He describes the para- and metadata con-
tained in the documentation as crucial elements for 
the creation of open and dynamic interpretations. He 
is confident that this kind of transparent approach 
can be crucial in answering specific questions on the 
documentation and interpretation process: ‘How cer-
tain am I?’ and ‘How well does this/my documentation 
reflect reality?’, concluding that the inclusion of all 
available data and embedded semantic information 
discuss critically the contraposition between real and 
virtual reconstructions, applying the rules of the most 
famous restoration charters to virtual reconstructions. 
Consideration is given to a review of terminology, 
considered an important factor in any discussion on 
authenticity applied to the architectonic restoration 
domain and now expanded to the virtual one. In this 
vein, an architectonic method for virtual reconstruction 
is applied to some case studies, together with a series 
of principles for identifying architectural authenticity 
in 3D digital modelling.
Part 2. Definitions
This part considers two apparently opposite definitions 
of authenticity in relation to digital replicas: the first 
(Chapter 3) is object-centred; the second (Chapter 4) 
is community-centred. As discussed above and shown 
later in the book, these definitions can be reconciled 
through practice and use.
In Chapter 3 Sorin Hermon and Franco Nic-
colucci discuss the London Charter, a document 
they wrote almost a decade ago, together with other 
scholars, which defines a set of principles to ensure 
methodological rigour for the use of computer-based 
visualization methods. They consider its outcomes for 
the research and communication of Cultural Heritage, 
and to what extent the Charter is still relevant. It defines 
authenticity from a materialist perspective, claiming a 
need for solid principles that justify the choices made 
by computer specialists who create digital replicas of 
cultural heritage. These principles allow for ‘intellectual 
transparency’ (Beacham et al. 2006), i.e. recognizing the 
replicas as the product of a scientific process. Liability 
and reproducibility are two basic requirements in any 
discipline, and they become even more meaningful in 
the digital frame. The London Charter principles help 
to address these issues in the scientific process and 
guarantee that the authenticity of a digital visualiza-
tion outcome is expressed at its best.
Through the case study of the church of the 
Christ Antiphonitis (Cyprus), the authors outline the 
principles of the London Charter and how they were 
addressed for evaluating the ‘authenticity’ (for the 
authors, ‘intellectual accountability and data trans-
parency’) in the digital (2D and 3D) visualization 
research project.
In Chapter 4 Stuart Jeffrey argues how the shift 
from analogue representations of the past to digital 
representations brings new challenges and resurrects 
the issue of the auratic quality of new technologies, 
as discussed in Benjamin’s seminal essay on the aura 
in the age of mechanical reproduction (1968). Jeffrey 
provides a fascinating definition of authenticity, which 
is influenced by issues of authorship and ownership 
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engagement with archaeology (Chapters 9 & 10), and 
contemporary art practice using archaeological sites 
(Chapter 10).
In Chapter 8, Eleni Bozia discusses how in the 
work of archaeological epigraphists it is essential to 
find verifiable ways to determine the authenticity of 
historical artefacts. The author presents the study of 
ektypa (epigraphies’ squeezes) and argues that ‘their 
existence and usage as mediums of research redefine 
the traditional appreciations of authenticity’. Bozia 
also attempts to address the degree of authentic-
ity ektypa afford, asking: ‘Can an ektypon rival the 
original inscription?’, and ‘Does the 3D model of the 
ektypon bring us closer to the real artefact, or [does] 
it simply fake reality?’ Taking into consideration the 
NARA (1994) document, particularly to explain tra-
ditional concepts of authenticity and how they affect 
the research point of view, she frames the question of 
authenticity in the literary and archaeological fields 
from two angles: on the one hand the nominal and 
expressive meaning of authenticity (Dutton 2003), and 
on the other hand the authenticity of experience (Phil-
lips 1997). The author focuses on the ektypa through 
the application of the Digital Epigraphy and Archaeology 
Project, an online database for the digital preservation 
and analysis of the squeezes’ 3D models, providing 
also a discussion regarding the levels of authenticity 
and reality(ies) of an artefact. She argues, moreover, 
that the nature of an artefact (and consequently its 
authenticity) is based on the way it is used which 
therefore presupposes different levels of authenticity 
(and non-authenticity). 
In Chapter 9 Nicola Amico et al. discuss 3D digi-
tal replication with a particular focus on 3D printing 
and the creation of 3D physical replicas of museum 
artefacts. Through the case study of the so-called 
Kazaphani boat, a Cypriot Late Bronze Age pottery 
artefact in the shape of a boat, the authors emphasize 
the importance of 3D prints for the circulation and 
exhibition of fragile artefacts. Using this case study, 
the authors also try to redefine authenticity based on 
the public’s experience with the 3D printed replica. The 
concept of authenticity is set within recent debates on 
the authenticity of 3D digital and physical reproduc-
tions of cultural heritage, with the focus on the specific 
concepts outlined by the World Heritage Operational 
Guidelines (UNESCO 2015): truthfulness, credibility, 
and integrity. In particular, the authors address the 
concepts of integrity and transparency in relation to the 
3D digital and physical replication process, as these 
ensure the authenticity of the replica. Describing all 
the steps involved in the creation of the 3D digital and 
printed models of the Kazaphani boat, the authors 
trace the new identity of this object (i.e. its ‘new aura’ 
would enable the authenticity of 3D fieldwork data 
to be evaluated. 
In Chapter 6 Kevin Garstki demonstrates how 
the authenticity of a 3D digital representation of an 
artefact relates to ‘the full production process – all of 
the choices, inputs, and data manipulation that affect 
the final model.’ He outlines the similar trajectories of 
photographic technology and 3D scanning technology 
applied to archaeological practices and argues that 
these cannot be considered as completely mechanical 
processes. The operator has a significant influence, 
also defined as ‘technological authority’, over the final 
product and this should be interrogated and revealed, 
aiming for transparency in the replication process. In 
the conclusions to his chapter, Garstki argues that the 
creation of any visual representation in archaeology 
(photograph or 3D model) is an attempt to convey 
visual data to another person who may not have 
access to the original. For this reason, to increase the 
accuracy of the visual data and ‘avoid the assumptions 
of objectivity that often accompany the attribution of 
technological authority, we need to be as explicit as we 
can in how we produce these digital representations 
– from the decision of what 3D scanning technology 
to utilize to the edits we make of the final product.’
In Chapter 7 Gareth Beale discusses whether the 
concepts of authenticity, developed from the use of 
computer graphics in archaeology, are adequate when 
we try to describe and understand the role of digital 
image-making in an era of plurality, numerous meth-
odologies, and different power relations. He discusses 
various uses of image-making within archaeological 
practice, considering the processes through which it is 
possible to negotiate new forms of authenticity. Three 
case studies are presented – the Basing House project, 
the Mesolithic microlith from Thorncombe Beacon, and 
the Re-reading the British Memorial project – through 
which the author describes different archaeological 
research models, such as interdisciplinary collabora-
tions, community archaeology projects and public art 
projects. The author examines ‘the different ways in 
which authenticity is created and maintained within 
archaeological representations’, always emphasizing 
that in each example ‘authenticity cannot be said to 
reside in the image itself but in the interplay between 
image maker, image and audience’. These chapters 
provide a link between the practice of creating repli-
cas and their use, which is explored in the final part 
of the book. 
Part 4. Uses
This part provides an overview of how digital replicas 
can be used for various purposes: knowledge pro-
duction and research (Chapter 8), display and public 
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and ‘augmented authenticity’), which is also defined 
by the perception and perspective of the observer (i.e. 
museum visitor). Notably, the authors consider the 
museum visitor’s experience from the point of view 
of the curators; they discuss how the curators chose 
to display the replica and how the display might be 
considered a guarantee of authenticity.
In Chapter 10, Frederick Baker uses the myth of 
Prometheus by Goethe, where the Titan dreams of mak-
ing static human figures rise from the rock and come 
to life, as a parallel for the digital revolution and the 
creation of 360 Virtual Reality: the Digital Archaeologist 
is compared to a modern Prometheus. Through the case 
study of a virtual reality movie about the Copper and 
Iron Age rock art from Valcamonica, Baker explains 
how the story can be told in an ‘authentic manner, that 
satisfies both academic and entertainment criteria’. 
Baker argues that different claims ‘for the authenticity 
of digitally captured archaeological artefacts requires 
a nuanced approach and must start with the nature of 
digital archaeology itself’. The author starts therefore 
with the terminology, arguing between digital and 
virtual archaeology, adducing a different influence 
to the question of authenticity accordingly. In fact, 
the term virtual presupposes a dichotomy between 
virtual and real archaeology. The choice is for the 
term digital, where the digital visualization makes 
additions to fragmentary material and requires an 
interdisciplinary approach. Questioning ‘How far 
should authenticity go, in a digital world where almost 
everything is technically possible?’, Baker states there 
are two concepts of authenticity regarding the portrayal 
of the past: naturalism and alienation, which in virtual 
reality can work together.
This anthology gathers in one place the issues 
pertinent to scholars involved in the study and defi-
nition of authenticity for replicas of cultural heritage. 
As outlined above, the volume offers a variety of per-
spectives that reflect the multi-disciplinary nature of 
the topic. We believe that each chapter will contribute 
to more general debates on the concept of authentic-
ity and will influence future studies on the topic. We 
greatly appreciate the efforts of our contributors to 
articulate theories, as we believe that the practice of 
digital heritage and archaeology is still in need of a 
solid theoretical background.
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On the second or third day of one of the writer’s first 
job as a museum curator he was shown around a store. 
At the end of the tour there was one area he had not 
visited. When he asked his new colleague ‘what’s in 
there?’ their reply was ‘only casts, let’s not bother’. To 
his shame, it took him a few months to venture into that 
room and when he did he was greeted by a myriad of 
casts of objects from assorted periods and locations. 
These two reactions, ambivalence from one 
museum professional contrasted with fascination at 
an eclectic mix of old casts by another, exemplify some 
contemporary attitudes towards replicas. On the one 
hand, ‘they are only replicas’. They are mere copies 
and not as valuable as ‘authentic’ objects from the past. 
With increasing pressure on store space, following this 
viewpoint many museums and other institutions have 
discarded their collections of replicas to make room 
for so-called authentic objects. On the other hand, 
replicas such as casts possess a certain attraction or 
charm. They are relics from a bygone age, produced 
using outmoded technology, standing in stark contrast 
to the new digital techniques employed to create ultra-
modern replicas such as 3D prints. Some replicas are 
also valued as sources of information about ‘authentic’ 
objects which are now lost or have been damaged or 
transformed. Replicas then, occupy an indeterminate 
state. They are copies and therefore seen as not as valu-
able as ‘genuine’ objects from the past. Yet many are 
now quite old, with their own biographies, contexts 
of creation and use, and are objects worthy of study 
in their own right.
In this chapter, we examine the use of replicas 
in museums and for other purposes such as teaching 
before the advent of digital technologies. Many different 
types of replica exist and each object and each category 
of replica has its own history which it is not possible to 
reproduce in a single book chapter. Instead, we have 
chosen to focus on a single case study, a group of plaster 
casts of Classical Maya monuments at the Museum of 
Archaeology and Anthropology (MAA), University 
of Cambridge, where they have come to be known as 
the ‘Maudslay Casts’. Through this case study we will 
show how attitudes towards replicas in general – and 
these replicas in particular – have changed over time. 
We will conclude by questioning what future roles the 
casts might have in a digital world.
Studies tracing the biographies of ‘authentic’ 
objects have often been conceptually split between 
the context in which the artefact was originally made, 
used and discarded and their ‘afterlives’ following 
their re-discovery and incorporation into archaeologi-
cal narratives and institutions such as museums (see 
Joyce 2015). Following the lives of replicas has the 
apparent advantage that there is no tension between 
their ‘original’ context and ‘afterlife’. But as we will 
show, it is not so simple. The antiquity and complex 
life stories of some artefacts that were at least created 
as ‘replicas’ can often reveal particular tensions and 
contradictions that are worthy of scholarly attention, 
and which certainly impinge upon curatorial practice. 
We also have in mind Joy’s (2002) observation that 
something of the ‘aura’ of the original can be passed on 
to a replica given a particular set of circumstances, and 
indeed Alfred Gell’s conception of the art index and 
the tensions between replica and prototype, as well as 
what he describes as the ‘distributed agency’ of a maker 
through her artwork, which may perhaps be equally 
attributed to the artwork through its ‘copy’ (Gell 1998; 
Chua & Elliott 2013). Throughout our discussion, we 
subscribe to Latour’s (1999) ‘circulating reference’ 
– the notion that the translation and articulation of 
relations surrounding objects produces references, 
that themselves circulate, accumulate and interact. 
Latour’s analytical model and his ethnographic object 
is the pedocomparator – a grid that abstracts soil sam-
ples from their ‘reality’ (in this case the Amazonian 
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‘it was the unexpected magnificence of the monuments 
which that day came into view that led me to devote so 
many years securing copies of them, which, preserved 
in the museums of Europe and America, are likely to 
survive the originals’ (quoted in Graham 2002, 82). 
While these reflections, separated by years of activity 
from the original encounter or indeed the production 
of the casts themselves, must be treated with caution, 
the impact of the casts on Maudslay and his motiva-
tions is evident. Nevertheless, it is clear as Graham 
(1993) asserted, Maudslay’s intention when making his 
casts was to ‘…have them displayed for educational 
and scientific purposes, and second, to ensure that the 
images, threatened by erosion, would be preserved 
indefinitely’ (Graham 1993, 71). A third motivation is 
also apparent. Maudslay was a keen photographer but 
the variable jungle light made it impossible to precisely 
capture the detail and deep relief of the sculptures using 
the photographic technologies of the time. The heat 
and humidity were also less than ideal conditions for 
draftsmen to produce the accurate line drawings that 
Maudslay required (Graham 2002, 108). Taking casts 
allowed accurate drawings to be made, away from the 
jungle in good working conditions (Graham 1993, 71). 
Since it had already proved impractical and too 
costly to remove objects, it was also seen as a good 
deal easier to make casts. Nevertheless, one should 
not underestimate the difficulties involved. Maudslay 
understood that taking casts was a highly skilled task 
and on planning his second expedition employed the 
services of Lorenzo Giuntini, a professional formatore 
or plaster-worker based in London who served the still 
vibrant market for plaster reproductions of classical 
antiquities. In preparation for the expedition nearly 
four tons of Plaster of Paris was purchased which 
was specially packed and delivered to Guatemala 
well ahead of time (Graham 2002, 110). The methods 
used to create casts and moulds were difficult and 
time consuming and Fash (2004) described well the 
conditions and considerable effort expended to create 
them and get them back: 
Hauling reams of paper, plaster, and sup-
plies; labouring in uncomfortable jungle 
conditions to make the paper moulds; dry-
ing them by huge fires; and transporting 
them over trails on mule back or by labour-
ers without damage required a staunch 
perseverance on the part of these explorers 
and moulders (Fash 2004, 11).
Back in London in the summer of 1884, the moulds 
were laboriously reassembled by Giuntini to recon-
struct each monument, before the full-sized plaster 
rainforest) and recombines them to make that reality 
more visible and analytically accessible. The potential 
analogues for museums and replicas – particularly 
those Maudlsay made in another forest in the Ameri-
cas – are manifold.
The Maudslay casts
Among the first objects accessioned into the collec-
tions of MAA, in 1884, were a group of monumental 
plaster casts of Maya sculpture, taken during Alfred 
Maudslay’s expeditions to the sites of Quirigua in 
Guatemala and Yaxchilan in Mexico. Like casts of Clas-
sical sculpture, the Maudslay Casts were reproductions 
of originals which were otherwise unobtainable, or 
inaccessible to scholars and students at Cambridge. 
Classic Period Maya (ad 250–900) sculpture was 
primarily made from limestone and was intended for 
public display and ritual use. It took various forms 
ranging from large upright stelae erected in plazas and 
courtyards in Maya cities, to wall panels or door lintels 
occupying the interiors of palaces and temples. Images 
included portrayals of deities, rituals and ceremonies 
and depictions of rulers, with hieroglyphic texts often 
accompanying such scenes (Fash 2004, 6; Houston & 
Inomata 2009, 91). 
Maya sites were never really ‘lost’ but they were 
difficult to access under Spanish control and overgrown 
by dense vegetation. But by the mid-nineteenth century 
they became more accessible to foreign visitors under 
new national governments in Guatemala and Mexico 
(Houston & Inomata 2009, 11). An illustration of the 
interest in these sites is that in 1854, enquiries were 
made by the British consul in Guatemala to report on 
the feasibility of removing pieces of Maya sculpture. 
The prime minister at the time, Lord Palmerston, was 
anxious that Britain should not lose out on these objects 
at the expense of countries such as the United States. 
But a report on the feasibility of moving the sculptures 
concluded they were too heavy and it would be too 
expensive to remove them to Britain (Graham 2002, 79). 
By the late nineteenth century, independent 
researchers such as Maudslay, as well as institutions 
like the Peabody Museum at Harvard University, began 
to document and record Classic Maya sites (Houston & 
Inomata 2009, 11). Maudslay was a Cambridge graduate 
and spent some time in the colonial service in Fiji, Tonga 
and Samoa. Swapping careers, he resigned from over-
seas service in 1880 and travelled to Guatemala later 
that year with the intention of exploring and recording 
Maya sites, organizing six expeditions to Guatemala 
and Mexico over the next thirteen years (Graham 1993, 
70). Writing a decade after his first visit to the ruined 
Maya city of Quirigua in Guatemala, Maudslay wrote, 
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casts were some of the first objects to be relocated and 
were in position by the spring of 1912 (Annual Report 
1912), well ahead of the official opening in 1913. In 
fact, the main hall of the new museum was especially 
designed for the American exhibits, specifically the 
accommodation of the larger objects including the 
Maudslay Casts (Annual Report 1911). Here there was 
space to accommodate the 10 metre-high stelae, and 
the enormous zoomorphic sculptured rock could be 
seen from every angle from the mezzanine above (Fig. 
1.2). The design of this striking space also proved use-
ful when the Museum finally acquired its longed-for 
Haida totem pole in 1925 (Fig. 1.3). 
The large gallery was even named after Alfred 
Maudslay in tribute to his many donations to the 
casts could be made. This created accurate but large, 
heavy and fragile plaster casts which, as we will see, 
are far from ideal for museum storage and display. 
At the time Maudslay and Giuntini were producing 
their casts other institutions such as the Peabody, 
the Smithsonian Institution and Berlin Museum col-
laborated and competed with one other to sponsor 
expeditions to produce their own casts (Fash 2004; 
Shields 2015). As Fash (2004) stated in relation to the 
casts of Aztec and Maya sculpture in the Peabody 
Museum at Harvard University, ‘often lost upon us 
today is the tremendous investment not just of time, 
effort, and planning that went into producing and 
transporting the moulds and casts, but the financial 
investment’ (Fash 2004, 8). This shows just how valued 
casts were at this time amongst leading institutions 
and the public, with casts and photographs appearing 
prominently in public expositions such as the Chicago 
Worlds Columbian Exposition of 1893, which were 
seen by millions of people (Shields 2015, 30–3, Fig. 2.2). 
Plaster casts provide a precise one-to-one replica that 
is aesthetically pleasing. Once the moulds have been 
taken, plaster is relatively cheap and multiple copies 
can be produced. Casts also have considerable didactic 
value as it is possible to display many different objects 
side by side for comparison.
The casts at MAA
The casts were presented to the Museum by Maudslay 
soon after they were made, late in 1884, only months 
after the institution had been established. They are 
contemporaneous with some of the casts of Classical 
sculpture (later to become part of the collections of 
the Museum of Classical Archaeology) which were 
exhibited in the adjoining galleries (Beard 1994).
The following history of the casts has been com-
piled using evidence gleaned primarily from Museum 
Annual Reports and other archival documents. The 
casts were first displayed in Gallery H of the then 
Museum of Classical and General Archaeology, located 
on Little St. Mary’s Lane (Annual Report 1885). As is 
shown in Figure 1.1, the skylight of the original build-
ing had to be adjusted to accommodate the tallest 
stela, and the casts occupied an enormous area of the 
gallery. In a letter from Maudslay to the then curator 
of the Museum, Baron Anatole von Hügel, marked 
‘Sunday 1885’, he remarked on the display: ‘the casts 
look wonderfully well. I only wish they would build a 
new museum five times as big and they should have the 
splendid collection I have now on the way to England’. 
There the casts stayed until a new building was 
constructed for the Museum on Downing Street, fol-
lowing a split from the classical archaeology collections 
(Beard 1994). Owing to their ‘unwieldy bulk’, the 
Figure 1.1. Stela E from Quirigua in the old Museum of 




Figure 1.2. The Maudslay Hall, MAA, c. 1970, showing the Winchester Cathedral 
choir screen and the Maudslay casts including Zoomorph P.
Figure 1.3. Casts seen in the Maudslay Gallery located either side of the Haida 
totem pole. Photograph taken by Gwil Owen c. 1978.
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years or so until the casts finally officially became part 
of the British Museum’s collections in 1922 and it was 
not until 1923 that any of the casts were put on public 
display (Joyce 1938, 6). Significantly, just as at MAA, 
Maudslay’s contribution to Maya archaeology was also 
recognized at this time as the casts were set up in a 
space known as The Maudslay Room (Graham 1993, 73).
During the Second World War many objects from 
MAA were removed for safekeeping, some were taken 
to south Wales and others to a chalk cave in the nearby 
Cambridgeshire village of Balsham. The Museum 
was closed for a while in 1939 following the outbreak 
of war, but after it became clear that Cambridge was 
not in immediate danger, it reopened with objects ‘…
arranged in such a way that… [they] could be quickly 
packed again if necessary’ (Annual Report 1945–6). 
The dispersal of the collections during the war pro-
vided the opportunity for carrying out an extensive 
programme of re-organizations. The Maudslay Hall 
was once again devoted to American archaeology 
and ethnography containing, ‘…the Maudslay collec-
tion of large Central American casts and the British 
Columbian totem pole…’ (Annual Report 1945–6). 
The re-organizations and refurbishments were largely 
completed by November 1947 and the Maudslay Hall 
re-opened to the public in July 1948. 
There are few remarks about the Maudslay Hall 
in the annual reports throughout the 1950s and 1960s 
except for a mention in the 1955 annual report that 
the gallery was redecorated for the first time since the 
Museum was built! 
Cast aside?
Major alterations to the Museum were undertaken in 
the mid-1970s when the collections were significantly 
reorganized and a long-term plan for display was 
instigated. Between 1975 and 1976 much of the col-
lection in store was relocated to a new store at the old 
Shorts Factory on Madingley Road and in 1977 three 
of the six galleries at the Museum were converted into 
storage and office space. 
Reorganization of displays and collections were 
not the only changes that occurred at this time. Visitor 
numbers are reported in the annual reports for the first 
time and more members of staff were recruited. Prior 
to this period much museum work was undertaken 
by honorary keepers – unpaid period and regional 
experts who gave up their time to curate specific 
collections. These changes are reflective of a move 
towards professionalization and a growing concern 
for accommodation of the general public as well as 
university students.
By the late 1970s, prompted by the continuing 
growth of the collections and this professionalization 
Museum but the casts were specifically singled out 
in the annual report: 
…Mr Maudslay subsequently enriched the 
Museum with a set of magnificent casts 
of Guatemalan sculptured monuments 
taken by himself from the originals… This 
museum is the only one in the country in 
which such important illustrations of Amer-
ican archaeology are exhibited (Annual 
Report 1913). 
As a further illustration of the importance of the casts 
to the Museum, one of the objects, a cast of ‘Zoomorph 
B’ from Quirigua, Guatemala, was built into the wall 
above the entrance of the corridor from the Maudslay 
Hall to the Babington Gallery (Fig. 1.4).
The annual reports make it clear that by 1920, 
although the Museum was open to students and the 
public, following the move, artefacts had still not been 
fully unpacked and displayed. For example, one of 
the galleries was being used as a store room and the 
Maudslay Hall continued ‘…to show the miscellane-
ous, unsorted mass of specimens, which were there 
stored for safekeeping at the time of the removal of the 
Museum from Little St. Mary’s Lane’ (Annual Report 
1920). In June 1920 the Board of Anthropological Stud-
ies and the Antiquarian Committee were amalgamated 
and reconstructed as the Board of Archaeological and 
Anthropological Studies and on the 24 November the 
newly formed Board indicated their desire to recruit 
more students (Annual Report 1920). As a result, more 
space in the Maudslay Hall was given over to teach-
ing university students with galleries and didactic 
displays laid out specifically for them. Subsequently, 
the Maudslay Casts now had to share space with the 
local archaeology collections and a hotchpotch of other 
objects from the Swiss Lakes, the Near East and China.
Parallel, yet different, trajectories can be seen for 
the related collection of Maudslay’s plaster casts and 
paper squeeze moulds at the British Museum (Joyce 
1938). Maudslay originally donated the casts to the 
South Kensington Museum (now the Victoria and 
Albert Museum) in 1886 and they were displayed for 
a short time before they were dismantled and placed in 
storage, with discussions soon initiated to negotiate the 
transference of the casts to the British Museum (Joyce 
1938). According to Shields (2015, 36), this was very 
much against Maudslay’s wishes and he attempted to 
transfer many of the South Kensington casts to Cam-
bridge. This proposal was rejected by Cambridge on 
the grounds of the costs of the long-term display of 
such large objects. The discussions between the South 
Kensington and British Museums continued for 30 
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Advice was sought from several experts as to 
the historical value of the casts. For example, in a let-
ter in the archives dated 18 October 1976, one expert 
from the Institute of Archaeology, London, Warwick 
Bray, stated:
They are good casts, and in some cases I 
believe they show detail which has deterio-
rated on the original monuments… they can 
be studied in the same way as the originals 
of activities at the Museum, a radical reorganization 
of the Maudslay Hall was also proposed and it was to 
become the ethnography gallery. Both as big, dominant 
unwieldy things, and as ‘archaeological’ objects, but 
also perhaps because they weren’t ‘real’, the casts were 
no longer a good fit. This marked the beginning of the 
end for the display of the casts in the Maudslay Hall 
and several options were suggested for their removal 
from display, from transplantation to the lawn outside 
the Museum, to disposal. 
Figure 1.4. Zoomorph B from Quirigua, Guatemala built into the entrance corridor to the Babington Gallery  
(Museum Accession Number 1885.3.8). Photograph by Josh Murfitt, August 2016.
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completed on 17 August… The removal 
of the casts was only possible because the 
General Board also gave approval for the 
construction of a large extension of the 
Shorts store, part of which was designed 
to house them in sections. Construction 
at Shorts went on concurrently with the 
work in the Museum and was suffi  ciently 
completed to receive the casts on schedule 
(Annual Report 1979).
and much bett er than photos. There is hardly 
any material of this country for students 
to look at. Would you consider disposing 
of original stelae? If not, you should keep 
these. For teaching, study, and sheer tour-
ism they are almost as good as the originals, 
which will never leave Guatemala. In fact, 
they are considerable treasures in their own 
right – even if they are big and clumsy and 
take up space which could accommodate 
yet more Polynesian clubs or Saxon pots. 
Treat them with respect. 
In a lett er dated 28 October 1976 Professor Gordon 
Willey of the Peabody Museum expressed similar 
sentiments and provided information about the fate 
of similar casts in his own institution: 
The casts which you describe from the Cam-
bridge Museum are pieces of considerable 
scientifi c value. There are not many such 
casts anywhere. Indeed, it may be that yours 
and ours are the only ones in existence on 
these particular pieces. We, too, have been 
concerned what to do with our Maya casts. 
Many of them, especially those from Quiri-
gua, are extremely large and they take up 
a lot of room. We have removed some to 
storage, others still remain on exhibit, but 
we have not destroyed or jett isoned any of 
them… In brief, I strongly recommend that 
you maintain possession of these casts either 
on display or in storage.
In the end, the value of the casts was recognized and 
they were not destroyed, instead they were decon-
structed and distributed once again. The zoomorph was 
sent on long-term loan to the Museum of Mankind in 
London (Figs. 1.5 & 1.6), and the stelae were cut into 
panels and moved to a new purpose-built location in 
the Museum’s external store. It is worth quoting the 
1979 annual report at length as it provides a good 
indication of the work this involved: 
The Maudslay Gallery was prepared for the 
removal of the Mayan casts, which, because 
of the amount of disruption involved, meant 
that the Museum had to be closed from 18 
June until end of September. The sky god 
was cut into sections and removed to the 
Museum of Mankind between 18 and 21 
June. On 22 June Mr Smith, Mr Baynes, Mr 
Osbourne and Mr Lewis began to disman-
tle the remaining casts. This operation was 
Figures 1.5 & 1.6. Dismantling the cast of Zoomorph P 
for transport to London. Summer 1979. MAA Archives.
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may have inspired but we do know that Maudslay’s 
studies and the casts he commissioned made a sig-
nificant contribution to the decipherment of Maya 
hieroglyphs throughout the twentieth century (Elliott 
& Thomas 2011, 69). 
Cast in a new light
The majority of the casts still remain in the Shorts 
Store today. MAA was extensively refurbished again 
in 2012, culminating in the creation of a new front 
door, special exhibitions gallery, museum shop and the 
refurbishment of the Clarke and Andrews Galleries. 
As a symbol of the importance of the Maudslay Casts 
to the history of the museum, a display was created 
in the newly refurbished Andrews Gallery of World 
Archaeology, where a cast of Stela E from Quirigua, 
Guatemala depicting the face of king K’ak’ Tiliw Chan 
Yopaat and part of his headdress is displayed alongside 
contextual information highlighting the importance 
of the casts and Maudslay’s contribution to Maya 
A number of the letters in the archives providing advice 
as to what should be done with the casts also tell us 
about the fate of similar casts in collections elsewhere. 
As professor Willey’s letter quoted above shows, some 
of the casts in the Peabody Museum were removed to 
storage and published accounts elsewhere show that 
some were also moved to other institutions or even 
destroyed (Fash 2004, 13). Another letter from the 
American Museum of Natural History, New York stated 
that in a refurbishment during the 1960s, although some 
of the larger casts were retained – with the ceiling of the 
exhibition hall raised to accommodate them – several 
other large casts from Quirigua were destroyed.
Throughout their time in the Maudslay Hall there 
are few mentions of how the casts were received by 
students and members of the public. The remaining 
photographs of the casts on display show they occu-
pied an imposing position in the gallery and no doubt 
made a notable impression on students and visitors. 
It is impossible to determine how many people they 
Figure 1.7. A new display in the Andrew’s Gallery of World Archaeology, featuring a section of the 1883 cast of Stela E 
from Quirigua, Guatemala. Photograph by Josh Murfitt, August 2016.
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Figure 1.8. A cast taken from lintel 16 of House F at Yaxchilan, Mexico, is now suspended high up on the wall of the 
Clarke Gallery. Photograph by Josh Murfitt, August 2016.
archaeology (Fig. 1.7). Here the replica is cast in a new 
light, telling a story of the Museum and a revaluing 
of the activities of collectors and collecting. The casts 
have become objects with complex biographies and 
indeed biographical objects (Hoskins 1998) – part of 
an assemblage that creates a distributed biography 
of Maudslay and the Museum. A section of one of 
the casts taken from lintel 16 of House F at Yaxchilan, 
Mexico, is also now suspended high up on the wall of 
the Clarke Gallery above books sold in the museum 
shop (Fig. 1.8), as part of a group of objects themed as 
‘welcome’ or ‘entrance’ artefacts – from a Kanak door 
post from New Caledonia to a statue of Ganesh from 
India. Contextual information about the cast is limited 
but at least people are able to see it and its prototype’s 
previous position as part of an entrance way (in the 
mind of the curator) is to some extent perpetuated. 
The re-display of some of the casts at MAA is 
reflective of a wider trend which has seen other institu-
tions re-assess and re-value their collections of plaster 
casts. For example, following a stock-taking of their cast 
collection, in 2001 the Peabody Museum opened a new 
exhibit titled Distinguished Casts: Curating Lost Monu-
ments at the Peabody Museum (Fash 2004, 4). Regardless 
of major changes in the archaeological knowledge by 
which they were originally understood, the casts are 
still of considerable interest to academics and continue 
to be objects of knowledge creation. In the years since 
Maudslay made his casts, the monuments have suffered 
from damage, vandalism, weathering and erosion and 
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against a backdrop of extensive pressure on museum 
space and a revaluing of objects in favour of ‘authentic’ 
artefacts. At MAA the casts that were not built into 
the building were cut up and removed to storage. 
Letters in the archive show their continuing survival 
was under considerable threat at this time, but in the 
end the Museum and University provided extensive 
investment to ensure their continuing preservation. 
Nevertheless, changing priorities of the Museum and 
wider attitudes in favour of authentic objects at the 
expense of replicas meant that the casts were consigned 
into storage for 30 years, where the majority still remain 
today. The recent re-display of a section of one of the 
casts owes as much to its power to tell a story of the 
Museum itself as Maudslay’s original intention that 
the casts should inform the general public about Maya 
society. Yet Maudslay’s objectives are more broadly 
exemplified by the manner in which the casts are now 
valued because the originals have suffered from dam-
age and erosion. Digital technologies such as digital 
scanning opens the casts up to further interpretations, 
facilitating new types of interaction with the casts 
outside of the museum and its stores. 
Contemporary role of replicas
As the inclusion of replicas in a recent British Museum 
exhibition on the Celts demonstrates (Farley & Hunter 
2015), they still have a place in museums. In this 
instance casts of early medieval monuments were 
prominently displayed as many of the ‘original’ objects 
are located in places like churchyards and cannot be 
removed. Like the Maudslay Casts and casts taken of 
statues from the Classical world (see Beard 1994), rep-
licas are generally more ‘ethical’ and do not carry the 
same negative associations as artefacts removed from 
their original locations, such as the Parthenon Marbles.
One question particularly pertinent to the current 
discussion is how different are traditional replicas such 
as casts from digital reconstructions and 3D prints of 
objects? The casts are products of once cutting-edge 
but now antiquated technologies, intended to make 
faraway or otherwise unattainable artefacts accessi-
ble to researchers and students, in the same space as 
other things from other places. This brings us back to 
the Latourian analogy of the pedocomparator where, 
like the museum gallery or the grid-like shelves of 
the reserve collection, displacement, fragmentation 
and reassembly makes comparison possible. Unlike 
Latour’s pedocomparator or the conventional image 
of museum collections, Maudslay and Giuntini’s casts 
are not ‘real’ artefacts but simulacra: their value as 
evidence thus even more ephemeral, as ‘better’ tech-
nologies become available.
some details recorded in the casts are no longer visible 
on the originals (Elliott & Thomas 2011, 69). Conse-
quently, there has been a renewed academic interest in 
the Maudslay Casts, for example with scientists from 
the University of Bonn undertaking a project to digi-
tally scan each of the casts during the summer of 2016.
Despite this renewed interest the casts still repre-
sent a considerable curatorial challenge. As a survey of 
the casts made by Maudslay held at the British Museum 
revealed, they are not immune to the effects of time 
(Mathews 1999). They are fragile but heavy objects and 
are particularly susceptible to damage when they are 
moved and they require innovative storage solutions 
if they are to be preserved into the future. 
Changing meanings
The casts index an intriguing period in the history of 
archaeology and the Museum. Maudslay is one of the 
great names in the history of Maya archaeology and 
the casts and photographs he brought back from his 
expeditions were one of the bases for the decipher-
ment of Maya texts. The casts will therefore always be 
associated with his achievements. They are a record 
of monuments that have subsequently been damaged 
and preserve details which no longer survive on the 
originals. They also tell us about outmoded techniques 
of artefact replication and hint at the ethics, or prac-
ticalities that made Maudslay produce casts, rather 
than transplant the originals to Britain. 
The Maudslay Casts have been in the Museum’s 
collections almost since its foundation and they are 
part of its story; they have had a tangible impact on the 
fabric of the building and its efficacy as an institution. 
The decision first to modify an existing building and 
second to design a new one able to accommodate the 
casts, demonstrates their fundamental importance in 
the early years of the Museum. It also tells us something 
about the position of the replica in the late nineteenth 
century, suggesting that authenticity meant something 
different and to really see an object may have meant 
something rather different to museum-goers then than 
it does today. 
The values placed on the casts changed over time 
and varied between institutions. For example, Shields 
(2015, 37) suggested that part of the reason why there 
was a delay in the transference of the casts from the 
South Kensington Museum was that at that time at 
the British Museum there was a ‘hierarchy of cultural 
objects’, whereby less value was placed on Mesoa-
merican artefacts than those from the Classical World.
By the mid–late twentieth century, different 
institutions tackled the challenges of displaying and 
accommodating such large objects in different ways, set 
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something else, something that is not really there, the 
replica occupies a particularly precarious position in 
ethnographic and archaeological collections. By chart-
ing the different paths of the Maudslay Casts, we have 
seen how they have lost relevance and value, as well as 
gained significance; moving from prized specimens to 
unwanted junk, back to valued objects. The social life of 
these casts in the museum collection vividly illustrates 
the fluctuating status of replicas in such a context. 
Like Latour’s pedocomparator where soil samples 
are taken from the field into the laboratory, the casts 
have been displaced from the Guatemalan jungle to a 
Cambridge museum. Unlike the pedocomputer, the 
casts are reproductions and as a reproduction, the aura 
of a replica is especially vulnerable: dependent on that 
of its prototype, and on perceptions of the materiality 
of the medium itself. Yet long-term incorporation in a 
museum collection can also transform an object from 
a replica to a museum piece. The Maudslay casts are 
a ‘hybrid mixture’ (Latour 1999, 38) of ancient Maya 
sculpture, nineteenth-century plaster casting technol-
ogy, Maudslay, and the Museum.
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slay casts themselves presents a new dimension to the 
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now engaged with as an artefact like any other. One 
might, in passing, reflect on how much of the artefact’s 
‘aura’ is maintained in successive acts of replication.
The primary difference between traditional types 
of replica and digital ones is that digital technology 
can transport objects out of the museum into schools 
and people’s homes. They also facilitate detailed study 
and close scrutiny without the need to visit dusty 
museum stores, providing the potential to revolution-
ize academic study of museum objects and greatly 
increase visitor access to objects currently locked away 
in museum stores. 3D prints also offer opportunities 
to transform visitor experiences. With the possibility 
to produce multiple replicas relatively easily and with 
costs coming down, handling of replica objects in 
museums is becoming increasingly popular. 
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seen, plaster casts have become historic objects in their 
own right and many are now well over 100 years old. 
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available for study. Other issues such as who owns 
digital data from scans also need to be ironed out as 
some institutions are wary of the potential exploitation 
of these data for commercial purposes.
Conclusions
Replicas like plaster casts do not seem to fit easily into 
the conventional narratives constructed about ‘authen-
tic’ objects in museums. Almost always an index of 
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Computer assisted design and imagery can achieve a 
very high level of realistic representation, depicting 
space, forms and colours in a manner that simulates 
and emphasizes the visual experience. This realistic 
representation may however not be authentic, nor a 
genuine reproduction of the artwork. 
Technological development in the area of com-
puter assisted design and animation, e.g. 3D digital 
modeling, has been much faster than theoretical devel-
opment. Principles and criteria for evaluating historical 
analyses and hypotheses underpinning projects have 
been developed after virtual environments where 
used in archaeology. Although the London Charter 
(Beacham et al. 2006; Denard 2012) and the Seville 
Principles (2011) highlighted the principles of scientific 
visualization and the need for a formalization of recon-
structive processes, these documents provide general 
guidelines but no prescriptive rules or standards to 
guide the practitioner.1
In contrast, architectural restoration is a well-
established scientific field, with numerous practical 
applications. Since virtual restoration shares the notions 
of authenticity and scientific transparency with physical 
restoration, one can attempt to establish a theoretical 
framework for virtual restoration, based on the codes 
and standards developed for physical restoration. 
The goal of this paper is to demonstrate how vir-
tual restorations can borrow and adopt the theoretical 
framework of architectural restoration. A prerequisite 
in regards to this is to take a critical look at the con-
traposition between virtual and physical restorations. 
This will be framed and contextualized in the context of 
the Restoration Charters, whose articles can be applied 
to virtual restorations. In this paper, we will review 
and discuss the terminology and concepts that can be 
extrapolated to the virtual area, propose method for 
virtual restoration and illustrate these concepts and 
methods through practical case studies. 
Concepts and terminology
In this section, we review key concepts of physical 
restoration and their relevance to the field of computer 
assisted design and imagery.
Authenticity
Umberto Eco (1968) used to say that restoration and 
philology share the same impulse: one conserves ancient 
literary texts and the other concerns ancient architecture, 
both in order to continue enjoying them. Every time a 
restoration is performed it partially changes the mean-
ing of the building. Wondering whether the result is 
authentic could seem irrelevant, as authenticity works 
for mobile and transportable object, which is not the 
case of a building. In his treaty on general semiotics, Eco 
states that ‘the taste for authenticity is an ideological 
product of a commercial society: privileging the origi-
nal one is like privileging the first copy of a numbered 
edition of a book instead of the second: suitable for 
antiquarian booksellers but not for literary critics’. 
The conservatism prevailing in architectural 
restoration theory nowadays has caused a relative 
non-interventionism among architects. A number of 
monuments are thus left abandoned and suffer from 
their physical environment. A fetishist conception of 
archaeological ruins is still frequent, which, as noted 
prof. Paolo Marconi (1993), comes from the ‘fin du siècle’ 
decadent romanticism. The overvaluation of the ‘value 
of antiquity’ that comes from the ancient heritage and 
Renaissance theme ‘memento morti’ or ‘et in arcadia ego’, 
generates a taste for the decadent aspect of archaeologi-
cal ruins, prevailing on the restored monument. For 
example, there is still an excessive romantic valuation 
of moss-covered atriums and falling holes that was the 
specialty of Piranesi in the eighteenth century. This art-
ist added an aura of mystery to the monuments with 
the presence of invasive vegetation such as mosses, 
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and scientific dimensions of the cultural heritage 
(UNESCO 1994).
From a practical point of view, interventions on 
architectural heritage involve a complex catalogue 
of decisions, which must be studied and will have 
different approaches depending on the type of ‘authen-
ticity’ that is sought, without excluding the complete 
reconstruction.
Architecture function and significance are con-
nected and form the ‘architectonic authenticity’ that 
should prevail over ‘material authenticity’. For exam-
ple, a vault fulfilling its function as originally designed, 
even if rebuilt with new bricks, masonry and vous-
soirs is more authentic in terms of architecture, than 
a vault where the original construction materials have 
been preserved but cannot fulfil its function because 
materials have lost their mechanical capacity. In this 
regard, genuine values of architecture (form, space, 
structural system, materials, textures, etc.) that have 
been accredited by scientific research as originals, 
deserve to be preserved (or recovered, if lost), and 
transmitted to future generations. 
Restauro is defined by Cesare Brandi as any inter-
vention aimed at making a product of human activity 
more effective; as opposed to preservation which is 
preventive restoration (Brandi 1977). To use Brandi’s 
own words, ‘[…] an activity dealing with extending the 
life of a work of art and restoring its appearance […] 
any operation that aims at putting back into effective 
order a product of human activity’.
The philological debate on Virtual Restoration 
began in 1994, when Gianfranco Fiaccadori (Moschini 
2001), professor of philology, suggested the use of these 
two terms together to name the methodology that 
consisted in applying digital techniques in the field of 
restoration. With new data acquisition technologies and 
3D digital models, there is no structural alteration of the 
cultural heritage object. Furthermore, given the power 
of computer assisted data acquisition, management 
and analysis, the documentation (González Moreno-
Navarro 2000) of the artwork can be augmented (e.g. 
3D digitalization of the entire artwork or building) 
and various sources and types of information can be 
simultaneously accessed, analysed and integrated in 
the conservation process.
According to Brandi (1977), the practitioner must 
act on the aesthetic appearance of the cultural asset, 
while documenting it from its historical dimension. In 
this sense, we shall use an instrument that does not 
alter the physical structure of the object, and so as to 
preserve their authenticity; which is one of the key 
issues in physical restoration. 
Virtual restoration is generally not supported 
by the methods and restrictions that are applied to 
lichens and climbing plants covering the building, but 
in practice this romantic perception should be evaluated 
against the good conservation of monuments.
From the 1820’s the reproduction of artworks or 
architecture became unpopular in Italy, considered 
as fakes (thus not authentic). Antiquarians were the 
only able to certify the authenticity of works of art. 
Their assessment was based, and is still based, on 
the autography of objects and on morellians details 
that are useful in the field of painting, but much less 
when assessing architectural sculpture and archi-
tecture. It can be argued that an excessive value is 
given by antiquarians to the notion of authenticity, 
as a means of raising the antiquity value of the objects. 
Considering the latter, Riegl declared that is the best 
recognizable and recognized value appreciated by 
the uneducated masses confronted with historical 
heritage (Riegl 1987).
Authenticity has two interpretations: on the one 
hand it is the measure of the genuineness of an object 
in its physical dimension, and on the other hand 
it is the correctness of its use compared to original 
conditions (Hajnóczi 1995). Authenticity may thus 
be considered either from the theoretical or practi-
cal aspect. At the Nara Conference in 1994, different 
visions on authenticity were discussed, stating that 
the term authenticity has different meanings, chang-
ing from one country to another. However, The Nara 
Document on Authenticity (UNESCO 1994) did not 
received widespread acceptance, and old restrictions 
reappeared in the Charter of Krakow (2000) six years 
later, recommending to avoid ‘the reconstruction of 
whole parts of the building’.
If the multiple dimensions of authenticity are 
acknowledged, then one should not safeguard the 
physical appearance only, but also building techniques, 
original function, archaeological findings, and environs 
(Von Droste & Bertilsson 1995). This variety of views 
about authenticity results in different approaches to 
conservation. Some decide to preserve the original, 
even when it is incomplete, while others prefer to have 
a complete image of the original shape (even with 
the use of new material). And, for other groups yet, 
it is the location that is most important. A framework 
developed to address authenticity should take this 
diversity into consideration (Galla 1995).
From a theoretical perspective, it is advisable to 
clarify the meaning of authenticity that is best suited 
to the cultural heritage being examined before every 
restoration. This may be relative to various sources 
such as design and form, usage and function, tradi-
tions and techniques, location and settings, materials 
and substance, etc. The use of these sources permits 
the elaboration of the specific artistic, historic, social, 
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monument, and in general all measures preventing 
further decay and preserving the historic fabric’. 
The last concept we review here is ripristino, 
best exemplified by Viollet-le-Duc, who stated in his 
Dictionary of French architecture from the eleventh to 
the sixteenth centuries that: ‘to restore a building, is 
not to maintain, repair or rebuild, it is to re-establish it 
in a complete state that may have never have existed’. 
About its application to virtual technology, García 
Cuetos (2009) proposed that ‘computer assisted crea-
tion, misnamed virtual reality, aims at being real and 
may thus be seen as a ripristino since some consider it 
as endowed with the emotional charge of the original 
monument itself.’
Principles and norms used in physical restoration 
and their relevance to the virtual environment
The Italian Restoration Charter of 1972
The theory and history of physical restoration, which 
started with experiments on the ancient monuments 
in Italy at the beginning of the eighteenth century, can 
provide a theoretical framework for virtual restoration. 
The Italian Restoration Charter of 1972 by Brandi 
(1977) is the first document that describes the concept of 
reconstruction in the field of cultural heritage, building 
on the concepts of anastylosis and restoration. Articles 
6 and 7 are of particular relevance here: 
Article 6 prohibits any completion of unfinished 
work in style, analogical, in simplified form, or even if 
there are graphic or plastic documentation illustrating 
the intended form of the completed work. It stipulates 
that it will be forbidden to remove or demolish from the 
artwork traces left by its passage through time, unless 
these features are of limited scope and incongruous 
or disfiguring in relation to the historical values of 
the artwork, or if they are completions in style that 
counterfeit the nature of the work.
Article 7 allows anastylosis, only when carefully 
documented and completed by reconstructing miss-
ing sections with techniques clearly discernible to the 
naked eye such as using lighter or neutral materials, 
setting them at a different level from the original parts, 
or leaving in sight the original support, however never 
reconstructing ex novo missing figurative sections and 
inserting important features that will alter the figura-
tive nature of the work.
According to these articles, the Charter accepted 
only partial anastylosis, not admitting any other type of 
possible reconstruction. A large number of interventions 
were excluded by Brandi given his conceptual considera-
tion of the artwork. The theory proposed by Brandi was 
largely replaced by the 1987 Charter (ICOMOS 1987a) 
but his initial position had strongly marked the history 
physical restoration work, since there is no physical 
(material) intervention. The process however involves a 
number of hypotheses and interpretations which affect 
the authenticity of the result. In this regard, principles 
of the Charter of Restoration shall be considered, not 
because they preserve the heritage in its materiality, but 
because they preserve its meaning. The term immaterial 
applied to architecture advocates an architecture that 
fuses the immaterial and the material, and considers 
its consequences, challenging preconceptions about 
architecture, its practice, purpose, matter and use 
(Hill 2006). 
Let’s also remember here that as a result of the 
absence of physical interventions, virtual restoration 
does not provide any form of protection against the 
degradation caused by the physical environment. 
Virtual reconstruction involves using a virtual 
model to visually recover a building or tangible object 
made at a given moment in the past. The process relies 
on physical evidence available, rigorous comparative 
inferences and other studies carried out by archaeolo-
gists and other experts in relation to archaeological 
and historical science (Seville Principles 2011). While 
virtual restoration considers the appearance, purpose 
and use of the original object, virtual reconstruction 
limits itself to a visual product, proposing a hypothesis 
of the physical appearance of the original object. 
Anastylosis is an architectural term for a recon-
struction technique whereby a damaged building or 
monument is restored using the original architectural 
elements to the greatest degree possible while new 
parts are made visible through the use of distinct 
material. With digital anastylosis, concepts linked to 
the meaning, usage and memory of the architecture 
heritage will be recovered, and they will appear in the 
Restoration Charter of 1987 (ICOMOS 1987a). Digital 
anastylosis allows the reconstruction of architecture 
only if based on evidence (in situ or documentary), 
validated typological parallels, or on established 
constructive and functional knowledge.
Virtual conservation can be applied to knowledge 
about purpose and use, as well to the representation 
of the object, but not to the object itself. 
The term conservation is defined as follows in the 
Washington Charter for the conservation of historic 
towns and urban areas (ICOMOS 1987b): ‘to conserve 
is the supreme preservation principle. Together with 
stabilization and safeguarding measures, conserva-
tion work that protects the fabric of a monument and 
prevents its further loss should therefore have absolute 
priority over all other measures. […] All those measures 
that serve the preservation of the fabric of a monument 
are to be counted as conservation work. Conserva-
tion includes consolidation of the historic fabric of a 
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An important aspect to consider in the rules of 
restoration is the reversibility of the actions performed 
(article 8). In this regard, the digital model has a great 
advantage over traditional physical restoration inter-
ventions as this tool is not invasive and can serve to 
visualize and analyse various options prior to the 
physical intervention. 
Applying architectural knowledge to virtual restoration
Drawing from the above, we propose seven principles 
for the recognition of architectural authenticity in 3D 
digital models.
i. Digital models, just like real architecture, depend 
on the environment and culture in which they take 
place. The insertion of virtual restorations of ancient 
heritage within current context implies an anachro-
nism that can obstruct the perception of represented 
reality. In this regard, it is essential to contextualize 
the architecture in order to simulate an appropriate 
environment.
ii. Architecture is not only form but also expression; 
there is a dialectical relationship with its substance. The 
expression through digital models eases the disclosure 
of certain elements, since 3D spatial modeling avoids 
issues relating to two-dimensional coding systems.
iii. Architecture does not exist without structure: it is 
part of its nature and it is expressed through its laws. As 
in the case of buildings, when an architectural virtual 
model is prepared, explaining and documenting the 
structural performance of the building is essential. 
iv. History is not only the language of architecture, 
it also carries its substance, therefore architecture will 
not be historicist, but historical. Digital models allow 
us to integrate historical information and new data, 
easing access, analysis and understanding.
v. Function drives the organic arrangement of the 
buildings, but can sometimes be partially disconnected 
from architecture. The virtual model allows us to 
explore interactively and in real-time the architectural 
space, including the access to different information 
levels. This helps understanding the building and 
allows us to integrate various levels of information. 
vi. The stylistic unity represents a system of decou-
pled behaviour from the different architectural parts, 
and it is organized by contrast, denying linguistic 
monotony. Virtual models enable the representation 
of different parts of the building or heritage site and 
at different historical moments. 
of Italian restoration and has also had a strong influence 
in Europe. The origin of this development in Italy is to 
be seen in the effects of numerous earthquakes during 
the 70s, leading to the need to document and maintain 
traditional buildings (Jiménez 1997).
Articles 2, 8 and 9 of Brandi’s Restoration Char-
ter (1977) also provide relevant elements for digital 
restoration of architecture.
Article 2. ‘In addition to items listed in Art. 1 
[architectural monuments, painting and sculpture 
even if in fragments, palaeolithic artifacts, figurative 
expressions of the popular cultures and contemporary 
art], the present guidelines will apply to the following 
categories of objects to assure their preservation and 
restoration: building complexes of monumental, histor-
ical, or environmental interest, in particular historical 
urban areas; art collections; historic furnishings and 
interior decors preserved in their traditional arrange-
ment; gardens and parks of particular importance’. 
Article 8. ‘Any work done on the artwork […] 
must be executed in such way and with such techniques 
and materials that will not obstruct or prevent pres-
ervation or restoration work in the future. Moreover, 
every intervention on the artwork must be preceded 
by a written report that documents the artwork and 
explains the motivations for the work to be done’.
Article 9. ‘The use of new procedures and materi-
als for restoration, instead of those currently used or 
permitted, will have to be authorized by the Ministry 
of Education, with the explicit consensus of Istituto 
Centrale del Restauro. This institution’s role will be to 
actively advise the same Ministry and to discourage 
the use of antiquated, damaging or untested materials 
and procedures, to suggest new ones, and to determine 
the need of outside resources in terms equipment and 
specialists not available within their organizations’.
Brandi restoration theory relies on the recognition 
of art in its physical substance and its dual aesthetic and 
historical dimension. The image of the artwork itself 
is immaterial, as reveals itself in every observer, each 
time it is perceived. An artist produced the artwork in 
a creative process that ended with its completion. From 
the recognition of this duality (matter and content) in 
which the content is the result of a completed process, 
stems Brandi’s first principle that only the matter of 
an artwork may be restored. Restoration must aim at 
re-establishing the potential unity of the artwork, as 
long as this is possible without producing an artistic 
or historical faux and without erasing the passage of 
time. This is immediately relevant to virtual restoration. 
The reproduction of the initial shape of the monument 
through digital technologies or physical intervention 




The initial step is to describe the life of a building, 
from its original construction to its modification caused 
by use, change of styles or past conservation interven-
tions, as a process of historical loss, consolidation and 
superposition of old and new elements. All these ele-
ments will inform and guide any new proposal. The 
method proposed by Vico (2012) follows the structural 
equilibrium and constructive rules, in addition to the 
philological method, studying every architectonical 
element from a dimensional and static approach as 
we deal with architecture which was built in the past.
Figure 2.1 displays the operating diagram of phase 
3 of this method. This phase corresponds to a detailed 
level of visualization in which 2D hypotheses are made. 
Every element will be calculated individually but also 
in the general context.
vii. Symmetry represents the harmonious relation-
ship between the parts of a building also with respect 
to the whole artwork. The symmetry is therefore not a 
simple repetition or rotation, but the tautological use 
of structural components, represented autonomously 
and as a whole. 
Towards a method for virtual restoration
In light of the foregoing elements that is, on the one hand 
the concepts of the Restoration Charters, and on the 
other hand the knowledge of the science of architectural 
design construction, Vico (2012) proposed a method for 
virtual restoration of architecture. The method builds on 
the physical architectural restoration to bring scientific 
rigor into the process of digital modelization.
Figure 2.1. Outline detail of the method of analysis for hypothesis elements in architectural 3D restoration (Vico 2012).
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The reconstruction of 1937 covered the space with 
a barrel vault, with windows for light and ventilation. It 
was made without due consideration for the geometry 
of the room, or for the natural terrain. Furthermore, 
this restoration involved the loss of archaeological 
remains that were not documented. 
In the virtual restoration based on the method 
described above, Vico (2012) opted for a lowered 
vault to cover the hypogeum triclinium, following 
the description of Sulze (1932) that is coherent from a 
typological and structural point of view. Furthermore, 
the proposal was based on an analysis of the structural 
elements that led to the collapse of the structure during 
the earthquake. By lowering the vault to 3.58 m. height 
as described by Sulze (1932), the horizontal component 
of the thrust increases and the vertical component of 
the thrust transmitted decreases, which is compatible 
with the way the structure collapsed.
This restoration hypothesis also relies on assump-
tions, but these are based on constructive logic which 
was not the case for the 1937 reconstruction. For exam-
ple, the material used for making the vault is known 
to resist between 30 and 70 kg per cm2, by comparison 
with other opus caementicium vaults contemporary in 
the same area. 
It is suggested that the proposed restoration 
hypothesis is compatible with existing data, documen-
tary sources available, terrain levels and architecture 
equilibrium (Fig. 2.3, centre, left), and thus more 
authentic than the 1937 physical restoration. 
The House of the Silver Wedding
The House of the Silver Wedding is another example 
of how a lack of architectonic criteria is perceivable 
in real and virtual restoration. This Pompeian house 
The method proposed by Vico (2012) also pro-
vides guidance for the management and display of the 
information used in the virtual restoration process, and 
the related uncertainty. This addresses an important 
need in view of the discrepancies between the dif-
ferent techniques proposed for acknowledging and 
documenting uncertainty in restorations: in some cases, 
the validation of the 3D model is achieved through 
the assessment of consistency with documentary 
sources (Borra 2004); other modelers use stratigraphic 
approach (Demetrescu 2015); while in other cases 
yet, documentary sources are gathered according to 
levels and classes (Viscogliosi et al. 2006) or according 
to typologies (Dell’Unto et al. 2013). Basically, the deci-
sion is left to the choice of the modeler, and generally 
ignores architectonical criteria.
Case studies
In this section, we propose two case studies that illus-
trate the notions of authenticity in virtual and physical 
restoration. The first one also illustrates how the appli-
cation of the method introduced above can effectively 
improve the authenticity of the proposed restoration. 
Villa of Livia
In this example of the subterranean triclinium of the 
Villa of Livia in Prima Porta, we analyse a room built 
in the first century bc and rebuilt in 1937. This room 
was discovered in 1863 (Fig. 2.2), and was described by 
Sulze (1932). According to Messineo (Calci & Messineo 
1984), the original dome which covered the triclinium 
collapsed with the earthquake of seventeenth century bc 
and the room was filled with debris. A new room was 
built posteriorly, on top of the ancient triclinium.
Figure 2.2. Left: Triclinium after the restoration work, 1937. Right: Drawing by Cacchiatelli-Cleter 1865.
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preferable in view of lower maintenance requirements 
and better durability in case of earthquake, due to its 
light weight and elasticity.
In Figure 2.4, the left picture shows the Corin-
thian atrium after the first restoration of lintels with 
concrete but respectful of the original wooden archi-
tecture features, such as cymatium and gutter. The 
central image shows the Corinthian atrium after the 
restoration in reinforced concrete of the 60s, without 
any consideration for the original features of the 
wooden architecture, possibly guided by a conserva-
tive approach. In these two restorations, formal aspect 
was built around 300 bc and renovated in the early 
first century ad. Its architecture style is classical and 
it bears fine decoration. For example, the atrium has 
four tall Corinthian columns supporting the roof, and 
an ornamented exedra. 
The house was subject to restorations in the 30’s 
and 60’s using iron and reinforced concrete. They 
transformed original roofs, lintels and wooden floors 
using new and highly perishable material and struc-
tures, since the iron, also in reinforced concrete, does 
not last more than 30 to 50 years at the most. Using 
wood, as in the original building would also have been 
Figure 2.3. Left side: MidasGen, stresses sig. Z-Z, X-X. Centre: structural analysis. Right: virtual restoration.
Figure 2.4. Corinthian atrium of villa delle Nozze d’Argento, Pompeii. Left: restorationof the 30s. Centre: restoration of 
the 60s. Right: virtual restoration by C. Fabius.
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it comes to the dissemination of this information to 
the wider public.
Following the constructive approaches introduced 
here, a virtual restoration of architectural elements 
can be done with a high level of certainty. Decorative 
aspects are however subject to greater uncertainty, 
since their reproduction depends on documentary 
sources and typological parallels. The decoration plays 
a key role in the perception of architecture, but the 
realism of the representation supported by 3D virtual 
model can overshoot authenticity, since the only way 
to control the hypothesis is by stylistics validation.
As opposed to physical restorations, 3D virtual 
models allow us to perform computer based simula-
tions and analysis: once geometry is reconstructed, 
it is possible to simulate lights, acoustic or structural 
behaviour of the building and materials. This can be 
a first step towards physical restoration, allowing 
not only aesthetic simulations but also the analysis of 
functional aspects.
In physical restoration any intervention needs to 
be distinct from the original artwork composition and 
must bear a distinctive ‘contemporary stamp’ in order 
to preserve the authenticity of a structure. In addition, 
physical restoration must stop at the point where 
conjecture begins. In the virtual domain, restoration 
is not intrusive and can thus go further in proposing 
a ripristino of the artwork, if there is an explicit and 
scientific method to explain the level of authenticity of 
the intervention, and document the data and process 
that lead to the restoration hypothesis. 
Notes
1 For a critical review with bibliography about the lack 
of scientific accuracy and methodological consistency 
in Virtual Reconstruction, see Beacham et al. (2006) and 
Denard (2012) in the new introduction to the London 
Charter, p. 57, footnote 2. 
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The London Charter (http://www.londoncharter.org/) 
published almost a decade ago, set-up principles for 
the use of computer-based visualization methods 
and outcomes in the research and communication of 
cultural heritage. In particular, it aims at providing a 
benchmark having widespread recognition among the 
various communities of use, promote related intellec-
tual and technical rigor, ensure that computer-based 
visualizations can be properly understood, used and 
evaluated in order to scientifically contribute to the 
study, interpretation and management of cultural 
heritage assets and ensure access and sustainability for 
such outcomes. One of the main concepts addressed 
by the principles of the Charter is intellectual transpar-
ency, i.e. the formal representation of the reasoning 
process generating a visualization outcome, along 
with the primary data used and its transformation 
process. Accountability and reproducibility are basic 
requirements in any scientific discipline; consequently, 
the Charter details how these should be addressed. In 
other words, the authenticity of a digital visualization 
outcome can be expressed as its ability to comply with 
the principles of the London Charter.
Computer-based visualization of cultural herit-
age has already a long history of use in social sciences 
and humanities (Chalmers et al. 1995, Forte & Siliotti 
1997, Barceló, Forte and Sanders 2000, Goodrick & 
Gillings 2000). What has started more than a quarter 
of century ago as a proof-of-concept, i.e. computer-
aided 3D visualization of excavations stratigraphy is 
a valid tool for investigating archaeological remains 
(Reilly 1992), developed in the next decades into elabo-
rate educational tools, where 3D models are used for 
academic teaching (Sanders 1999, Taylor-Helms et al. 
2013, Lackovic et al. 2015), platforms and means of 
public dissemination and communication of cultural 
heritage (Silberman 2004, Karp 2005, Bruno et al. 2010), 
distinct field documentation methods (Olson et al. 2013, 
Athanasiou et al. 2013, De Reu et al. 2014, Hermon, 
Iannone and Amico 2014, Remondino & Campana 
2014, Berggren et al. 2015), research methods (Nic-
colucci & Hermon 2013, Hermon & Niccolucci 2015, 
Hermon 2008, Hermon, Niccolucci and D’Andrea 
2005, Hermon & Fabian 2002) and proper research 
environments where computer-based visualization 
is employed to elucidate research questions about the 
past (Forte 2010, Smith et al. 2013, Gaugne et al. 2014, 
Knabb et al. 2014, Sanders 2014). 
In parallel with the growing adoption of com-
puter-based visualization in the cultural heritage 
domain, a demand for an increased ‘authenticity’ of 
the visualization, from a cultural heritage perspective, 
was put forward (Frischer et al. 2002, Bakker et al. 
2003, Bentkowska-Kafel et al. 2012). Guiding concepts 
were ‘transparency of reasoning’ (Damnjanovic et al. 
2013) and ‘credibility of research’ (see also Niccolucci 
& Hermon 2010) and how these can be formalized 
(Niccolucci & Hermon in press, Niccolucci et al. 
2015), implemented and published, along with the 
digital visualization product itself. In other words, 
the research community of the late nineties and early 
twenty-first century became aware that there is a need 
for solid principles guiding such efforts if the visuali-
zation outcome is to be recognized as the product of 
a scientific process. 
Either fundamental, applied or a combination 
of both, any scientific research starts with a ques-
tion – described in its aims and the expected result. A 
hypothesis is thus formulated and data is collected. 
It goes without saying that the collection of data 
(method, amount and quality) must be aligned with 
the research aims and the advanced hypothesis. Data is 
then analysed and synthesized, in order to corroborate 
or reject the formulated hypothesis. Such a process 
may be repeated several times, until the research is 
satisfied with the results or these are consistent in all 
Chapter 3
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has been written – to propose a set of principles to be 
followed by researchers, educators, curators and alike, 
who wish to employ computer-based visualization in 
the research and communication of Cultural Heritage. 
The London Charter – preamble and current 
situation
The London Charter for the Computer-based Visu-
alisation of Cultural Heritage was conceived in 2006, 
with the aim to provide a set of principle that would 
ensure the needed methodological rigour in cases 
when computer-based visualization is employed in 
the research and communication of cultural heritage. 
At that time, it was also important to provide a set of 
solid and long-lasting principles that would further 
promote such use of computer-based visualization 
in the domain of Cultural Heritage, while in the 
same time offering a sustainable solution to the issue 
of ‘intellectual transparency’ (Beacham et al. 2006). 
Moreover, such principles would have strengthened 
the professional norms of the newly emerging field as 
a research domain, particularly in terms of argument 
and evidence (Denard 2012, 2013). Since its initial 
publication in English, the Charter was translated and 
published in Italian, Spanish, German, Hungarian, 
Portuguese, Bosnian, Japanese, Chinese and Farsi, 
while Russian, French and Greek translations are cur-
rently undergoing a final editing process (http://www.
londoncharter.org/). Its objectives are:
•  Provide a benchmark having widespread 
recognition among stakeholders.
•  Promote intellectual and technical rigour in 
such uses.
•  Ensure that computer-based visualization 
processes and outcomes can be properly 
understood and evaluated by users.
•  Enable computer-based visualization 
authoritatively to contribute to the study, 
interpretation and management of cultural 
heritage assets.
•  Ensure access and sustainability strategies are 
determined and applied.
•  Offer a robust foundation upon which 
communities of practice can build detailed 
London Charter Implementation Guidelines.
The first version of the London Charter was published 
in March 2006, following an international symposium 
(23–24 February) on ‘Making 3D Visual Research Out-
comes Transparent’, convened at The British Academy, 
London, UK and hosted by AHRC ‘Making Space’ 
Project, King’s Visualisation Lab, and co-sponsored and 
iterations. The final step of the process is the scien-
tific publication, which according to its type, may or 
may not include raw data (seldom), highlights from 
the analysed data along with the processing method 
and, in most cases, a non-structured presentation of 
the reasoning process, which ultimately led to the 
published conclusions. Therefore, a basic requirement 
from any scientific publication, i.e. the ability to assess 
and evaluate the results published, is rarely fulfilled 
in its entirety. 
The situation gets even more complex when 
the research involves computer-based visualization, 
in any or all of its stages – data collection, archiving, 
processing, deriving conclusions and publication. 
Such a research relies on digital data that either rep-
resents real features (an excavation area, artefacts, 
architecture components, etc.) or is the result of a 
digital (2D/3D) modelling process of assets with no, or 
partial correspondence in real life. In the first case, the 
authenticity of the digital surrogate representing an 
existing physical feature can be expressed (and quanti-
fied) in terms of accuracy the instrument involved in 
the data acquisition and its resolution, as well as the 
performance of the software involved in transforming 
a physical reading (laser-based, light-based or digital 
imaging being most common techniques) into a digital 
outcome (a point cloud). The same goes with an analo-
gously captured data and later on digitized. The results 
depend on the accuracy of the data capture method 
and the transformation from analogue to digital. In 
the second case, where the digital data is the result of 
a reasoning process, the assessment of data quality is 
more complex (Hermon et al. 2006). 
In the above-mentioned cases, the quality of data 
(usually a 3D point cloud) is expressed as the goodness-
of-fit between the physical object and the digital one, i.e. 
how well the digital surrogate represents the physical 
reality. However, such replication is very limited in its 
nature, a digital surrogate being often limited to geom-
etry features, some colour (light) properties and rarely 
material properties (elasticity, strength, toughness, 
acoustical, mechanical, and so on). In reality, there is 
no protocol defining a set of measurements and obser-
vation that can quantify the goodness-of-fit between 
a physical object and its digital surrogate. The short 
paragraph above described in more detail the complex-
ity of the relationship between data acquisition, the 
physical assets (or the concept) analysed and its digital 
surrogate. It also exemplifies the need for intellectual 
accountability and transparency of research, elemental 
components in any discussion about authenticity. The 
same complexities exist for the other components of 
research – archiving, processing and drawing conclu-
sions. And this is precisely why the London Charter 
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The London Charter principles
The Charter is built around six fundamental principles 
that, if followed and implemented, they will assure the 
needed data transparency, intellectual accountability 
and re-usability of visualization outcomes, while in 
the same time these principles are the backbone for 
evaluating the authenticity of a visualization product, 
where authenticity is referred to as the ability to scien-
tifi cally evaluate and assess a visualization outcome, be 
it digital or physical. The following paragraphs details 
these principles and how they were addressed in a 
research project where digital (2D and 3D) visualiza-
tion played a fundamental role. 
Description of the case study
The uniquely shaped octagonal domed church of the 
Christ Antiphonitis (Fig. 3.1) in the district of Kyrenia 
(Cyprus) was built in the twelfth century and decorated 
with frescoes along its interior walls. A new layer of 
frescoes was applied in the fi fteenth to sixteenth centu-
ries; two of these are exceptional for their artistic and 
historic value: the story of the Tree of Jesse (a pictorial 
genealogy of the Virgin) located on the southern wall 
of the octagon, and the Last Judgment, on the northern 
wall. Following the Turkish military invasion of Cyprus 
in 1974, looters stripped off  big portions of its pictorial 
decoration and extracted them from the island, in order 
to be sold abroad. Since the end of the 1990s, due to 
eff orts of Cypriot authorities, more than 70 fragments 
organized by the AHRC ICT Methods Network and 
VAST-Lab, PIN, Prato, Italy, in the framework of the 
EU funded project EPOCH Network of Excellence and 
its standards activity. The next day, an experts seminar 
was convened at King’s College London, during which 
the main principles of ‘The London Charter for the Use 
of Three-dimensional Visualisation in the Research 
and Communication of Cultural Heritage’, version 1.1, 
were established and a month later published online 
and through various scientifi c articles. A second ver-
sion (2.1) was published three years later, capturing 
the debates and discussions triggered by version 1.1 
(Niccolucci et al. 2010). A major development was the 
inclusion of other forms of digital visualization, ‘…
embracing 2D, 3D, 4D and even hard-copy printouts 
or computer-generated physical objects such as replicas 
of museum artefacts…’ (Denard 2012, 61). Thus, the 
London Charter became ‘The London Charter for the 
Computer-based Visualisation of Cultural Heritage’ 
and is currently the latest version available. Since its 
publication, The Charter’s principles are applied in 
computer-based visualization projects around the globe 
(Lake 2012), some explicitly mentioning it (Hermon et 
al. 2007, Georgiou & Hermon 2011, Murteira & Rodri-
gues 2016), others implicitly relying on its principles 
(Gea at al. 2013). 
The next paragraphs will details its principles 
and how these were applied to a visualization project, 
having dual scope of research and communication of 
Cultural Heritage. 




Consequently, such information was described through 
a metadata schema developed in our research group 
(Ronzino et al. 2012), which is based on the CARARE 
2.0 metadata schema (D’Andrea & Fernie 2013). Such 
data is stored and online accessible through a reposi-
tory of scientifi c data produced by our research group 
(Kolosova & Hermon 2013). The second aspect of our 
case study, dissemination, followed recommendations 
proposed by the V-MUST project on Virtual Museums 
(Hermon & Hazan 2013). They include, among others, 
a clear description of the target group and adaptation 
of content to such a group, an analysis of the exhibition 
environment, level of interactivity desired for such a 
type of dissemination product, degree of immersion 
and level of engagement of visitors. 
Principle 2. Aims and methods. A computer-based 
visualization method should normally be used only 
when it is the most appropriate available method for 
that purpose. 
The main aim of the research component of the pro-
ject was to recompose the scenes of the two frescoes 
described above. Such a reconstruction is essential in 
assessing how much is still missing from each scene 
and how much is totally destroyed and irrecoverable; 
furthermore, once the virtual re-composition is com-
pleted, the interior of the church can be analysed in 
terms of visibility of the scenes from various angles and 
perspectives, illumination of each scene and relation 
with each other. Over 70 fragments, of various sizes 
and shapes were repatriated, in various preservation 
of its frescoes returned from USA and Europe to the 
Byzantine Museum of Nicosia (Fig. 3.2), where they 
are currently under conservation and restoration for 
future display. These were digitally documented using 
high-resolution ortophotos. The inner space of the 
church was documented by similar means, in order 
to virtually re-position the frescoes in their original 
locations. The virtual re-composition of the frescoes 
along the looted walls helped quantifying the missing 
parts, correctly re-locate virtually each fragment at its 
original position, obtain accurate colour information 
and prepare a digital musealization product, to be 
included in the permanent exhibition display at the 
museum (Abate et al. 2016).
Principle 1. Implementation. The principles of the 
London Charter are valid wherever computer-based 
visualization is applied to the research or dissemination 
of cultural heritage.
Since our project involves both research and dissemina-
tion, it is important to clearly defi ne the implementation 
guidelines for each path. The research component 
includes guidelines on how the entire scientifi c process 
is to be documented. CIDOC-CRM is instrumental here, 
being an ontology developed to provide defi nitions 
and a formal structure for describing the implicit and 
explicit concepts and relationships used in cultural 
heritage documentation (Doërr 2003). Particularly 
relevant here is the extension CRMdig, defi ned in 
order to capture information on the creation of digi-
tal data (Theodoridou et al. 2010, Pitz alis et al. 2010). 
Figure 3.2. Some of the 
repatriated frescoes.
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was to create a digital environment where the digital 
surrogates of the frescoes fragments can be relocated. 
Therefore, each fragment was photographed and orto-
photos were created (Fig. 3.3). These ortophotos had 
to be positioned along the two walls of the interior of 
the church (north and south). Given the restriction of 
scientifi cally operating in the occupied area of Cyprus, 
the only way to capture the interior geometry of the 
church was by means of photogrammetry, which 
produced a dense point cloud (Fig. 3.4) upon which 
the ortophotos could be positioned. 
Since the frescoes were removed in an unsuper-
vised manner and were later cut in order to maximize 
the selling of separate pieces, they display diff erent 
erosion patt erns along their edges; moreover, the 
pictorial layer is damaged in many cases. Therefore, 
any att empt at automatic matching would have failed 
from the start. Therefore, the selected method was the 
creation of a 3D model of each interior wall, adding 
as texture the old black and white documentation 
photos, align them with the photos depicting the 
nowadays situation and, based on the above, align 
the ortophotos of the frescoes fragments (Figs. 3.5 & 
3.6). Further assessments were done to evaluate the 
extent of missing frescoes (Fig. 3.7) and the overall 
extension of each scene. 
conditions. Since there were no accurate plans of the 
church and the only documentation available were 
black and white photos taken prior the desecration of 
the church, a fi rst step of the re-composition process 
Figure 3.3. Documenting the fresco fragments.
Figure 3.4. 3D 




research, i.e. sets of images of each fresco fragment 
and a set of images from capturing the interior of the 
church (Abate et al. 2016). 
Principle 4. Documentation. Suﬃ  cient information 
should be documented and disseminated to allow 
computer-based visualization methods and outcomes to be 
understood and evaluated in relation to the contexts and 
purposes for which they are deployed.
The visualization elements used in the research are 
ortophotos of each fresco fragment and the 3D model 
Principle 3. Research sources. In order to ensure the 
intellectual integrity of computer-based visualization 
methods and outcomes, relevant research sources 
should be identifi ed and evaluated in a structured and 
documented way.
The research sources employed in the visualization of 
the interior of the Antiphonitis church are a set of his-
toric photos (black & white) taken prior its desecration, 
which served as a basis for the virtual re-positioning 
of the digital models of the repatriated fragments. All 
the other data has been collected by the authors of the 
Figure 3.5. Last judgement scene (northern wall). 36 
fragments were virtually re-located, which is 72 per cent 
of the scene.
Figure 3.6. Tree of Jesse scene (southern wall). 32 
fragments were virtually re-located, which is 77 per cent 
of the scene.
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sensor (4.3 µm pixel size) with a Canon EF 20 mm 
1:2.8 prime lens. 
The ground sample distance (GSD) was calculated 
in ~1 mm at an average camera-object distance of 5 m, 
with an image scale of 1/250. Ground truth measure-
ments were taken in order to scale the model. The 
image acquisition was performed without a proper 
light setup, in an environment with changing luminos-
ity, during the opening hours of the site (10 am – 2 pm), 
when natural daylight illuminates the interior. The 
only possible shrewdness was to turn off  the yellow-
ish lights emitt ed by the chandelier hanging from the 
vault ceilings. A standardized colour chart was used 
for each image sequence. The masking procedure of 
of the interior of the church, needed in order to obtain 
accurate architectural details of northern and south-
ern walls of the octagon, to later serve as reference 
frameworks for the re-composition of the frescoes 
fragments. The delineated area was documented 
using the Structure from Motion (SfM) approach. 
Photogrammetric rules were followed as much as 
possible, given the environment and operating condi-
tions. The interested area was subdivided in blocks, 
which were documented separately by a set of images, 
using the same camera and same sett ings. Some 700 
pictures were acquired from the ground level, in 
raw image format. The camera used, mounted on a 
tripod, is a Canon 600D with a 18-megapixel CMOS 
Figure 3.7. Last 
Judgement scene wall. 
Red areas correspond 
to preserved in-situ 
frescoes, green ones 
to areas where frescoes 




decreased to c. 28 per cent, equivalent of 4.75 sq. m. 
Some c. 3–5 per cent of the frescoes on each wall were 
totally destroyed during their looting. 
Principle 5. Sustainability. Strategies should be 
planned and implemented to ensure the long-term 
sustainability of cultural heritage-related computer-based 
visualization outcomes and documentation, in order to 
avoid loss of this growing part of human intellectual, 
social, economic and cultural heritage.
All data produced is on standard formats, readable 
with a wide range of software. 3D models and digi-
tal images used are stored in an online accessible 
repository, together with their descriptive metadata 
(Ronzino, et al. 2012), which contains both machine-
generated information (technical details on how data 
was obtained) as well as what in the relevant literature 
is called ‘paradata’ (how data was obtained) (Baker 
2012). 
Principle 6. Accessibility. The creation and 
dissemination of computer-based visualization 
should be planned in such a way as to ensure that 
maximum possible benefits are achieved for the study, 
understanding, interpretation, preservation and 
management of cultural heritage.
The entire data generated by the project is made 
available in its raw and processed formats, along with 
related metadata and paradata (see above). 
Summary and conclusions
‘Authenticity’ is not a term employed or directly 
addressed by The London Charter, possibly because 
the term ‘authentic’ is in fact a bit misleading. It may 
sound as defining an object as the real, and only one, 
undisputed thing, opposed to a fake, a copy or a 
counterfeited substitute. Indeed, many digital replicas 
are so: they do no represent faithfully the original. 
Compliance with The London Charter guarantees 
instead that they are ‘authentic’ copies, i.e. they are 
accurate and reliable, based on facts, and such facts 
are reported to guarantee the intellectual account-
ability of the scientific research that led to produce the 
digital artefact, and data transparency. The London 
Charter principles were defined precisely in order 
to assure that these two components are addressed 
whenever computer-based visualization is applied 
in cultural heritage research. As such, the quality of a 
visualization outcome can be measured quantitatively, 
(number of pixels, density of point clouds, number of 
scans taken, environmental conditions, etc.) where the 
the wall dataset was particularly time-consuming, 
due to the presence of light spots that occurred during 
the photos shooting because of the uncontrolled light 
environment (Abate et al. 2016). The extracted dense 
point cloud consists of ~255 mil points, with an average 
spatial resolution of 0.6 mm, obtained by applying a 
high redundancy and image overlapping. 
The frescoes fragments were digitized in situ at the 
museum and processed using the Agisoft Photoscan 
software. Each photo was pre-processed to according to 
a colour checkerboard in order to equalize its colours, 
and the background has been masked to facilitate and 
improve the quality of the alignment process. The 
extracted tie points were filtered out in order to limit 
their image re-projection errors below 0.5 pixel and to 
keep only well distributed and reliable points. A dense 
point cloud, a mesh 3D model and orthophotos with 
an average pixel dimension of 0.4 mm were created 
for each fresco fragment. Some fragments were still 
covered by tissues for conservation purposes; their 
digital images were pre-processed with a photo editing 
software in order to improve their colour informa-
tion (i.e. white balance, colours enhancing, etc.). All 
orthophotos were imported into AutoCAD for a correct 
alignment within a unique reference system. After the 
photogrammetric process all images were properly 
scaled and no further adjustment was necessary.
Before the final alignment of all fragments into 
a single 3D reference system, the current condition of 
both walls, originally fully covered by frescoes, was 
assessed. The dense point clouds of the two walls 
were analysed using the CloudCompare open source 
software (Cloud to Mesh distance tool). For each point 
cloud, a best fitting plane was first extracted and used 
as reference, resulting in a mean plane fitting RMS of ~ 
0.015 m. After the calculation of the distances between 
each point cloud and its best-fitted plane, the resulted 
scalar field visualization tool highlighted the parts of 
the wall where frescoes survived (red areas) and the 
damaged surface of the wall from where frescoes were 
ripped off (green areas) (Fig. 3.7). 
Starting from the best fitting plane results, a 
quantitative analysis of the walls area, calculated in 
square metres, was performed in AutoCAD. The assess-
ment was made on orthophotos with and without the 
fragments’ virtual re-location. The Tree of Jesse wall 
extends over ~15.7 sq. m. The looted area is c. ~7.20 
sq. m, or c. 45 per cent of the original wall. The recov-
ered fragments represent an average surface of 3.65 
sq. m, thus reducing the missing frescoes to 23 per 
cent. The Last Judgment scene extends over an area 
of ~17 sq. m. This area showed a percentage of miss-
ing frescoes close to 75 per cent (12.8 sq. m). After the 
repositioning of the 36 fragments, the missing surface 
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De Luca & S. Pescarin. Marseille: IEEE, Vol. 2, 137–43.
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tation of decision-making process in the analysis of 
digital heritage objects, in A. Addison, G. Guidi, L. De 
Luca, S. Pescarin (eds.) Digital Heritage International 
Congress, Marseille: IEEE, Vol. I, 743–6.
De Reu, J., De Smedt, P., Herremans, D., Van Meirvenne, 
M., Laloo, P. & W. De Clercq, 2014. On introducing an 
threshold between authentic or not can be decided by 
each researcher according to its own acceptance level. 
Actually, such precision does not influence ‘authentic-
ity’ as long as it is clearly reported and documented: 
what is ‘authentic’ for communication purposes may 
not be such when scientific analysis is involved. A 
description of how the creation process of a 3D model 
can be fully documented with CIDOC CRM can be 
found in (Amico et al. 2013). 
Complying with The London Charter provides 
the information necessary to any future researcher 
to assess if the involved digital object is ‘authentic 
enough’ for its intended re-use. This aspect is even 
more important when the digital object does not cor-
respond to any real object, but just depicts the supposed 
shape and appearance a real object had in the past. This 
is the case, for example, of virtual restoration, where 
fragments are recombined to digitally reconstruct the 
broken original. If often pieces recombine easily to fit 
well with each other, for other parts the assembly is 
based on computations or is inferred basing on other 
criteria, which need to be precisely stated (Hermon et 
al. 2011, Iannone et al. 2011). 
Even more difficult is the documentation of the 
virtual reconstruction of buildings, monuments and 
sites. To avoid that the reconstruction is a mere result 
of imagination, there are many implicit decisions 
that need to be made explicit and accurately docu-
mented, in the same way as the meaning of a corrupt 
text is patiently reconstructed through a philological 
approach (Frischer et al. 2002). In both cases, the result 
will not ‘authentic’ in a strict sense – and it could not 
be: the original does not exist – but will be so at the 
best of one’s knowledge. 
The London Charter concerns the shape and 
appearance of objects, which do not exhaust the fea-
tures of objects. There are many others, either directly 
perceivable (the touch and feel, for example) or hid-
den ones (the chemical composition), which probably 
will need to be addressed with the same approach. 
For most of the archaeological science analyses, for 
example, there are so far no similar guidelines, and 
the ‘authenticity’ of the result relies only on generic 
research good practices. Thus, as far as authenticity 
is concerned, there is a risk that scientific analyses are 
no less deceptive than a pretty, but undocumented, 
visualization.
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In this chapter I will discuss how the shift from ana-
logue representations of the past, be they of real or 
imagined, sites, objects or activities, to digital repre-
sentations of the same, brings with it new challenges. I 
will focus particularly on where these representations 
are intended to engage broader, non-professional and 
non-academic audiences. The ways in which digital 
representations of the past are created and dissemi-
nated needs to be carefully considered if they are not 
to appear sanitized, unengaging and even potentially 
distancing. How we construct the past is intimately 
linked with the nature of the representations we 
use in the construction process, and the apparent 
immateriality of digital objects creates new forms of 
relationships between the representation and audi-
ence. This consequently leads to new relationships 
between the audience and the part of the past that the 
digital object is intended to engage with. An important 
debate around authenticity (with its multiple forms), 
particularly the auratic quality that an authentic object 
manifests, focuses on the migration of this quality 
from the original to records and representations and 
whether this process applies to digital as well as physi-
cal reproduction. Latour and Lowe (2011) building 
on Walter Benjamin’s concept of ‘aura’ (1969 [1936]) 
suggests that physical replicas and reproductions can 
indeed acquire authenticity, but that this is depend-
ent on factors such as intentionality, quality and the 
expenditure of resources. Other research suggests the 
network of relationships engaged in their creation also 
acts in the production of authenticity (Jones 2010; Jones 
& Yarrow 2013; Macdonald 2013). However, there are 
other inter-related factors that further complicate our 
conception of what is authentic, these include changing 
modes of ownership and authorship and the apparent 
transience of digital records. Such factors working 
together also have a bearing on the auratic quality of 
a digital object (or the absence of this) and in turn on 
its perceived authenticity. While similar issues have 
arisen in one form or another as new technologies for 
recording and representing the past have emerged as 
discussed in Benjamin’s seminal essay on the aura in 
the age of mechanical reproduction (1969 [1936]), the 
shift from analogue to digital resurrects these issues 
and, due to the stark differences between mediums, 
accentuates them. For the purposes of this chapter 
it is digital heritage objects that are based on a three 
dimensional record, a digital reproduction, that best 
illustrate these issues and the focus remains on the 
sense of authenticity that relates to a person’s emotional 
as well as intellectual engagement with the object, 
i.e. it is the form of authenticity that is not predicated 
entirely on a records apparent precision, objectivity 
and accuracy as suggested by some (Gartski 2016; 
Gillings 2005; Rabinowitz 2015). At the heart of these 
issues is how we feel about a particular representation 
and the impact this then has on our feelings about, 
and understanding of, the subject of the representa-
tion. In the following sections I will discuss the issues 
of authorship and ownership as well as the impact of 
technical issues affecting the longevity of digital objects 
and finally I will discuss what some of the implications 
are as the technology for recording and representing 
the heritage develops in the future. It should be noted 
that with each of the factors under discussion there are 
also practical, ethical and ideological drivers towards 
changes in practice, but in this chapter I will try and 
explore how they impact on our perception of the 
object, its aura and authenticity, irrespective of these 
other concerns.
Authorship and ownership
There are two closely related aspects of any digi-
tal object that, while apparently abstracted from its 
intrinsic value as a record or representation, do in fact 
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representations of real world sites and objects and, 
in particular, reconstructions of imagined past sites 
and objects actually requires a series of decisions to 
be made that are ultimately more or less subjective or 
interpretative (Cameron 2007, Jeffrey 2015). In essence 
the production of a digital record can be seen to be 
as much as creative process as it is a technological or 
mechanical process. Artefacts conceived as creative 
outputs, i.e. works of art, most often explicitly refer-
ence an author and this in turn allows their audience 
to situate the work in the context of an author’s other 
works, perhaps helping them to understand nuances, 
but also allowing them to attach notions of authentic-
ity to the work irrespective of whether it is a copy or 
not. While literary critics have argued that a focus on 
authorship is a lazy and restrictive way to interpret 
a creative work (Barthes 1977 [1967]), it is still an 
important feature of how most people consume crea-
tive outputs and effects their conception of what is an 
authentic work. For example, a digital copy of a film 
by a particular director e.g. Michael Powell, is still 
an authentic Powell film irrespective of whether you 
are viewing an analogue master copy on celluloid or 
a digitally re-mastered version (there is of course a 
separate argument regarding the authentic cinematic 
experience intended by the director versus the indi-
vidual or small group TV viewing most likely today). 
Forms of authenticity then reside both in the media 
and in authorship. The act of assigning an author to 
a work is also an important statement of the level of 
human intervention in its production. It counters the 
somewhat spurious idea that a digital record is the 
result of an entirely objective and/or automated process 
in which the creator is essentially a machine operator 
rather than an active participant. Where a discipline, 
for example archaeology or heritage conservation, 
already has a mixed, and sometimes conflicted, status 
somewhere between the arts, humanities and the hard 
sciences, it becomes a charged decision whether or 
not to embed an assignation of authorship within the 
object in question. On the one hand it could be argued 
that assigning authorship, and admitting the creative 
nature of the record diminishes the objects status as 
an ‘authentic record’ in terms of machine generated 
precision, on the other it could be argued that author-
ship enhances the authenticity of the digital object by 
connecting its audience with its creators while simul-
taneously acknowledging the creative nature of the 
production process. 
There is a further and perhaps more important 
consequence of making the authored nature of digital 
objects prominent and this relates to the apparently 
sanitized nature of this class of object. In the analogue 
world there is a desire to be close to an important site 
strongly act upon how these objects are received by 
their audiences. These are firstly, authorship, i.e. who 
created the record or representation, and secondly, 
ownership, or the question of who legally controls 
the object. Authorship was explored recently in a 
community co-production project called ACCORD. 
The ACCORD project, funded by the AHRC, ran from 
2013–2015, was led by the Glasgow School of Art with 
partners from RCAHMS (now Historic Environment 
Scotland), Archaeology Scotland and the University 
of Manchester. Working with a number of community 
groups, this project specifically looked at the relation-
ship between the intentionality and authorship of 3D 
record production and the perceived authenticity of the 
subsequent model. Through this research programme 
insights were gained on the value of the 3D recording 
as form of rapid ethnographic intervention and the 
way that the networks of relationships that manifest 
in the production process also impact the reception of 
the created digital object (Jones et al. 2017). The project 
methodology focussed on the use of co-design and co-
production in order to explore these networks (Jeffrey 
et al. 2015). One of the key lessons of the ACCORD 
project with regard to co-production is not simply 
that the issues of who creates a record, and why, are 
important in its consumption, but that for this to have 
most effect, the identities of the producers have to be 
explicit. This means that the authorship of the record 
(or model, or reconstruction, or derived work) has to 
be fully acknowledged for the benefit of co-production 
to become apparent. 
This highlights an interesting opposition to the 
majority practice in the production of digital heritage 
objects as it currently takes place. Due to the presumed 
importance of stamping a record with academic or 
institutional authority and the complication of multiple 
authorship (i.e. production by teams), direct naming 
of the actual individual authors is often deprecated in 
favour of an institutional marque. In this way digital 
objects are essentially branded as being the products 
of organizations and institutions and the names of the 
individuals responsible are relegated to contextual 
information or metadata, or are entirely absent. This 
is a significant statement on both the power relation-
ships between the actual data creators and their host 
organizations and, perhaps more importantly, the way 
in which the digital objects themselves are conceived 
by those organizations. It has long been noted that the 
digital medium retains powerful overtones of science 
and technology (e.g. Huggett 2004) and that the pro-
cesses of digital recording and computer modelling 
first grew out of technologically focussed practices 
such as survey, design and construction. However, 
it has also been noted that the creation of digital 
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of disbelief’ is achieved and immersion is effective, 
there is definitely a sense that one is in the same shared 
space as the digital object (at least giving the digital 
object an apparent location, something it lacks whilst 
dormant (Jeffrey 2015, 146). It could be argued though 
that rather than the digital object somehow entering 
the real world by breaking through the glass barrier, 
the audience has in fact themselves gone through the 
glass in the other direction. Immersive VR as a form 
of engagement clearly has a lot to offer especially 
when combined with spatially encoded sound and 
as a shared rather than solitary experience (cp. Aug-
mented Reality). However it still does not overcome 
the lingering issues of immateriality and sanitization. 
Even the most advanced haptic experiences, designed 
to engage the digital 3D object through the sense of 
touch, still leave us feeling that we are engaging with 
the digital object as if via a bio-medical or nuclear 
containment glove box. Not only do they provide 
the user with a disconcertingly unfamiliar sense of 
physical contact due to current hardware limitations, 
but the dirt, bacteria, oil and various other substances 
that are the markers of contact, which leave physical 
traces both on an object (patina) and on ourselves, are 
absent. This further re-enforces the sanitized nature 
of the digital and further deprives it of the sense of 
pastness as described by Holtorf (2013). It should be 
noted that for some records there are ways in which the 
digital can break back into the material world through 
technologies such as 3D printing, these in themselves 
are not unproblematic in relation to questions of both 
authorship and authenticity, but are beyond the scope 
of this chapter (for a discussion see Reilly 2015).
In what way can authorship mitigate the sense of 
distance and sanitization? It has been argued that the 
root of people’s desire to be close to an object from the 
past (or site or building) is not actually about the object 
itself, it is about a desire to move somehow closer in 
time to the people that are associated with that object, 
those who created it, used it, visited it or interacted 
with it in some way throughout its existence (Jones 
2010, Macdonald 1997). Breaking the chain of proxim-
ity, as described above, is not about proximity to an 
object, building or site in itself, but rather about a sense 
of proximity to the people associated with them. The 
perceived break in the chain effectively dehumanizes 
the digital object, so that it cannot bring us closer too, 
if not actually distancing us further from, the network 
of people associated with the object in the past. For 
that digital object to subsequently be presented as 
essentially anonymous, acts to compound the process 
of dehumanization. It is possible that explicit, even cel-
ebrated, authorship can re-humanize the object, placing 
people back into the chain through the implied human 
or object, physical proximity enhances the experience 
of aura, this was commented on in Benjamin’s seminal 
work where photography is discussed in terms of a 
desire to bring the subject of the image closer to the 
viewer (Benjamin (1969 [1936]). Similarly for physical 
replicas of real world objects there is always a chain of 
physical connections that, at least conceptually, leads 
one closer to the original. For example, in the case of 
plaster casts this chain leads back to the moment of 
physical contact with the original object. Each further 
generation of cast (i.e. a copy of a copy) can be said to 
extend that chain of proximity, but also to attenuate the 
sense of connection back to the original. In this way a 
third- or fourth-generation copy might be considered 
less authentic than a first, both in terms of a techni-
cal authenticity (inaccuracy emerging in the copying 
process) and in terms of the sense of proximity to the 
original that a first-generation copy might engender. 
Despite this, depending on their biographical trajectory 
even later generation replicas can themselves acquire 
a form authenticity (Foster & Curtis 2015). This also 
applies to replication processes where the technical 
attenuation is minimal, such as analogue photographic 
prints from an original negative, early prints in a 
numbered sequence somehow remain more highly 
valued that later ones. Strangely perhaps, this valuing 
of early links in the chain continues with digital print 
runs. However, I have argued that in the domain of 
digital heritage objects the chain of proximity between 
the original and the digital appears to break, with an 
isolating and sanitizing effect (Jeffrey 2015, 145). The 
non-contact nature of many digital recording technolo-
gies such as laser scanning, structured light scanning 
and photogrammetry is a real virtue for the conserva-
tion professional. However, this feature in combination 
with the immateriality and essential weirdness of the 
resulting digital object (Jeffrey 2015, 146) conspire to 
obscure any sense of a physical chain of connections 
back to the original. For broad audiences it becomes 
difficult to conceive of the physical connections that 
take the audience back to some moment of human 
presence associated with the original object.
Adding to this sense of disconnection from the 
original are the limited modes of embodied engage-
ment with a digital object. Whereas an analogue 
photographic print might arguably operate to bring the 
subject of the image closer, interactive digital objects 
are only ever presented behind glass, through a screen, 
effectively an impassable barrier between us and the 
object. Immersive Virtual Reality (VR), although obvi-
ously still presented via glass screens (albeit mounted 
near the eye and harder to perceive), does seem to offer 
an alternative to the sense of trying to reach through 
the glass. Where it is well executed and a ‘suspension 
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object, containing the cultural artefact, is entwined 
with the biography of its legal owner. Buying the 
object, creating ownership, is a powerful transaction 
that binds the object, conceptually as well as legally, 
to its owner and brings the owner closer to both the 
physical artefact and the content it contains through a 
shared life from the point of purchase. Even if the con-
tent is only consumed via broadcast or via download, 
the fact that the there exists a physical media that is 
owned binds the owner more strongly to the content. 
This may well be a particularly capitalist expression 
of the desire to be close to the original object, but it is 
not only the financial exchange that draws the owner 
closer, but the ability to handle and exercise control 
over a physical object that is, without the hardware 
to access it, simply emblematic of the content itself. 
This situation is changing, globally and in a 
rapidly growing number of domains, our concept 
of ownership or even of possession, is transforming 
as modes of dissemination in the digital, and the 
physical world, become challenged by the demand 
for more and more control of what we consume and 
how we consume it. It is becoming the norm that digi-
tal content in particular is only ever accessed under 
licence for a particular moment of consumption. This 
is exemplified by streaming audio and video content, 
but actually extends into download content such as 
books on an eBook reader, which we might think we 
own, but in fact do not (see the case of George Orwell’s 
1984 as reported in the New York Times (Stone 2009)). 
This new mode of non-ownership even extends to 
physical objects, objects that contain Digital Rights 
Management that is intended to, for example, protect 
the copyright of software embedded within it. From 
‘phones to motor cars, you may think you own it, but 
in multiple jurisdictions you will be breaking the law if 
you change or even try to access certain elements of it 
(McSherry 2015), somewhat altering what the concept 
of ownership actually means. The result is that we are 
beginning to struggle to actually own things in the way 
we once understood. This is not a manifestation of a 
utopia which renders ownership redundant for the 
benefit of society, rather, it is a process of concentrat-
ing the full rights of ownership in a smaller group of 
hands. Ownership has become even more entangled 
with and deeply entrenched with those who own 
the means of production. This is clearly an issue for 
society at large and one likely to be exacerbated by 
the so called ‘Internet of Things’ where copyrightable 
software will reside in many more physical objects 
than they do now, changing us further from owners to 
licensees (McSherry 2015). Specifically in the domain 
of digital heritage objects, the status of ownership is 
already linked to authenticity as this is often considered 
contact between the original object and the authors of 
its digital record. In this way it is possible for the digital 
record or representation to once again become part of 
the biography of the original and represent, if in no 
other meaning of the word, an authentic response by 
a creative individual or group, to the original.
The absence of authorship is also perhaps some-
what ironic in that there is a pre-existing critique of 
digital reconstructions that points out the disconcert-
ing, even alienating, emptiness of representations of 
past cities, buildings or artefacts that are completely 
devoid of any representations of humanity (see Pujol-
Tost 2016). Historically there are number of reason for 
this, but is primarily due to the expense of populating 
a scene with avatars, the ethics (or simple unwilling-
ness) of doing so when dress, social stratification, 
behaviour etc. are so little known, and the arguments 
over whether or not the infamous ‘uncanny valley’ 
actually exists (Murgatroyd 2008). The irony lies in 
that the dehumanization of the represented scene in 
the past is mirrored, for very different reasons, by a 
dehumanization of the object in the present through 
deliberate or unconscious anonymization.
Just as authorship and intentionality can be made 
to work together to encourage an audience to engage 
with a digital object in a way beyond simple intellectual 
curiosity, the question of ownership has the power to 
do the opposite. It is important to draw a distinction 
here between ownership and copyright. For both real 
world objects and digital objects it is perfectly possible 
to own them, or an individual copy of them, without 
owning copyright, i.e. the right to further copy or dis-
tribute. This long standing legal position may be further 
complicated by attaching specific prohibitions to how 
items can be used via licensing of copyright material.
One of the simplest ways one can associate oneself 
with a cultural object or work of art, and thus feel closer 
to its creator, is to own a version of it. For example, a 
digitally encoded piece of music or a digitally encoded 
film. Until recent years this form of ownership has 
been manifest via possession of a physical object, 
perhaps a CD or a DVD, these objects existence and 
one’s ability to own them, at least for personal con-
sumption, is undoubted. As mentioned above, the 
ability to copy or distribute the content is an entirely 
a separate issue, but it is clear that the physical object 
that contains a digital representation of cultural arte-
fact can be truly owned, it can be marked, it will age, 
it can be sold or given away and ultimately it can be 
destroyed. Its physicality provides a medium through 
which its biography can be read as it degrades over 
time or is moved from place to place, now on display, 
now hidden away in a cupboard, now sold and now 
destroyed. All the time the biography of the physical 
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and indeed the technical solutions to these problems, 
including data integrity (e.g. error detection and correc-
tion), are discussed elsewhere (Niven 2013, Niven et al. 
2012). However, it is not being overly pessimistic to say 
that this remains a serious issue in the field of digital 
heritage and digital archaeology. It still often remains 
the case that more attention is paid to data capture and 
data creation than is routinely paid to how that data 
will be maintained in the long term, and where and 
how stable points of access to the data will be. At its 
most basic this problem is exemplified by the plethora 
of dead hyperlinks that litter the World Wide Web. 
Unfortunately it is still a common experience to follow 
a hyperlink to a ‘404’ message and it is a particularly 
unfortunate if that link used to go to a well-used and 
valuable resource, that has apparently simply disap-
peared. This is made even more pertinent if you have 
no rights of ownership over that resource and have 
been forbidden from owning a copy (see above). To 
a large extent this problem has been mitigated by the 
implementation of permanent addressing systems 
such as Digital Object Identifiers (DOIs, https://www.
doi.org/), which rely on an authorizing body and in 
which commitment to long term maintenance of the 
digital object is an explicit feature. At the other end of 
the spectrum from a broken hyperlink, the same issue 
is exemplified by large scale datasets, scans, models 
and analysis that have been ‘backed-up’ but never 
actually archived. The original creators, over time, 
change organizations, the organizations themselves, 
merge or disappear and the responsibility or interest in 
maintaining the datasets dissipates and if no suitable 
host can be found, or if there is not enough metadata 
for meaningful archiving, or there are simply no 
funds available, the data languishes until its ultimate 
loss through hardware failure or deletion from the 
cloud. As mentioned above the means of addressing 
these issues are well understood, perhaps less well 
understood, or at least less frequently considered, is 
the effect ownership anxiety and disappearing objects 
have together on the way digital objects are considered 
by the user. All the weirdness of the digital object, its 
immateriality and its physical unlocatability are further 
accentuated by its apparent transience, or at least the 
suspicion that it might be transient.
A key feature of physical heritage objects is the 
fact of their survival over long periods of time. This 
longevity and the richness of human associations that 
it implies is a defining feature of its auratic quality. 
Latour and Lowe and others have discussed how, in 
practice the auratic quality of the original can migrate 
to its copy (2011), including digital copies/records 
(Cameron 2007, Jeffrey 2015), and indeed new forms 
of authenticity relating to the networks of relationships 
as being constituted in part through regimes of value 
associated with authorizing institutions (Cameron 
2007, Deger 2016, Fyfe 2004, Lindholm 2008). Here 
the consideration is not about that authority that the 
original owner imparts to the object, but the ability of 
the act of possession itself to act on our perceptions 
of an object. For digital objects representing the past, 
one sense in which it was possible to use physical 
versions of digital artefacts to experience closeness, 
however attenuated, is through possession of a copy, 
even when that copy has no financial value, i.e. freely 
available for download. This represents a challenge for 
organizations that hope to generate income from, or 
to maintain institutional authority over their digital 
heritage objects through the control of each instance. 
Individual ownership is being eroded by confusing, 
even contradictory, claims to copyright and restrictive 
licensing that call in to question any sense of owner-
ship one previously might have had. Ownership is 
being transmuted into a temporary right of access and 
re-use for specific purposes and with it the sense of 
closeness to the content that ownership engendered 
is being transmuted into a sense of anxiety that by 
some small action you may be breaking the rules and 
one’s right of access may at any time be rescinded by 
the objects true owners. This can be a disempower-
ing rather than empowering experience, it calls in to 
question one’s ability to experience a closeness to the 
original by meaningful act of ownership. The debate 
between open access, and open licensing regimes ver-
sus restrictive licensing and intrusive Digital Rights 
Management, can very easily be characterized as ideo-
logical, in reality it extends beyond the ideological by 
acting on the nature of our perception of the objects in 
question, including digital cultural heritage objects. If 
there is overly tight control of access and the types of 
use and reuse of these objects, the closeness implied 
by ownership becomes impossible and they become, 
in a sense, unobtainable.
Transience
There is a well understood range of technical issues 
that can be seen to apply to the longevity of digital 
objects. The spectre of a ‘digital dark age’ arises (Kuny 
1997), is somewhat addressed and then later arises 
again in a new form (Jeffrey 2012). An important 
truth to acknowledge with regards all digital data is 
that despite their apparent imperviousness to decay 
and the apparent ease in with which digital originals 
and a potentially infinite number of perfect copies can 
be easily stored and accessed, in practice they are in 
fact fragile, costly and labour intensive to curate over 
long periods of time. The technical reasons for this, 
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a large degree of creativity, interpretation and even 
artistry. In future it will become harder and harder to 
deny this in favour of a self-defined formulation of 
the recorder as a technician. 
As well as further automation of data capture 
there is likely to be an increasing drive towards data 
rich models, these are representations of the past 
that are not simply visual, or even sensual, but are 
specifically designed to act as points of integration for 
other, spatial and non-spatial, datasets. This concept 
is emerging from, among other sources, the field of 
Building Information Modelling (BIM) and ‘Heritage 
BIM’ where complex datasets are associated with 3D 
models of historic buildings (Fai et al. 2011). Currently 
the focus on of this kind of model is the integration 
of technical datasets, but there is no reason to dis-
criminate against the wide range of heterogeneous 
datasets that might be of interest to various audiences, 
from archival texts and images to expressions of 
contemporary social value. Indeed this holds out the 
further likelihood that 3D visualizations of heritage 
objects will no longer be isolated, free floating entities 
disconnected from other forms of data, but become 
integrated within a broader cultural heritage data 
ecosystem. This integration process in itself could well 
create a new series of challenges to our conception 
of the aura and authenticity of the digital object as it 
transforms from static representation linked only to 
its real world original to a dynamic exploratory tool 
linked to multiple other datasets. 
Conclusion
It has been argued that we are at a moment of crisis, 
even a permanent crisis, with regards to the authenticity 
and aura of digital objects (Bolter et al. 2006). Author-
ship, ownership and transience all act as additional 
complicating factors on our understanding of the impact 
of mechanical and digital reproduction on aura. I would 
argue that we are still at the early stages of understand-
ing our relationship with the digital world in general, 
and that understanding will emerge from practice. We 
clearly value a sense of the authentic and actively seek 
out objects with an auratic quality. Because both aura 
and authenticity are part of the way we understand and 
engage with the world around us, it is hard to conceive 
that our experience in the future will be one where 
these qualities are entirely absent. It has been argued 
that new forms of aura and authenticity can arise in 
replicas and representations not only through attention 
to intentionality, value, quality and relations, but also 
through consideration of authorship, ownership and 
transience. Each of these represent opportunities as 
well as challenges. We can think of narrowly focused, 
around a digital object can be created. However, 
unless a digital object is specifically intended to be 
temporary, all of the arguments regarding their aura 
and authenticity are entirely undermined if the digital 
object being created is either perceived to be, or is in 
reality, an unreliable object. The long term existence 
of a digital object and the permanence of points of 
access to it speak powerfully of the value ascribed to 
it by its creators.
Future recording 
Looking just a short way into the future there are two 
areas in which conceptions of authenticity and the 
directly linked conception of the auratic quality of an 
original will be further challenged. The first change 
will be the continuing drive towards the automation of 
the digital recording process. While I have discussed 
above that currently digital recording of cultural objects 
in three dimensions remains both skilled and highly 
interpretative, the trend is towards both automated 
processes and integrated workflows. With Structure 
from Motion (SFM) the inevitability of ‘robotic’ capture 
(e.g. with drones or swarms of drones) and real-time 
processing of the imagery they generate mean that 
the greatest operator challenge will be specifying the 
building or object to be recorded. Autonomous or 
semi-autonomous hardware and integrated software 
workflow will then deliver a 3D model of the target 
fully formed with minimal user intervention. Similarly 
the deployment of time of flight laser devices or struc-
tured light devices using visible and non-visible parts 
of the spectrum will be married with mobile robotic 
platforms that require targeting, and little else, before 
delivering surface models with integrated textures 
for their operators. While it might be argued that the 
likely cost associated with new devices and systems 
will keep them firmly in the domain of experts, this will 
not necessarily be the case. SFM can in many instances 
produce a similar quality model to a laser scan at a 
fraction of the price. It is also true that the quality of 
3D record that will be generated from consumer grade 
hand held devices in future might well match or sur-
pass the quality of today’s most exclusive technology, 
at least in terms of accuracy. What will remain, what 
is unavoidable, is what we fail to value highly enough 
today, namely the sequence of creative decisions we 
make on how to use a 3D record to create a meaningful 
representation of the past. The knowledge, experience 
and skills required to do this become apparent when 
we consider the impossibility of this stage of the visu-
alization process being automated. While there is an 
undeniable level of technical skill required to create 
3D models of complex real world objects, there is also 
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Macdonald, S. 2013. Memorylands: Heritage and Identity in 
Europe Today. London: Routledge.
McSherry, C., 2015 Who Will Own the Internet of Things? 
(Hint: Not the Users), Deeplinks Blog, 20 January 2015, 
The Electronic Frontier Foundation (EFF). Accessed 27 
September 2016: https://www.eff.org/deeplinks/2015/01/
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anonymous, restrictively licensed and ultimately inac-
cessible digital objects as being inappropriate for 
broader audiences. Not just for technical reasons, but 
because of how they might discourage this audience 
from engaging with them at any level beyond pas-
sive consumption. An emerging alternative approach 
would see a digital heritage object that is produced for 
a specific audience (or better, co-produced with them), 
free to use and re-use for any purpose, clearly creative, 
explicitly authored, and reliably and permanently 
accessible. Such digital objects leverage the networks 
of relations involved in their production, they allow 
them to be valued through unfettered possession, they 
re-humanize them and render them reliable objects in 
the world. It is fair to say that the process of creating 
objects with these qualities may still encounter a number 
of practical problems. However, by paying attention 
to these qualities, digital heritage objects created and 
delivered in this way have a far higher likelihood of 
not only mitigating the issues arising from perceived 
inauthenticity or absence of aura, but facilitating the 
creation of these in new forms associated with both the 
representation and the original. 
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The use of photorealistic and photogrammetric 
techniques to create 3D models of excavations is 
increasingly becoming an accepted approach to 
documentation practice in field archaeology. Whilst 
archaeologist seem happy to embrace new technolo-
gies for field documentation they tend to use them, 
either for traditional recording purposes (such as 
computer-aided drawing), or by letting technology 
dictate the documentation outcomes, for example, by 
creating interactive 3D models, which are incompatible 
with traditional means of documentation. Paradoxi-
cally, the use of 3D visualization in archaeology is 
neither a relatively recent or sudden phenomenon 
(Reilly 1992; 1988). The advent of 3D representa-
tions as archaeological documentation characterizes 
a departure from the conventional spatial abstraction 
of a 3-dimensional world to a 2-dimensional piece of 
paper. As a consequence, the basic epistemological 
foundations for archaeological recording are affected, 
calling for a revision of not only the general workflow 
of excavations, but a re-evaluation of those dichotomies 
inherent to field archaeology, such as that between 
observation and interpretation. With 3D documenta-
tion, we are increasingly dealing with photorealistic 
representations of archaeological excavations, and the 
time, place and basis for archaeological interpretation 
is changing. The far-reaching consequences touch 
upon core dichotomies of archaeological science, 
where particularly the polarization of objectivity and 
subjectivity has affected archaeological thinking for the 
better half of a century (Kristiansen & Rowlands 2005, 
Shanks & Tilley 1987). However, as stated by Shanks 
and Tilley (1987, 243): ‘Archaeological theory and practice 
as labour in the present completely transcend this artificial 
division, labour which draws past and present into a fresh 
perspective, a perspective which serves to rearticulate their 
relationship.’ In this regard, accepting 3-dimensional 
photorealistic documentation also means accepting 
that it is not free of bias. To an extent, the ideal of 
objective truth through empirical falsification (Popper 
1959), reproducibility, and testability set forth by the 
scientific method is hindered by the destructive nature 
of the archaeological excavation and the derivative 
nature of the archaeological documentation. 
In this chapter, the term reality-proximate is used 
to describe the creation of photorealistic representa-
tions of the observation event, taking into account the 
limitations of detail, and distancing the visual replica-
tion from a notion of objective recording. Rather than 
focusing on objectivity and subjectivity, this chapter 
will discuss the dichotomy between observation and 
interpretation in archaeology in the light of the new 
paradigm of 3D photogrammetric documentation, 
and it proposes a way of managing 3D observation 
data alongside reconstructions and visualizations. The 
excavation of three archaeological sites in Denmark; 
Skelhøj, Jelling and Alken Enge, reflects the impact 
of technological developments on the archaeological 
workflow during the last 15 years, and show how a 
conceptualization of authenticity may be applied to 
address the evaluation of documentation quality. 
It is proposed that the use of 3D documentation 
encourages us to adopt a new workflow with more 
3-dimensional reasoning, allowing the utilization of 
3D recording as a tool for the continuous monitoring 
of progress and evaluation of an excavation and its 
results. Just as in the general use of models to form 
hypotheses, it is possible to use 3D models as spatial 
hypotheses within an ongoing excavation. This allows 
us to visually realize or spatially conceptualize our 
hypothesis as a virtual reconstruction and to combine it 
with our observational data.Usually our interpretation 
is characterized by the delineation and characterization 
of features and finds, be it line drawing on paper or 
vectorizations in GIS or CAD, but in a 3D representa-
tion, this makes much less sense. We are actually able 
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collection is independent of interpretation’ (Lucas 2001, 
12). In contract archaeology, the dichotomy stems 
from a matter of politics which separates fieldwork 
from interpretation, and where the empiricist seek 
to record as much as possible, while researchers and 
universities state that actual meaning is determined 
by posing relevant research questions – making data a 
research asset. The challenge or ‘Archaeological Value’ 
lies in combining the two (Carver 2009; 2003).
When dealing with archaeological excavation 
recording and documentation, using a seemingly arbi-
trary concept like authenticity may appear to make very 
little sense, especially if we claim to aim for ‘objective’ 
documentation. Nonetheless, one might argue that the 
dichotomy of the objective (Malmer 1980) vs. subjective 
(Shanks & Tilley 1987) lies at the heart of evaluating 
the authentic, but it tends towards an unproduc-
tive opposition between realism and constructivism 
(Madsen 2003, Madsen 1995). The processual or ‘new’ 
archaeology of the 1960s never questioned if we are 
able to describe anything objectively, but rather than 
the positivistic realism of measurements and observa-
tions, asserted that archaeological interpretation could 
come to objective conclusions via the ability to pose 
questions and formulate what we want to investigate 
(Binford 1964, 426). In particular, the ability to uncover 
the regularities of human cultural behaviour was in 
question. The post-processual archaeology of the 
1980s, however, saw that every description requires 
interpretation and reflects the subjectivity and view-
point of the archaeologist. By this notion, authenticity, 
which usually relates to a seemingly arbitrary level of 
‘trustworthiness’ or ‘related to fact’, reflects the views, 
bias and possibly the social/political circumstances of 
archaeology and the archaeologist. The influence of 
society ‘appears to remain one of archaeology’s permanent 
features’ (Trigger 1989, 380), which is why it is necessary 
to account for context when evaluating authenticity in 
archaeological documentation. This in turn forces the 
archaeologist to explain, if not theory and method, at 
least the choices made during the excavation process, 
as well as the rationale behind them. It is considered a 
serious problem if an archaeologist is unable to ‘look out 
beyond the individual context or unit they are excavating, 
[as they] will not be able to deal with interpretative issues 
that involve other contexts and other sets of data’ (Hodder 
2003, 59). In particular, the interpretative and reflexive 
element is of interest to Hodder who pointed to the 
‘momentary, fluid and flexible’ existence of excavation 
methodology by the late 1990s (Hodder 1997). 
Advances in archaeological field documenta-
tion in the new millennium are a continuation of the 
development of computer applications in archaeology 
throughout the 1980s and 1990s focusing on the use 
to interpret and visualize through 3D modelling of a 
spatial hypothesis, rather than working with lines and 
sketches. This in turn requires strict guidelines, and 
regard for the separation of observation and spatial 
hypothesis, and assurance that the one is not mistaken 
for the other. 
Finally, this chapter presents experiences gained 
from combining reality data with model data in the case 
of the Jelling excavations. The field-recording principles 
applied accentuate the necessity of continuous evalu-
ation of the integrity and validity of empirical data, 
and illustrate how the concept of authenticity becomes 
paramount to assessing excavation documentation. 
This is particularly the case when documentation is 
combined with 3D models and reconstructions at the 
boundary between research and dissemination.
Observation and interpretation in archaeology
If there is one characteristic, more than any other, 
that permeates the discipline of field archaeology, it 
is dichotomy. As Carver (1990, 45) puts it: ‘Archaeolo-
gists who work in the field suffer from split personality.’ 
Carver obviously refers to the conflicting traditions of 
field work, which diverged in the early youth of the 
discipline, in the nineteenth century. Briefly put, Brit-
ish archaeologists Pitt-Rivers (1887) and later Barker 
(1977) were among the most prominent proponents of 
the empiricist approach, based on an idea that every 
minute detail matters and should be recorded in the 
field, and that an archaeological site should be treated 
as a system of deposits and formations processes. 
This is related to the processualist approaches of New 
Archaeology (Binford & Binford 1968, Trigger 1989). 
On the opposing branch, Petrie (1904) and Wheeler 
(1954) saw that attempting to record every fact about 
everything was futile and useless without an overall 
goal or research motivation, which is what inspired 
the structuralist and contextualist approaches, focus-
ing on the site as text to be read, rather than deposits 
to be described. These dichotomies exist to this day, 
albeit they are converging, perhaps not least due to 
developments in technology. Lucas (2001, 10) points to 
the fact that field archaeology by the 1870s was char-
acterized by ‘experience, presence in the field, as a critical 
guarantor of scientific validity.’ Incidentally, the advent 
of contract archaeology and the factor of competitive 
tendering based on price, favouring preservation by 
record, saw the growth of archaeologists specializing 
in fieldwork, meaning that fieldwork became more 
separated from the broader interpretative process. 
The archaeologist now took the role as a technician, 
whose job it is to retrieve data from the field, result-
ing from ‘an ideology founded on the assumption that data 
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archaeological community, fairly early on, realized 
that digital photography had to be treated differently, 
as it is not directly equivalent to analogue hand draw-
ing. First of all, digital photos must be manipulated 
to become usable for documentation: rectified (Scollar 
1998, Johansen 2003) and embedded with geographic 
information. This clearly leads to some concerns as 
to the validity and derivative nature of what would 
otherwise be considered very objective documentation. 
On the other hand, it evidently offers new possibilities 
of a different level of detail, quality and authenticity. 
In the case of Skelhøj, documentation workflows were 
deliberately adapted to combat the risk that photos 
could potentially shift the archaeological focus away 
from interpretation, towards the mere descriptive, and 
basically undermine the value of documentation. To 
accommodate concerns of losing the interpretative 
incentive and whenever possible, parallel series of 
photos were taken – an observation series with the 
prepared archaeological features, and an interpretation 
series where an archaeologist’s interpretation would 
be scratched or sketched into to soil (Fig. 5.1). This of 
course only works for soil-archaeology, as opposed to 
building recording, but was based on a notion that the 
observational photos are somehow a more objective 
form of documentation that would allow us to revisit 
or re-examine our archaeological data, and therefore 
represent a set of data, which was less ‘disturbed’ by 
interpretational bias.
As claimed regarding the reflexive archaeology 
at Çatalhöyük: ‘The goal is to make the excavation process 
virtually reversible in a simulated environment at levels 
ranging from laptop computers to virtual immersive systems’ 
(Berggren et al. 2015, 437). Being well aware that the 
collected data – the photos – are never more objective 
than the archaeological process as a whole (Bateman 
2005), the archaeologist still has to choose and prepare 
the different surfaces and objects for documentation. 
It is an encounter, not just observation, albeit active 
or interpretive observation (Lucas 2001). On many 
levels, digital photos represent different resolutions of 
evidence, and 3D photogrammetric techniques such 
as Structure from Motion represents a further exten-
sion of the inherent properties of digital photos. This 
is due to their ability to provide visualizations and 
representations, which appear as photorealistic and 
geometrically authentic representations of real-world 
objects and scenes, which consequently is evolving 
to become an ideal of documentation. The key point 
here is that 3D photogrammetric techniques represent 
rather than accurately reproduce some aspect of real-
ity. The documentation is still as subjective as ever 
but, perhaps worryingly, disguised as unbiased by 
its photorealistic appearance.
of quantitative methods in archaeology. In particular, 
photorealistic and photogrammetric techniques for 
creating 3D models of excavation situations are fast 
becoming a common approach to documentation 
practice, and call for a re-evaluation of the inherent 
dichotomy of interpretation and observation in archae-
ology (Berggren et al. 2015, Forte et al. 2015, De Reu et 
al. 2013, Forte 2014, Powlesland 2014). Compared to 
previous paradigm shifts, which were characterized 
by confronting ideas and ideals of how to do archaeol-
ogy, the significant technological advances have only 
just recently become identified as a prelude to a para-
digm shift in a scientific revolution (Kristiansen 2014, 
Huggett 2004). This inevitably raises questions and 
concerns whether archaeology is at risk of abandoning 
the interpretative and reflexive incentive, for the sake 
of a form of documentation that appears to correspond 
more closely to the observed ‘truth’. Drawing in par-
ticular, is often seen as essential to archaeology and 
‘part of a hermeneutic system that acts to both initiate and 
reinforce the knowledge-creation structures of the discipline’ 
(Bateman 2006, 74), but it may also be considered a 
remnant of analogue documentation traditions, which 
becomes challenged by the need for the ability to 
handle and integrate digital representations of both 
reality and interpretation. Evidently, Hodder’s fluid 
archaeology is becoming even more pronounced, as the 
clear distinction between observation and interpreta-
tion turns increasingly fluid and traditional concepts 
become entangled. By direct consequence, evaluation 
of authenticity gains new relevance as the documen-
tation itself, rather than the object or artefact, attains 
authenticity. Generally speaking, archaeologists who 
share a goal of measuring the past as accurately as 
possible are also the ones who are most interested in 
pursuing authentic archaeology.
Photogrammetric documentation 
One technological advancement stands out more than 
any other as ‘a tool that underpins our notion of the objec-
tivity of the recording process’ (Bateman 2005, 192). In 
the last decade, archaeologists have overwhelmingly 
adopted digital photography (Morgan 2014, Morgan 
& Wright 2018). At the same time, digital photos have 
increasingly become one of the primary sources of 
archaeological documentation, in addition to – or as 
basis for – digital delineation of the interpreted features 
and contexts. Digital photos have become an easy, 
quick and affordable way of documenting an excava-
tion. The documentation process at the excavation of 
the Bronze Age barrow Skelhøj (2002–2004) in South-
ern Denmark exemplifies one such early application 
of digital photography in excavation documentation 
(Holst & Rasmussen 2013). It also illustrates how the 
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understanding, but different experience, will rarely 
reach the same conclusions. The work of the less 
experienced archaeologist may appear as the most 
authentic, as the lack of prior knowledge prevents 
differentiation between the important and the less 
significant; they tend to describe ‘what they see’. It 
is, however, difficult to integrate as common fact into 
our documentation, and emphasizes the dichotomy 
between rationalism and pragmatism – if knowledge 
comes before experience or if experience precedes 
knowledge. Even implementing something as objective 
as colour-codes is still limited by various factors, rang-
ing from different lighting condition to the individuals’ 
perception of colour. Post-processual archaeology 
inherently necessitates an evaluation of the authentic-
ity of the classification and description according to 
the ‘human factor’. One of the postmodern traits of 
post-processual archaeology is the disappearance of 
the limits between disciplines, and the disappearance 
of faith in knowing the one truth (Johnson 1999, 166), 
leading archaeologists to accept all understandings of 
the past as equally valid and equally authentic, but 
not necessarily equally objective.
If, for the sake of argument, we state that the level 
of authenticity is in direct correlation with the amount 
of interpretation and assumption in its representation 
of reality, photographic evidence must clearly be more 
authentic than a delineated interpretation. But more 
authentic in this case does not necessarily mean that 
it makes the greatest contribution to knowledge. One 
would think that a 3D model or a photo is easily under-
stood and requires fewer preconditions, but rather it 
lacks explanation and interpretation to fully extract 
the embedded information. What a 3D model does 
provide, however, is an immediate representation of 
reality. Instead of knowledge and skills of abstracting 
from the 2-dimensional drawing or photo, we see a 
malleable canvas, which we can interactively explore 
in a non-predetermined way.
Maybe the biggest Achilles heel of post-pro-
cessual archaeology is our inability to agree on even 
the most trivial factors, such as classifications or the 
description of fill and colour of a context or layer in 
a section. As Madsen (2003, 14–15) illustrates, the 
descriptions are so dependent on prior experience 
and knowledge, that two people with the same basic 
Figure 5.1. Skelhøj. Documentation of turf structures in a Bronze Age barrow, using observation photos and 
interpretation photos as basis for rectification, mosaicking and vectorization. Photo: Peter Jensen.
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The archaeological investigations in the wetlands 
of Alken Enge between 2012 and 2014 revealed thou-
sands of scattered human bones, dated to the Early 
Iron Age, lying beneath approximately 2 m of peat 
on an old lake bed (Hertz & Holst 2015; Holst et al. in 
press). This set the stage for an interdisciplinary col-
laboration involving, amongst others, the Department 
of Geoscience at Aarhus University (Søe et al. 2017). 
The excavation conditions were challenging; 
excavating a bog 2 m below the water table of the neigh-
bouring Lake Mossø. From the onset, a workflow and 
documentation pipeline was set up, consistently based 
on photogrammetry and Structure from Motion using 
VisualSFM and Agisoft Photoscan (Wu 2011, Agisoft 
2016). This way, every documentation unit, context, 
and arbitrary plan or section was photo documented, 
3D modelled, ortho-rectified, printed, drawn, classi-
fied and vectorized. Beyond the collaboration with 
osteoarchaeologists and anthropologists, the presence 
of geologists and their very different approach to the 
research questions came to be of great value in explain-
ing the prehistoric events (Fig. 5.2).
Furthermore, the challenge of combining the 
archaeological and the geological interpretation of 
‘New-objectivity’
In 2003 Madsen pointed to the discrepancies between 
the geologist’s and the archaeologist’s approach to 
the interpretation of a soil section, and how different 
professional backgrounds and perspectives shape the 
documentation outcome. Naturally, an archaeolo-
gist will focus on traces of human activity, while the 
geologist is looking for geological processes. In either 
case, the issue is not how to draw or describe, but the 
act of identifying the abstract notion of something, 
which is not a physical entity like an object or arte-
fact, but a context of some previous human or natural 
action. 10 years later, in addition to the philosophical 
implications of a new paradigm of 3D photorealistic 
documentation, this ‘new-objectivity’ has arguably a 
profound methodological impact on several aspects of 
field recording. It offers a new conceptual interface or 
structure of visual representation, which forces us to 
construe how an object in a 3D representation relates 
to a feature in the reality of the past. The new tools 
affect the interpretation flow and how we perceive and 
identify the relation between objects, and redefine the 
interdisciplinary preconditions of archaeology such as 
collaboration with geologists. 
Figure 5.2. Composite of 3D Structure from Motion documentation of human bones, alongside geological section in 
Alken Enge. Photo: Peter Jensen.
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one interpretation – the synthesized and condensed 
report of an excavation. 
We know that all visual data is derived – a gen-
eralization of something more detailed to begin with, 
and must undergo some process to get from the real 
world into our digital representation. First of all, we 
must account for multiple parameters related to the 
excavation process; how was the excavation planned 
and executed, and what where the documentation 
events that make up our bulk raw data (Jensen 2012). 
Secondly, the data processing needed to get from 
photographs to 3D models must be documented. The 
increasingly complex calculations needed, perhaps 
even by proprietary closed-source software, poses 
an issue in this regard. It makes the documentation 
process much less transparent, and any inaccuracies 
and systematic errors may potentially sneak into our 
primary documentation when we trust a ‘black box’ 
and its invisible algorithms to process data. 
Arguably, it is by conceptualizing levels of gener-
alization and authenticity of these steps of the digital 
documentation that we are able to more coherently 
integrate new levels of documentation detail into our 
excavations. If we develop procedures for measuring 
the authenticity of 3D photogrammetric documentation 
through an evaluation process, we may break with the 
objective realist stance commonly applied to 3D mod-
els. This is, however, not to assume that the authentic 
is a utopianism to be achieved. The concept of objec-
tive documentation is far less important than authentic 
documentation, and in this regard, authenticity equals 
the quality and detail of representing the observed. To 
express it more explicitly; the level of authenticity may 
be expressed as an equation of approximation, which 
includes all available para- and metadata related to the 
documentation events. The level of generalization is 
in direct relation to the required resolution (level of 
detail) of the documentation, and the amount of inter-
pretations and assumptions are in direct correlation 
with authenticity.
Conceptualized authenticity in archaeological 
documentation
In the case of the Skelhøj and Alken Enge excavations, 
the realization of authenticity as a concept and tool in 
the excavation practice happened gradually and as an 
iterative process, reflecting technological developments 
since the turn of the millennium. 
First of all, an evaluative authenticity-concept was 
implemented at the lowest level of the documentation 
ladder; in fact, authenticity was printed on context and 
find sheets in order to allow for an assessment of the 
observation/interpretation dichotomy. This gave the 
the same reality demonstrated, how 3D models and 
photorealistic documentation may act as a common 
language in this discourse. The excavation saw the 
development of a common language, exchange of terms 
across disciplines and illustrated how interpretations 
were not necessarily linked to one profession alone. The 
boundary between geology and archaeology became 
fluid, and at a general level a method development 
took place where datamining and comparison of data 
became key to understanding the facts. Most impor-
tantly, this cross-discipline exchange of knowledge was 
not limited to or hindered by different interpretations 
of the same reality, because the issue was no longer 
a disagreement of classifications, as Madsen (2003) 
implied. The premise for the ‘new-objectivity’ of 3D 
photogrammetric documentation is not one of classifi-
cation, but accounting for the level of authenticity and 
validity. How open to interpretation are our observa-
tions and what is the quality of our documentation?
Derivative and generalized: para- and meta-data
One of the keys to integrating 3D photogrammetric 
documentation in archaeology lies with the realization 
that 3D models are part of a process, much like the 
formation processes which create the archaeological 
record in the first place. The premise for this type of 
documentation is that our so-called primary data is 
derivative in nature, and its validity depends entirely 
on our ability to account for how data was created and 
evolves over time. We all work from assumptions that 
are rarely well described or even questioned. The for-
mation process of our 3D documentation, or rather the 
para- and meta-data does exactly this. By estimating 
and evaluating claims of certainty or documentation 
quality, it may be possible to augment the scientific 
quality of data – and use authenticity both as a concept 
and as a tool in the archaeological documentation 
workflow. In this way, we are in fact equalizing evi-
dential value and testing hypotheses – rather than 
engaging in a truth-seeking quest. 
The most enticing promise of archaeological 3D 
documentation is that, in theory, we should be able 
to create a reality-proximate visual representation of 
reality. And in fact, we should be able to ‘re-excavate’ 
on the computer at a later point in time, and poten-
tially engage other colleagues in the interpretation 
process. This breaks with the traditional premise 
or paradox of archaeological excavations – that it is 
a destructive discipline that cannot be redone and 
which destroys the original source material. The 
fact that this approach actually enables and encour-
ages us to correct or revise both the observation and 
the interpretation data, facilitates a more dynamic 
approach to documentation, instead of delivering that 
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via the delineative and generalized to the artistic and 
stylized representation.
In addition, 3D representation supports the com-
bination of the observed with interpretation, following 
a more 3-dimensional reasoning, where we may apply 
3D documentation as a tool for continuous monitoring 
and evaluation of an excavation and its results. Just 
like the general use of models to form hypotheses, it is 
possible to use 3D models as spatial hypotheses of an 
ongoing excavation. This allows us to visually realize 
or spatially conceptualize our hypothesis as a virtual 
reconstruction and to combine it with our observational 
data. The inherent issues of using photorealistic and 
high quality hypothetical visualizations as part of the 
documentation, and discerning which is which and 
accounting for level of certainty, was already touched 
upon more than 20 years ago by Eiteljorg and others 
(Eiteljorg 1998; 2000; Eiteljorg & Limp 2008). One of the 
main concerns was that visualization tools are rarely 
capable of displaying uncertainty or fuzzy data, or 
levels of probability when it comes to reconstructions 
(Eiteljorg 2000; Miller & Richards 1995). ‘As disseminators 
of information to a data-naïve public, we must find techniques 
for displaying areas of fudged data within our models, and 
attempt to educate people in the skills of visual data analysis: 
an awareness of scale, an understanding of the fact that lines 
on maps often represent fuzzy boundaries, and a perception 
of the limitations inherent in our data’ (Miller & Richards 
1995, 21). One such way of displaying uncertainty is 
by the use of colour, texture or opacity (Fig. 5.3). This, 
however, trails back to the issues of relying on prior 
knowledge or an individual’s intuitive ability to read 
and understand such visual information.
Additionally, there is a whole array of visual 
elements, which may not rely solely on archaeological 
archaeologist the incentive to evaluate the documenta-
tion quality at a very early stage in the process, and 
impose the refl exive question: ‘how certain am I?’ and 
‘how well does this/my documentation refl ect reality?’
Secondly, concepts of documentation units, docu-
mentation events and data collections were introduced 
to address the derivative nature of digital data, and 
record the historic dimension of the documentation 
process (Jensen 2012). This way, para and meta-data 
are explicitly contained within the documentation, and 
it is known how interpretations and representations 
evolve over time, as new data and new knowledge 
become available. Authenticity of the documentation 
has nothing to do with what is original, but simply how 
what we have now, the visual representation, relates 
to what was in the past; knowing that everything is 
derived. The combined parameters are what help 
ascertain the authenticity of the documentation, and 
becomes part of the hermeneutics of the documentation 
process, where the interpretation is not exclusively an 
end product of the documentation.
Thirdly, 3D models were increasingly used to vis-
ualize the spatial hypotheses of the ongoing excavation. 
3D models and spatial hypotheses
Far from being limited to archaeology, it is easy to see 
how the 3D paradigm is currently trending in countless 
branches of computing. In particular, archaeology’s 
most beloved tools: Geographic Information Systems 
(GIS) and Computer Aided Design (CAD) are merg-
ing and evolving into doing things which used to be 
limited to dedicated 3D software (Wheatley & Gillings 
2002; Breunig & Zlatanova 2011). Consequently, this 
also means dealing with diff erent levels of abstractions, 
ranging from the reality-proximate and photorealistic 
Figure 5.3. The 
Jelling Complex 
visualized as 3D 
animation for the 
VIKING exhibition 
at the Danish 
National Museum. 
The style is non-
photorealistic, and 
levels of uncertainty 
or hypothesis are 





reality data with model data. In this case, evaluating the 
level of authenticity, or uncertainty, is paramount to 
express the quality of excavation documentation, but 
as previously stated, authenticity may arguably also 
be integrated as a measurement tool that allows for 
evaluation of the empirical data and the excavation 
process.
The Viking Age royal complex in Jelling
As with Alken Enge, the excavations of the Viking 
Age royal monument complex in Jelling were to a 
very large extend based on digital photogrammetric 
documentation (Jessen et al. 2011; Holst et al. 2013). The 
2010 campaign was targeted upon the large palisade 
structure, which encloses the mounds and the church, 
as well as the north-eastern quadrant (Fig. 5.4). The 
evidence, and where the level of certainty is highly 
questionable. These may include, for example, written 
sources like Beowulf, which describes the appearance 
of the great hall building, ethnographic analogies, as 
well as the inherent assumptions governed by cur-
rent trends and social/political circumstances. This 
is however part of a literary and societal discussion, 
rather than one of visual archaeological representation. 
The concerns about scientific certainty in visu-
alizations, among other, have led to the ratification of 
London Charter for the Computer-Based Visualisation 
of Cultural Heritage (Hermon et al. 2007; Denard 2012) 
– see Hermon & Niccolucci chapter 3. The London 
Charter highlights the major pitfalls of navigating the 
border zone between research hypotheses and public 
dissemination, but also hints at practices for combining 
Figure 5.4. The Jelling Complex: A central complex with a church and two burial mounds, rune stones and stone 
ship setting. A palisade surrounds the monuments and buildings are placed along the inside at fixed intervals and 
orientation. Excavated areas shown in white. 
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Trelleborg-type houses are the unique entranceways 
and the double row of wall posts, presently interpreted 
as a combined wall and external supporting structure, 
following cruck construction. Neither the function of 
the external posts nor the entryways were initially 
identified by the early excavations of Trelleborg in the 
1930s and 40s, but later excavations allowed archaeolo-
gists to reinterpret and physically reconstruct houses 
using these hypotheses (Schmidt 1981; Schmidt 1985; 
Olsen 1977) (Fig. 5.5). This is itself an excellent exam-
ple of how reconstructions, as well as archaeology as 
a whole, are a product of time and society (Trigger 
1989), as the first reconstruction shows Roman-derived 
traits, know from porticoes around Roman villas and 
Romano-Celtic temples, compared to the later, more 
Germanic reconstruction with cleaner lines. 
By almost direct comparison, the excavations 
at Cowdery’s Down (Millett & James 1983) also deal 
with the identification and interpretation of slanting 
posts, and quite interestingly present not just one, but 
several alternative reconstructions based on the same 
archaeological evidence. 
excavations revealed postholes belonging to buildings, 
which in their pattern strongly resembled the architec-
ture from known Viking Age houses, usually assigned 
to King Harald Bluetooth and the circular fortresses at 
Trelleborg, Fyrkat and Aggersborg (Holst et al. 2013; 
Jessen 2015; Roesdahl et al. 2014). In this case, it is of 
course important to note, that prehistoric architecture 
in Northern Europe is very seldom a matter of filling in 
missing pieces of a ruin of known design like Classical 
and Romanesque architecture (Miller & Richards 1995; 
Huggett & Guo-Yuan 2000). We are talking about the 
excavation of sub-surface ephemeral features associ-
ated with organic evidence of postholes with very little 
else evidence. This is a factor which should somehow 
accompany any visualization of such features.
Given that the houses at the circular fortresses tend 
to adhere to very strict geometric rules for placement, 
scale and orientation, meant that this was something 
which could be easily visualized and used to generate a 
working hypothesis of where to look for more houses, 
and estimate their architectural appearance – if indeed 
the similarities were substantiated. Key features of the 
Figure 5.5. Plan drawings of postholes show the architectural similarities between a Jelling House on the left and a 
Fyrkat House on the right (Olsen 1977). Holger Schmidt’s architectural drawings for the Fyrkat reconstruction are on 
the far right (Schmidt 1985).
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thought processes and expectations of the archaeological 
source material. This way, when these snapshots were 
made, by whom and based on what criteria, became the 
basis for evaluating the authenticity of the development 
of the spatial models, and the rationale for replacing one 
model with another revised model. The experiences 
gained in Jelling demonstrate how abstractions shape 
the basis for the archaeological process, and how 3D 
visualization functions as a tool of reflection – combin-
ing what we know with what we expect.
The excavations at Jelling, and not least the 
intensified use of 3D models as spatial hypotheses, 
exposed the need for a framework to manage the 
iteration of interpretations. By including an evalua-
tion of authenticity at all levels of the documentation 
pipeline, the system should be able to fill in the void 
of meta- and para-data, left by the break-down of the 
clear distinction between observation and interpreta-
tion, itself caused by the introduction of photorealistic 
3D representations. 
The evaluative process of the empirical data col-
lected would generally follow a predetermined chain 
of events:
The initial excavations in Jelling, revealed one 
house with an entranceway on one side. It was however 
known from the reconstructions of Trelleborg-type 
houses at Fyrkat that the entranceways are placed 
on both sides, and displaced to either end (Fig. 5.6). 
Combined with the observed systematic mirroring 
of the house orientation in the fortresses, this helped 
to guide the excavation into where to look for more 
entranceways, among the otherwise poorly preserved 
postholes. In addition, the Jelling houses turned out to 
have a very unique feature, as the gable ends would 
have an extension in either end. The Jelling-house, 
however, still adhered to the strict geometry and rules 
of mirroring and symmetry. The natural response was 
to try to 3D visualize this special structural feature on 
the basis of the architecture of the physical reconstruc-
tion at Fyrkat (Schmidt 1985) and apply it as a working 
spatial hypothesis for the excavation.
The visualizations were done in a combination of 
software: Agisoft Photoscan, ESRI ArcMap and ArcScene 
and 3D Studio Max. Acknowledging that archaeological 
interpretation is a dynamic and iterative process, differ-
ent snapshots or documentation events account for the 
Figure 5.6. Photos of the reconstructed houses at Trelleborg (top) and Fyrkat (bottom). Photo: Anne Pedersen (top), 
Peter Jensen (bottom).
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are defined, or new Documentation Events take place 
within existing Data Collections, such as documenta-
tion at a deeper level.
Finally, we should consider whether we need to 
quantify levels of authenticity, to tie our documenta-
tion to standards of processual archaeology, or if we 
should focus more on the separation of research vs. 
dissemination or hypothesis vs. fact in 3D visualization 
to accommodate a different type of audience. 
Unintended consequences; Research tool or public 
dissemination?
Visual models have a tendency to cement an interpre-
tation as fact, rather than fiction or hypothesis, and 
even with proper precautions and disclaimers they 
easily evolve into a ‘truth’, recognized as such by non-
professionals. As already noted, this is also one of the 
main motivations behind the London Charter (Hermon 
et al. 2007; Denard 2012). This happens as archaeologi-
cal research flows into public dissemination, where 3D 
graphics provide a marvellous tool to convey a story 
about the past. The use of models or reconstructions 
to convey a story, or even serve as experiments to test 
a hypothesis is nothing new, as already illustrated by 
the example of the physical reconstruction attempts of 
Viking Age Trelleborg houses in Denmark by Holger 
Schmidt (Schmidt 1981). These reconstructions have, 
1. An opening strategy of excavation methodology 
and definition of Data Collections (Jensen 2012). The 
Data Collections were used as constructs, which served 
to collect all related primary data within well-defined 
physical boundaries. I.e. all descriptions, photos and 
measurements within a given area, which would 
tentatively be used to synthesize an illustration. In 
practice, each trench would act as a Data Collection.
2. Each consecutive Documentation Event would 
refer to a Data Collection in a one-to-many relation-
ship, and provide primary data as well as derived data. 
Authenticity would be assessed through aggregated 
para- and meta-data.
3. Following a Documentation Event, results would 
be re-interpreted and synthesized into a separate 
Documentation Event containing a spatial hypoth-
esis: GIS-plan or 3D model (see Fig. 5.7). In this case, 
authenticity was expressed as levels of certainty and 
evaluated through the use of colour-coded visual 
elements. Each element would refer to back to the 
Documentation Event from which the interpretation 
derived. 
4. The excavation strategy is reassessed and retar-
geted according to the revised hypothesis defined by 
the last Documentation Event. New Data Collections 
Figure 5.7. Screenshot of the Archaeo online database, currently under development. Displaying the chain of 
Documentation Events and iterations of spatial hypotheses while excavating the house OA7 in Jelling.
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When the excavations at Jelling encountered 
postholes of Viking Age buildings, which in their out-
line showed similar characteristics, the natural thing 
was to use the same architectural idea in 3D models, 
which helped the archaeologists get an impression of 
the site as it was excavated. Inadvertently, due to the 
high demand of something to show the public, these 
models were shared at a very early stage, and soon 
ended up in newspapers, information posters and even 
went into the new museum exhibitions. Fortunately, 
the Visitor and Experience Centre at Kongernes Jell-
ing – Home of the Viking Kings, were very aware of 
the academic discussions and the reservations about 
visualizing ongoing research. They often brought in 
the archaeological team to re-evaluate the architectural 
basis for the interpretations in the light of the new 
excavations and archaeological evidence. It, however, 
still became a struggle between scientific integrity and 
the public demand for visualizations. 
One key feature of the ‘old’ reconstructed houses 
were the hipped roofs which were part of Schmidt’s 
however, become representative of how the houses 
looked, even though we actually had two very different 
reconstruction attempts and therefore two conflicting 
architectural hypotheses. Paradoxically, this is the 
whole idea behind hypotheses or experiments; we learn 
from them and adapt our theories, which in this case, 
and in combination with subsequent research, has led 
to other or better interpretations of the architectural 
characteristics of the Trelleborg-type houses (Schmidt 
1985; Jessen et al. 2011; Holst et al. 2013; Jessen 2013; 
Jessen et al. 2014; Jessen 2015). The challenge is how 
we convey this to the public in terms of authenticity. 
Compared to previous generations, what has changed 
is that 3D models and visualizations now reach the 
public much faster and through different media, and 
potentially without the necessary scientific discussion. 
Computer models tend to carry more authority than 
paper images and ‘Large audiences are being exposed 
to visualizations in circumstances, where the pictures or 
animations are divorced from the academic discussion…’ 
(Miller & Richards 1995, 20).
Figure 5.8. 3D model of the planned physical palisade reconstruction (top left and right). Photo: Peter Jensen. The 
exhibition wall backdrop at the Visitor and Experience Centre at Kongernes Jelling – Home of the Viking Kings, showing 
an artistic rendering of an outdated spatial hypothesis (bottom). Painting: Sebastian Bausdorph, photo: Adam Bak, 
Kongernes Jelling.
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visualisation should be disseminated in such a way that the 
relationship between research sources, implicit knowledge, 
explicit reasoning, and visualisation-based outcomes can be 
understood’ (Denard 2012, 8). This is not an easy task 
to accomplish, but evidently transparency of what the 
model is based on is what defines its authenticity. As 
Eiteljorg (1998, 3) put it: ‘If we only present a simplified 
and sanitized view of the past, especially one that seems real 
and is visually compelling, we will have failed those who 
want truly to understand, both as scholars and as users of 
the technology’.
On the other hand, the chances are that we are 
overly concerned with muddling the border between 
reality and model. Arguably many post-processual 
archaeologists could be accused of being overly 
obsessed with measuring and recording the past in as 
detailed a fashion as possible – perhaps forgetting that 
‘not everyone even wants authentic archaeologies – whether 
scientific or not – and understand what this fact means for 
professionals who work in the public sphere’ (Lovata 2007, 
21). While the use of 3D-’replica’, -models or -visualiza-
tions in archaeology is susceptible to being criticized 
for overstepping the bounds of scientific ethics, other 
disciplines do not appear to have the same reservations. 
Take, for example, the visualizations which accompany 
space exploration by organizations like NASA and ESA 
which also have public dissemination as a top priority. 
The use of computer-generated imagery has grown 
substantially in this field during the last 20 years. In 
order to accommodate the audience, data from deep 
original reconstruction at Fyrkat. The process meant 
that this feature was inherited by the visualizations 
of the Jelling houses, despite the fact that current 
interpretations of the postholes suggest gabled roofs 
were more likely. Stepping into a brand new exhibition 
and seeing visualizations based on a, now outdated, 
excavation hypothesis naturally causes concerns that 
an inauthentic or unsubstantiated account of the past is 
being conveyed to the public (fig. 8). The museum has 
addressed these challenges by actively introducing sev-
eral interpretations of different architectural elements. 
An example of this is the Viking Age palisade, which 
went through several iterations in the archaeological 
spatial hypotheses. For 2017 a physical reconstruction 
of a section of the palisade is planned for the museum 
gardens, which will include several elements from the 
various interpretations regarding, height, paint, carv-
ings and general architecture (Fig. 5.8).
Another example is the recent discovery of the 
Viking Age ring fortress Borgring, south of Copen-
hagen (Holm & Sindbæk 2014). Even though the 
preliminary excavations only revealed ramparts, gates 
and ditches, it was expected that it would be similar 
to the other Viking Age fortresses, in having 16 build-
ings inside (Fig. 5.9). Current excavations so far have 
however not found any evidence of buildings, which 
strongly conflicts with the 3D model, which was made 
to illustrate a hypothesis about what kind of feature 
had been discovered to the public (Persson 2016).
As the producer of these models, one realizes 
first-hand the importance of the London Charter 
(Denard 2012; Hermon et al. 2007) and the challenges 
of navigating the grey zone between archaeological 
documentation, hypotheses and public dissemination. 
Despite all possible disclaimers, there is a demand 
from the public and exhibitions to visualize archaeology, 
not just as postholes, but to reveal what the archaeolo-
gists are thinking and to offer an informed opinion of 
what features might have looked like. One instrument 
to accommodate both is to refrain from photorealistic 
models altogether (Fig. 5.3). Yet is it safe to assume that 
the audience most likely already realize it is a model, 
but trust the authority when we present a model or 
claim? We should not underestimate the capacity of the 
audience to deal with uncertainty. What really matters 
is the ability to account for or justify the visualization, 
and in doing so, facilitate access to raw data as well. 
The London Charter clearly states: ‘Sufficient 
information should be documented and disseminated to allow 
computer-based visualisation methods and outcomes to be 
understood and evaluated in relation to the contexts and 
purposes for which they are deployed’ and ‘Documentation 
of the evaluative, analytical, deductive, interpretative and 
creative decisions made in the course of computer-based 
Figure 5.9. DR News online (www.dr.dk) depicting the 
Borgring visualization next to queen Margrethe II at the 
day she inaugurated the new excavations.
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rapid distribution of tentative reconstructions, it may 
also hold the key to solving the issue. As more and 
more museums apply digital and interactive elements 
to exhibitions, it is only natural to make use of less static 
exhibitions, which traditionally could be on display 
for years if not decades. An interactive 3D model in an 
exhibition is easily and inexpensively replaced with an 
updated hypothesis, while returning visitors increas-
ingly expect exhibitions to reflect the latest research. 
In turn, the public may grow accustomed to this kind 
beta-exhibitions, which are always improving – and in 
the process become more aware of the iterative process 
and nature of archaeological interpretation.
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Conclusion
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might appear somewhat ambiguous. In particular, 
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The technology used to create digital 3D models of 
archaeological material has proliferated in the dis-
cipline in recent years. There are now myriad types 
of technologies used to create digital artefact models 
that range in resolution, accuracy, and cost, depend-
ing on the type of research questions asked by the 
archaeologist. As these technologies expand in the 
discipline, the number of users of the final product 
(the digital model) is growing rapidly. Additionally, 
as the techniques and digital interfaces become easier 
to use, the number of producers is also growing. The 
benefits that these digital 3D artefact models present 
to research remain vast: access to otherwise remote 
collections, scalable models for comparative analy-
sis, detailed morphometric analysis, and increased 
engagement with the public, are all potentials that 
these models bring to the discipline. However, as we 
keep these overwhelming benefits in mind, it is also 
necessary to consider the place that these new digital 
forms take in the discipline. The process of creating a 
digital model of an artefact requires significant input 
by the producer that includes choices about what 
technology to use, the capturing strategy, the lighting 
conditions and settings, the post-processing, and the 
software used to view or edit the model. Any number 
of these factors can, and do, influence the attributes 
of the final model. In turn, the way that we take into 
account or ignore these processes will impact how we 
use these digital models in archaeological research. 
In this chapter I will begin by outlining the similar 
trajectories of photographic technology in archaeology 
in the nineteenth century and 3D scanning technology 
of the twenty-first century. This comparison will serve 
to establish the argument that 3D models of artefacts, 
just like artefact photographs, should be considered 
representations of the original object – establishing 
the terminology allows us to then acknowledge the 
biases inherent in the creation of a representation. 
I contend that the creation of any representation, 
be it photograph or 3D model, is accompanied by a 
perceived authority attributed to the producer. This 
implicit attribution of authority is in part based on the 
perception of a producer as a documentary witness to 
the original (Shanks 1997). In displaying a photograph 
or 3D model, the producer is saying ‘I was there and 
this is what the artefact looks like.’ This authority is also 
attributed to the producer as someone who knows how 
to use a ‘black box’ technology to create a representa-
tion. As the process by which data is manipulated in 
representations becomes more opaque, the authority 
attributed to the producer increases. I argue that this 
authority attributed to the producer of a 3D artefact 
model can be misappropriated in the argument for or 
against authenticity of a 3D model. The way in which 
authenticity can be defined, for digital models or other-
wise, is extremely variable (Jones 2010; Jones & Yarrow 
2013; Holtorf 2013; 2010; Garstki 2016). Yet I argue that 
any discourse surrounding the authenticity of a 3D 
digital representation of an artefact should include an 
understanding of the full production process – all of 
the choices, inputs, and data manipulation that affect 
the final model.
Photography and its similarities to 3D scanning
The discipline of archaeology has a long history of co-
opting and subsuming outside technologies that are 
found to benefit the study of the human past. One of 
the earliest and most widespread examples of this is 
the development of photography in archaeology in the 
second half of the nineteenth century. I have argued 
elsewhere (Garstki 2016) that the development and 
use of photography in archaeology closely parallels 
the more recent development of 3D scanning and 
modelling techniques. One technology for capturing 
photographic images, the daguerreotype process, 
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photographic technologies differently captured the 
scene in front of the camera. 
In addition to their historical development in the 
discipline, the way in which each image or 3D model 
seeks to present some visual and spatial data to the 
user is strikingly similar. The presentation of data to 
a user is partially based on the perception of source 
reliability and the authority to convey information 
from the original artefact to the user of the representa-
tion. The perception of photographic images is one of 
objective representation (Garstki 2016). There often 
exists a presumption of mechanical reproduction in 
the creation of an artefact photo – that there is little 
or nothing that influences the creation of the final 
representation. Photographs provide a static medium 
to interact with the original subject (i.e. artefact). In 
the nineteenth century, illustrations and later photo-
graphs were able to standardize experience and steer 
intellectual thought to a rigid framework by present-
ing standardized visual representations in scientific 
inquiry (Daston & Gailson 2007; 1992). This perception 
of objectivity is maintained in our modern interaction 
with photography (Bourdieu 1996, 77; Bohrer 2011, 28; 
Shanks 1997). Yet despite this perception of objectivity, 
Van Dyke (2006, 372) notes that ‘…there is always an 
eye behind the camera, and a hand on the development 
process, that directs what a viewer sees.’ We cannot 
think of photography as a completely mechanical 
process, automated beyond human influence, or we 
remove any human determinism in the final product 
(Shanks 1997). The perception of photography as a 
‘camera automaton’ is in danger of being mirrored in 
the use 3D scanning systems. 
I would argue that despite its growth in the field, 
3D scanning still maintains a perception of objective 
creation, resting on a mistaken assumption of mechani-
cal reproduction (from original artefact to 3D model). 
As he traces the parallels between a conception of 
mechanical reproduction in plaster casts, squeezes, and 
digital 3D models, Adam Rabinowitz very correctly 
notes that ‘the digital 3D model is not a true surrogate 
for the original, even when derived from photographs’ 
(2015, 34). Rabinowitz (2015) identifies that there is a 
significant amount of input from the creator of any 3D 
model, which is not accounted for when the product 
is presented as being mechanically reproduced. In 
presuming a process of mechanical reproduction in 
the creation of a representation, the significant influ-
ence that the producer has over of the final product 
is ignored. By not addressing or understanding the 
producer’s influence over the final product, a level 
of technological authority is attributed to them. This 
authority mistakenly assumes an objective transla-
tion of data, from the original artefact to the new 3D 
was quickly adopted by archaeological expeditions 
following its development by Jacques-Louis-Mande 
Daguerre (Bohrer 2011; Dorrell 1994; Lyons 2005; 
Olsen et al. 2012). And while the daguerreotype 
was utilized to document monuments throughout 
the Mediterranean, the problem of reproducibility 
quickly came to the fore. The dissemination of visual 
archaeological data in publication is a key facet for 
the study of archaeology, yet the image produced by 
the daguerreotype process was not easily reproduced 
in print. This historical problem is paralleled by the 
techniques used in the early twenty-first century to 
produce 3D models of artefacts, and the hardware 
and software used to showcase them. If a 3D model 
can only ‘live’ on one computer or on a single server 
with limited access, then its utility to the discipline is 
also limited. It has only been with the increased capa-
bilities of online digital repositories, 3D supplements 
in many major journals, or the capabilities to embed 
3D representations into PDFs that the usefulness of 
3D digital artefact models has been really felt. The 
reproducibility issue in the nineteenth century was 
also helped by an alternative photographic technology: 
Henry Fox Talbot’s negative-positive procedure for 
capturing images, the calotype (Hamilakis & Ifantidis 
2015). Although photography had been used in archae-
ology for a few decades, it was only with Conze’s 
1875 publication, Archäologische Untersuchungen auf 
Samothrake, that photographic documentation was 
used in a publication (Dorrell 1994). 
By the later part of the nineteenth century, 
however, there were many techniques available to 
archaeologists to reproduce still images of excavations 
or artefacts – collotypes, chromolithography, autotypes, 
platinotypes, and heliogravures (Olsen et al. 2012, 53). 
This trajectory is once again mirrored by the develop-
ment of 3D scanning techniques during this century. 
Archaeologists currently use a number of file types 
(OBJ, 3D pdf, PLY, STL, COLLADA, etc.) and digital 
interfaces (e.g. online journal supplements, embed-
ded pdfs, Sketchfab,1 Ariadne,2 dedicated websites3) 
to reproduce and share digital 3D artefact models. 
Similarly, just as there were a number of technolo-
gies used to create photographic images in the early 
years, archaeologists are utilizing a number of types of 
surface capture technology to create digital 3D models 
of artefacts: laser scanning (e.g. McPherron et al. 2009; 
Pires et al. 2006), structured light scanners (e.g. Acka 
et al. 2006; Counts et al. 2016; Grosman et al. 2014), 
or photogrammetry (e.g. Kersten & Lindstaedt 2012; 
Heath 2015; Miles et al. 2014; Olson & Caraher 2015). 
Each type of technology utilizes different physical 
properties to capture the surface geometry (and visual 
appearance) of an object, just as the different types of 
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of 3D artefact scanning, I present here two short case 
studies; one that examines how the influence of pho-
tography impacts the final digital 3D artefact model, 
and one that demonstrates how post-scanning input 
can also alter the final product. 
Case study 1
In summer 2016, the Athienou Archaeological Project 
(AAP) began a project that attempts to integrate digital 
artefact models more seamlessly with a traditional pub-
lication framework. Following a pilot project in 2014 
(Counts et al. 2016), a structured light scanning system 
was used to create a select corpus of digital 3D models 
of limestone and terracotta statuary recovered from the 
site of Athienou-Malloura. AAP has been examining 
the long-term cultural change at Athienou-Malloura 
and the surrounding region since 1990, which has 
evidence for domestic, religious, and funerary activity 
dating back to the first millennium bc (Toumazou et 
al. 2015; 2011). The focus during the last two decades 
has been on the rural sanctuary at Athienou-Malloura, 
which has brought to light significant activity from 
as early as the eighth century bc to the fourth century 
ad (Toumazou & Counts 2011). Due to being one of 
the few inland, rural sites in Cyprus to be excavated 
scientifically, the over 3,000 fragments of votive lime-
stone and terracotta sculpture provide a useful corpus 
to reconstruct Cypriot religious practices during this 
period (Averett 2011; Counts et al. 2016; Counts 2011; 
1998). A selection of these artefacts were scanned dur-
ing the 2016 season and these models will be used in 
a digital open-access artefact catalogue.
The system used in the creation of these digital 
models was the HDI Advanced R1X Scanner from 
GoMeaure3D. As with many structured light systems, 
the scanner utilizes a projector, two point-grey cam-
eras to capture the surface data, and a separate DSLR 
camera to capture the photo texture. And while much 
can be said regarding the type of surface capture tech-
nology, and its accuracy and resolution, the focus here 
will be on the impact that the DSLR camera had on the 
production of the final digital 3D model. The DSLR 
camera, a Canon Rebel T5 EOS 1200D (18 megapixels), 
was integrated with the scanning software so that all 
the camera settings were manually adjusted through 
the software (shutter speed, aperture, white balance, 
focus, etc.). Each of these aspects of photography that 
can be adjusted during a scan of an artefact impact 
the final ‘look’ of the resultant digital artefact model, 
and therefore, the individual operating the structure 
light system has significant productive influence. For 
example, the colour balance settings on the Canon 
can be adjusted to suit specific lighting conditions. 
model. As such, notions of an objective, mechanical 
technique are combined with a documentary aspect 
of photography. The user of a photograph attributes a 
level of authority to the producer of said photograph, 
which rests on a perception of the photographer as a 
documentary witness (Shanks 1997, 74). Shanks notes 
that ‘a photograph may be used to provide authority 
based upon the notions of presence and seeing’ (1997, 
74). Authority rests with the producer of the digital 3D 
artefact model – as one who ‘sees’ the original artefact 
and is simply reproducing it in digital form through 
a mechanical process. 
The argument made for authenticity of a repre-
sentational object is tied strongly to the perception of 
authority surrounding the producer. Technological 
authority masks the productive process and creates a 
false sense of an objective reproduction of an original 
– justifying a perception of authenticity. A photograph 
or 3D model may be argued to be authentic to itself, 
as a thing produced with a specific set of goals in 
mind. In this way, Stuart Jeffery argues that due to 
the expertise, intentionality, and resources used to 
create a digital visualization, the aura (sensu Benjamin 
1968) and authenticity of the original can be passed on 
to the digital replica (2015) (Jones and Yarrow [2013] 
have also argued for this in a physical form). On the 
other side, while these representations may be able 
to translate many visual aspects of the original that 
constitute our perception of pastness (Holtorf 2013; 
2010), the creation of a visual representation of an 
artefact, be it photograph or digital model, gives the 
representation a separate narrative from the original 
(Garstki 2016). So, an argument may be made that a 
digital 3D artefact model is authentic because it has 
been created with the intention to create this new 
digital object, and also that it is inauthentic because 
an object’s properties and relations are irreducible to 
a representation of it (Olsen et al. 2012). However, any 
argument for authenticity that equates representation 
with original negates the productive act, and all of the 
input that goes into the creation of the final product. 
I would therefore argue that regardless of how 
one defines or attributes authenticity to a representa-
tional object, the technological authority to create the 
object should be interrogated. Would that authority 
still exist if the entire process of production (i.e. scan-
ning, processing, modelling, etc.) becomes completely 
transparent, if the individual choices and inputs made 
by the producer became visible? The need for trans-
parency has also been well articulated by Rabinowitz 
(2015, 34–6), as the production of digital 3D models 
of archaeological material is filled with choices in 
technology and technique. To emphasize the biases 
and myriad inputs that exist in the productive process 
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scans to create a complete model of the artefact, or 
editing individual images to only highlight parts of 
the photographed artefact. ‘Noise’ is often captured 
by the 3D scanning technique, whether it is part of the 
platform that the artefact was resting on when scanned 
or simply a misalignment of one or two scans. This 
noise is manually deleted from the model within the 
modelling software – another input from the producer. 
Once the final mesh is completed and the photo-
texture is processed, it is not uncommon to notice 
areas of the artefact model that seem ‘wrong’ in their 
colour or shade. Figure 6.2 shows a 3D digital model 
made of a Roman lamp reproduction using close-range 
photogrammetry. A Fujifilm FinePix HS30EXR and 
Agisoft’s Photoscan Professional version 1.2.5 were 
used to produce the model from a total of 74 images. 
After the final processing of the model, a discolora-
tion was noted from where the lamp had rested on its 
side during much of the photo capture. This colouring 
does not represent the original colour on that part of 
the lamp (Fig. 6.2). How should a misrepresentation 
like this discoloration be handled by the producer 
of the model? This digital model is not ‘accurate’ to 
the original in that area of the lamp, and if someone 
were to interact with the new digital 3D model only, 
they would not be aware that this discoloration was 
not original to the piece. Yet, would additional input 
by the producer in the form of ‘photoshopping’ the 
discolored area of the model add to the misrepresen-
tation or mitigate the issue? The photo texture of the 
Adjusting this setting will result in drastically different 
colours of the artefact represented by the photo texture. 
Figure 6.1 shows the same artefact (a limestone head 
of the so-called Cypriot-Herakles type from Athienou-
Malloura; see Counts 1998, 122–7) scanned in identical 
lighting conditions but with the white balance settings 
slightly adjusted. This example is at the extreme end 
of variations in photo-texture that can result from 
altering the photographic technique, yet it demon-
strates that the process of scanning and modelling is 
far from mechanically automated. It is not a new idea 
that the location where we view an artefact can alter 
our perception of it; studying a limestone sculptural 
fragment will look slightly different in a well-lit gallery 
than it would outside on a sunny day, or in the attic 
of a museum under florescent lights. However, when 
one creates a 3D model of an artefact, with specific 
light and colour conditions, the appearance becomes 
fixed to the artefact; a static aspect of an otherwise 
dynamic representation. 
Case study 2
The input that is required to complete a digital 3D 
model of an artefact does not end with the data captur-
ing process. After each scan is taken (in range-based 
modelling systems) or image captured (in image-
based systems), there may be significant processing 
involved in turning the initial data into a final model. 
This may take the form of manually aligning multiple 
Figure 6.1. Three digital 3D models of a Herakles head (AAP-AM 851; Larnaka District Museum, Cyprus) from 
Athienou-Malloura (© Athienou Archaeological Project), using different white balance settings.
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of a lamp and presume there was some process (in the 
past) that caused it. However, if we were to photoshop 
each 3D model to better suit what we ‘see’ in person, 
then we may as well create the photo-texture from 
scratch just as an illustrator would do. 
Discussion
It is easy to understand why we can view photogra-
phy as a mechanical process; early in the discipline, 
standards for capturing artefact images were devel-
oped (Flinders Petrie 1904), and today we continue a 
largely standardized practice of object photography. 
By standardized, I do not mean the practice is without 
model can be edited in Adobe Photoshop (or other 
illustration software) to better represent what is visible 
on the surface of the lamp in life (Fig. 6.3).
While this example may seem inconsequential to 
the production of archaeological knowledge through 
the interaction with 3D artefact models, it in fact 
illustrates the minute inputs from the producer that 
can all add up to greatly alter the final digital artefact 
model, and therefore alter our interaction with mate-
rial culture. If we were to leave each ‘imperfection’ 
or discoloration created during the production of a 
digital artefact model, then these visual aspects of the 
model would become part of the object’s narrative – a 
researcher will see a discoloration on a 3D digital model 
Figure 6.3. (Left) The initial digital 3D model of a Roman lamp reproduction; (right) The altered digital 3D model 
using Adobe Photoshop.
Figure 6.2. A digital 3D model of a Roman lamp reproduction using photogrammetry. Discoloration on the bottom-
centre of the model.
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any visual representation in archaeology, photograph 
or 3D model, is an attempt to convey visual data to 
another person who may not be in direct contact with 
the original (Shanks & Webmoor 2013). The authority 
to create these representations is accompanied by the 
assumption that the data presented will be accurate 
to the original, in colour, shape, size, scale, etc. In 
order to more accurately convey the visual data to 
one another, and avoid the assumptions of objectivity 
that often accompany the attribution of technological 
authority, we need to be as explicit as we can in how 
we produce these digital representations – from the 
decision of what 3D scanning technology to utilize to 
the edits we make of the final product.
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The diversification of archaeological communities of 
practice has created a need for multi-vocality within 
archaeological discourse (Hodder 2008; Yellowhorn 
2015). A growing acknowledgement of the need to 
encourage participation in the interpretation of the 
past within commercial and academic archaeology 
has been re-enforced by moves from the cultural 
heritage sector and government to increase the role 
of communities in the management and interpreta-
tion of the material past (Department for Culture, 
Media and Sport 2016; Smith 2006). The challenges 
involved in forging new and more inclusive forms of 
archaeological discourse and narrative are significant 
and have led to considerable disruption to traditional 
assumptions about processes of knowledge generation 
within archaeological practice (Moser et al. 2002). These 
changing dynamics have had a considerable impact on 
the use of digital imaging within archaeology (Jeffrey 
et al. 2015). Technological developments have created 
new opportunities for image making and archaeol-
ogy has become increasingly involved in dialogue 
with image making practice outside of the discipline. 
Perhaps most notably, collaborations between artists 
and archaeologists have led to the creation of novel, 
experimental forms of archaeological visualization 
which incorporate ideas of practice-led-research (Beale 
et al. 2013; Perry 2015) and which challenge established 
definitions of knowledge.
The proliferation of new forms of image making 
practice has called into question many of the epistemo-
logical assumptions which traditionally underpinned 
the use of computer graphics as an archaeological 
medium. Notions of accuracy and authenticity which 
were conceived within the relatively narrow frame 
of academic research and communication do not 
necessarily transpose easily onto different cultures or 
contexts of image making. Circumstances of produc-
tion, display and reception of images are increasingly 
likely to differ in significant ways. This chapter will 
consider whether notions of authenticity which have 
developed around the use computer graphics in an 
academic archaeological setting are adequate as we 
move to describe and to understand the role of digital 
image making in an era of plurality, methodological 
diversity and shifting power relations. It will discuss 
and chart some of the diverse uses of image making 
within archaeological practice and will consider pro-
cesses through which we might negotiate new forms 
of authenticity which reflect the diverse character of 
contemporary archaeology. The case studies featured 
within this paper describe work which I have been 
involved in producing. In each instance these were 
collaborative undertakings which incorporated, in 
various ways, the work of others. These collaborative 
undertakings describe a wide variety of archaeological 
research models including interdisciplinary collabo-
rations, community archaeology projects and public 
art projects.
Mediating authenticity
Considerations of authenticity have been instrumental 
in negotiating the value and meaning of computer 
generated images in archaeology (Miller & Richards 
1995; Frischer et al. 2000; Frankland & Earl et al. 2011). 
Images have played an important role as communica-
tors of archaeological knowledge and understandings 
of authenticity in relation to archaeological computer 
graphics have tended to emphasize the representation 
of empirical data derived from conventional modes of 
archaeological research. As Frischer states ‘…accuracy 
and authenticity are two sides of the same coin. Accu-
racy pertains to the data and metadata; authenticity 
to the user’s experience of the data and metadata.’ 
(Frischer et al. 2000, 8). These words are representa-
tive of a tendency in the literature of archaeological 
Chapter 7
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it is not necessarily something which can be agreed 
upon. The idea of authenticity as something which 
must be enacted, performed and negotiated has, as 
I shall explore below in the case studies, important 
implications for archaeological computer graphics, 
as does the idea that authenticity is socially situated 
and discursive.
Funk et al.’s descriptions of authenticity reso-
nate with arguments from History that narrative and 
representational modes used within the discipline 
must evolve in order to ensure the continuation of a 
meaningful and comprehensible dialogue between 
the researcher and the audience (Holly 1996, 66). 
These arguments acknowledge the responsibility 
of the researcher not just to move beyond passive 
transparency and towards the proactive and narra-
tion of the past in ways which are both meaningful 
and contextually specific (Burke 1991). The led to 
a broader questioning of the primacy of text in the 
representation of the past (White 1978) which echoes 
contemporary developments in practice led research 
(Smith & Dean 209). There has been an increasing 
acknowledgement across the Arts and Humanities of 
the role which diverse forms of practice, media and 
aesthetic forms can have in generating, as well as com-
municating, knowledge (Smiles & Moser 2005). Ideas 
of craft practice have been particularly prominent in 
archaeology (Bradley 1997) and are relevant to the 
creation of archaeological images (Perry 2015). Bun-
nell characterizes craft as being a ‘continuous internal 
dialogue between maker and technology while being 
both consciously and subconsciously influenced by 
the external forces of the cultures of craft, design 
and beyond.’ (Bunnell 2004, 5). Bunnell’s description 
encourages us to consider image making as a process 
intertwined with other forms of archaeological practice 
and life more broadly and emphasizes the interplay 
between images, archaeology and audience. There is 
a long tradition of the use of craft and fine art skills 
in the production of archaeological imagery (Smiles 
& Moser 2005) but the importance of these skills in 
digital image making has yet to be fully recognized 
(Perry 2015).
As archaeological communities of practice diver-
sify there is an increasing pressure across the discipline 
to recognize the diversity and instability of some forms 
of archaeological knowledge and to recognize the mani-
festation of this knowledge through different forms of 
practice and in different media. These changes create 
an impetus and a space for experimental practice in 
archaeological image making. The creation of digital 
images which communicate not just the positivistic 
but also the effective and emotional dimensions of 
archaeological knowledge represents a considerable 
computer graphics to conceptualize authenticity as 
being something which is an empirically defined and 
stable property of an image.
Initiatives such as the London Charter (Chapter 3 
in this volume; Denard 2012) have encouraged archaeo-
logical image makers to codify and to express the 
relationship between representation and knowledge 
using formal systems of metadata and paradata. As 
a mechanism and as a set of guiding principles these 
ideas have been highly significant. They have helped 
to highlight the significance of practice as a central 
component of the archaeological image and have 
promoted the need for transparency (Bentkowska-
Kafel et al. 2012). The formalized representation of 
elements of this process enables a subset of intellectual, 
physical and technological processes to be made visible. 
However, these formalized modes of notation were 
not designed to fully describe or define the limits of 
authenticity. There is far more to an image than that 
which can be defined using formal methods of nota-
tion. As definitions of meaningful knowledge diversify 
(Yellowhorn 2015) and as image making itself becomes 
recognized as a meaningful form of knowledge creation 
it becomes necessary to reconsider what we mean by 
authenticity. Smith and Dean (2009) argue that in an 
era of practice led research ‘knowledge is itself often 
unstable, ambiguous and multi-dimensional, can be 
emotionally or affectively charged, and cannot neces-
sarily be conveyed with the precision of a mathematical 
proof.’ (Smith & Dean 2009, 3). These arguments are 
particularly pertinent as archaeological communities 
of practice diversify and seek to express varied mean-
ings in new ways. 
What might a more subjective understanding of 
authenticity mean for 3D computer graphics, a tech-
nological field which so rooted in ideas of realism, 
accuracy and the authentic? It is clear that definitions 
of authenticity must be expanded in order that they 
are able to describe new forms of archaeological 
media and the forms of knowledge which they seek 
to express. The relationship between authenticity 
and media has been explored in other disciplinary 
settings. Funk et al.’s critique of authenticity and liter-
ary aesthetics (2012) provides several useful insights 
into other ways in which we might conceptualize the 
authentic within archaeological image making. They 
suggest that in order for the authenticity of a repre-
sentation to be established it must attempt to be both 
‘subjective and collective, personal and communal; it 
is an attempt to understand and transcend the purely 
symbolic and thus penetrate the space in between 
experience and representation’ (Funk et al. 2012,13). 
Authenticity is not, they argue, an inherent property of 
the aesthetic object (in our case the digital image) and 
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images based upon 3D and 2D data produced during 
the excavations using techniques ranging from 3D 
modelling, laser scanning and photogrammetry to 
drone photography and reflectance transformation 
imaging. The project is committed to being public 
facing and as transparent as possible as fieldwork 
proceeds. This process has been made easier by being 
situated on a publically accessible site. Students from 
the University of Southampton who have attended the 
excavation have received training not just in excava-
tion and digital recording techniques but also in the 
production of on-site digital exhibitions which help 
to communicate on-going research to the public. The 
public presentation of knowledge derived from the 
excavations has been co-supervised by artists based at 
Winchester School of Art. This case study will describe 
one instance of public exhibition which was led by 
artist Peter Driver. Peter worked with volunteers and 
students from the University of Southampton Archae-
ology Department to produce a series of zines which 
were inspired by the political and religious pamphlets 
of seventeenth-century Britain (Fig. 7.1).
Peter and the excavation directors saw this 
as an opportunity for students and volunteers to 
engage with the visual culture of the seventeenth 
century while also exploring themes ranging from 
challenge and has the capacity to become an enor-
mously productive area of research. The subjective 
character of this work and the fact that the dynamics 
of image making and consumption are so dependent 
on social and cultural factors mean that this field of 
research must (in order to be productive and successful) 
recognize and have roots in diverse and multi-vocal 
communities of practice and be informed by image 
making traditions which extend beyond the current 
(assumed) limits of the discipline. It is also essential that 
we are self-critical and recognize the range aesthetic, 
creative and technological assumptions which have 
digital image making within archaeology to this point. 
The rest of this chapter will present a series of 
image making case studies and will examine the dif-
ferent ways in which authenticity has been created 
and maintained within a range of archaeological rep-
resentations. In each case the role of images and the 
mode of production differs as does the combination 
of actors involved in the image making process. In 
each case, I was involved in the production process 
in some way but was by no means the sole producer. 
As such, these accounts represent my personal reflec-
tions on the work undertaken. The examples cover a 
spectrum of archaeological practice ranging from the 
artistic interpretation and re-curation of archaeologi-
cal images through to the production of images for 
scientific analysis. A common thread running through 
all of the case studies in the collaborative nature of the 
image making process and the negotiated character of 
the resulting images. 
Case study 1: Basing House zine printing
The first case study will focus on the production of 
images for the Basing House Project, a community 
orientated fieldwork project led by the University of 
York and University of Southampton. The project is 
based around an annual field season in which a team 
of students and community members conduct an exca-
vation at Basing House in Hampshire. The research 
project focusses on the excavation of a country house 
which was largely destroyed during and soon after 
the English Civil Wars of the seventeenth century. 
The house was primarily built during the sixteenth 
century but incorporated earlier elements including 
a twelfth-century ringwork and bailey which helped 
to ensure that the house was defendable against siege 
for much of the Civil War (Allen & Anderson 1999).
The project has been running since 2013 and has 
made consistent use of digital imaging techniques 
throughout this period. This has included the produc-
tion of digital drawings for on-site documentation and 
building survey as well as the regular production of 
Figure. 7.1. GCI rendering of a room interior from 
Basing House; just one of the digital image types to be 
included in the zines.
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goal of these workshops was to enable participants 
to develop their visual acuity using media which are 
not commonly employed within archaeology (such as 
monoprinting) or using conventional media in new 
ways (including sketching and photography).
The resulting zines were composite objects which 
deliberately juxtaposed a variety of images and text 
in order to produce coherent and highly compelling 
visual outputs. The paper based analogue medium 
in which the zines were produced and re-produced 
does not diminish the extent to which these are inher-
ently digital artefacts. Without digital imaging these 
publications could not have been produced and they 
effectively curate and give context to a wide variety 
of archaeological data. The implicit knowledge claims 
made by the zines are quite different to those which 
are implied by the use of other media. For example, 
presenting a digitized site drawing within the zine 
with the caption ‘Painstaking section drawing by 
Jamie’ (Fig. 7.3) emphasized the effort and care which 
had been put into the creation of this image, senti-
ments which are generally absent from the formal 
publication record.
print technology to politics and religion. The produc-
tion of the pamphlets also provided students with a 
vehicle through which to explore the possibilities of 
image production based upon a wide range of digi-
tal data. The format of the zine provided a contrast 
to formalized methods of archaeological recording 
and image making which are predominant on an 
archaeological excavation and in which participants 
had been trained. In contrast to the production of 
site plans or context sheets the zines were an oppor-
tunity to present a more personal reflection on the 
archaeological process and evolving understandings 
(and frustrations!) which are an inherent part of the 
excavation process (Fig. 7.2).
The zines were produced using a digital photo-
copier but were based upon a wide range of imagery 
produced during the course of the project. This 
included digital images produced for documentation 
purposes (digitized section drawings, screen grabs of 
photogrammetric data, renderings of 3D models, digi-
tal photographs) but also artistic responses produced 
by students during print and drawing workshops 
which were held by Peter throughout the project. The 
Figure 7.2. The zines.
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of seventeenth-century lyrics and poetry alongside 
contemporary the contemporary images described 
above help to situate the archaeological work within 
a broader social and cultural milieu.
The zines described here are an effective 
demonstration of the importance and the value of 
multi-vocality and also of the use of alternative media. 
The zine provided a format for collaborative visualiza-
tion and interpretation and enabled different voices 
and ideas to come to the fore. The zine format can be 
seen both as a medium and (in some senses) as a venue 
for the expression of ideas. As objects they are anarchic 
and playful, as such, they set an epistemological tone 
which is independent of the context within which they 
are distributed or found. Put in simple terms, they leave 
the viewer with a strong sense that the content within 
is to be enjoyed, they are not intended to be and (we 
hope) cannot me misconstrued as being a formal or 
definitive statement. The authenticity of these objects 
does not reside in tightly defined relationships to 
The zines augment the conventional archaeologi-
cal record by providing a personal, emotive description 
of archaeological research. The format (including the 
associations of playful, satirical and anarchic content) 
provided a space within which the makers could articu-
late associations and ideas which would be excluded 
from conventional archaeological discourse and pub-
lication but which provide valuable insights into the 
archaeological process and the practice of knowledge 
building. The zines also provide a useful point of 
entry for visitors to the site by including games and 
things which the visitor can look out for during a visit 
(Fig. 7.4). Their playful presentation helps to ensure 
that there is no requirement for the site visitor to take 
the zines seriously but, none the less, they contain a 
wealth of valuable information and provide context 
to the work being undertaken. They are particularly 
effective at providing social and cultural context to the 
seventeenth-century wars which were so instrumen-
tal in creating the site as it exists today. Presentation 




heavily re-touched meaning that, despite its size, a 
great deal of very fine detail is present. Having been 
commissioned by Simon to produce an image for 
the exhibition I decided to produce an image which 
was informed by traditions of archaeological artefact 
illustration with which I am familiar. The image of 
the microlith was intended to build upon these tradi-
tions but also the incorporate the possibilities offered 
by physically accurate rendering approaches in 3D 
computer graphics.
Images produced for conventional archaeological 
publications and venues are governed by particular 
aesthetic norms which allow them to be interpreted 
by an audience who have been trained to understand 
them (McIver Lopes 2009). The illustration of lithics 
is highly specialist and requires the image maker to 
develop an intimate understanding of an object in order 
to effectively represent it. The process of knapping by 
which Lithics are produced involves the systematic 
removal of flakes of stone using a tool. The traces of 
this process are revealed to the specialist through the 
examination of the contours of the object. Specialist 
underlying data but in the use of style, medium and 
aesthetics to communicate subtle concepts of subjectiv-
ity, uncertainty and playfulness; as objects they speak 
for themselves. 
Case study 2: Microlith
As part of the Cultural Olympiad accompanying the 
London 2012 Olympics a series of exhibitions and 
installations were held along the Jurassic Coast in 
Devon and Dorset. These exhibitions were built out 
of collaborations between artists and scientists and 
represented creative responses to the landscape and 
culture of this region. This case study will discuss 
a single image which produced for Simon Ryder to 
sit within his exhibition A Natural History of Pseudo-
morphs housed at the Coastwatch Station on Portland 
in Dorset.
The image depicts a Mesolithic chert microlith 
excavated at Thorncombe Beacon on the Dorset 
coast and lent to us by the National Trust (Fig. 7.5). 
The microlith is around 1 cm long and has been 
Figure 7.4. Games and things to find on site.
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had not noticed while examining the original object. 
Processes of playful investigation and discovery were 
instrumental in formulating an understanding of the 
object. The very high resolution of the data trans-
formed my perception of scale; marks and lines in the 
surface which were not obvious even while handling 
the microlith took on a new significance. Working 
within the context of the arts gave me the impetus and 
space to think differently about these observations. 
A theme running through Simon’s exhibition was 
negative space and the significance of fissures, cavities 
and missing material in helping archaeologists and 
geologists to understand and interpret the environ-
ment. I became very interested in whether an image 
of the microlith could convey the fact that it had been 
produced through the skilled removal of material and 
that through a process of retouching (the continual 
removal of material through the use-life of a stone tool 
in order to maintain its sharpness and usefulness) the 
form of the object had evolved over time.
To Simon, the incorporation of archaeological 
ways of seeing the object was an important reason for 
including the image in the exhibition. He commented 
that he ‘is often startled and amazed at how differently 
different disciplines can see the same thing, how each 
places its own emphasis. Priorities which might occupy 
you about the microlith such as how it was produced 
or provenance, to me I take as part of the authenticity 
associated with the object…’ (Ryder 2016, pers. comm.). 
To Simon then, disciplinary traditions of thought and 
practice were important in defining the relationship 
between the object and the image. It might be argued 
that archaeological thought and practice (or at least 
the thought and practice of this archaeologist) were 
as much ‘on show’ as the microlith itself when seen 
within the context of an exhibition.
The image was produced using workflows which 
would be familiar to any digital image maker working 
within archaeology but in applying these approaches 
within a different setting (the arts), with a different 
venue (improvised gallery space) and with a different 
anticipated audience I thought differently about my 
practice. Knowledge of the object was acquired in the 
process of image making, subjective decisions relat-
ing to the mediation of the object (lighting, texture, 
composition) enabled and required me to become 
intimately familiar with the object. This familiarity 
went onto inform the image which I produced. The 
desire to highlight and accentuate the characteristics 
which I had observed through various stages of work-
ing with the object dictated the form which the final 
image took. This is precisely the kind of dialogue between 
technology and maker that Bunnell (2004) identifies as 
defining craft practice.
illustrators become adept, not just in reading these 
objects but in rendering these details in line drawing. 
The images which result have developed in order to 
serve a specific purpose. They describe the process 
by which the lithic was made as well as providing an 
image of the object.
The tradition of lithic illustration has much in 
common with other forms of archaeological illustration 
and places great emphasis on simplicity of line and 
on the selective representation of specific features or 
characteristics. This editorial process sits in contrast 
to prevailing traditions in archaeological computer 
graphics which have tended towards the naturalistic 
representation of the subject including photo-realistic 
shaders and textures to simulate materials as well 
as the apparently accurate reproduction of object 
geometry. I became interested in exploring this ten-
sion between these approaches and in producing 
an image which would juxtapose different styles of 
archaeological visualization; borrowing tropes and 
techniques from from each and combining them 
within a single image.
It was only as the process of image making 
unfolded that I began to know what the final image 
would look like. The 3D data (captured using a CT 
scanner) was extremely high resolution and I became 
very interested while processing and playing with 
this data in the level of detail which was visible on 
the surface of the object. When subjected to raking 
light it was possible to see fine surface details which I 
Figure 7.5. The microlith.
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Case study 3: Re-Reading the British Memorial
The third case study describes the co-creation of a series 
of images of memorials in churchyards and cemeteries 
using Reflectance Transformation Imaging (RTI) (Duffy 
et al. 2013). The images were produced in collabora-
tion with a variety of community groups as part of 
the Re-Reading the British Memorial project (Beale & 
Beale 2015). The images shown here in non-interactive 
form were produced as in order to enable locally based 
researchers to document and study memorials in 
churchyards and cemeteries. They were captured as to 
enhance the ability of the viewer to observe fine details 
such as tool marking, erosion and residual traces of 
paint and pigment. Reflectance transformation imaging 
(RTI) is a multi-light imaging technique which allows 
the user to re-light a photograph after it has been taken. 
By photographing an object (in this case a memorial 
inscription) from multiple angles it is possible to gen-
erate a digital model of the surface topography of an 
object (Fig 7.6). Interactive images are derived from this 
model which allow the user to move the light and to 
alter the apparent reflective characteristics of the object 
using image processing algorithms.
The context of display is also key to under-
standing biography of this image. Simon explained 
his attitude to the curation of A Natural History of 
Pseudomorphs in the following way; ‘You can use 
the word image or perhaps exhibition, or show, or 
context, but I would put it more encompassingly as 
‘encounter’. When I was putting the show together I 
was consciously working with everything from the 
weather (the idea that you come in from the blustery, 
rainy, windswept, or perhaps sunny, becalmed world 
of the Bill into a quiet, pristine, idealized space) down 
to the presentation of the individual exhibits’ (Ryder 
2016, pers. comm.). It was possible then in making 
and in curating to anticipate the context within which 
the image would be seen and to incorporate this into 
the creative process. Ultimately though, the context 
in which the image was encountered was volatile 
and subject to change, as were the responses of the 
viewer. The purpose of this image was not to solely 
to communicate information to the audience but also 
to engender a response. In this instance, the authentic-
ity of the image was deeply rooted in the perception 
of the viewer and the ability of the image to function 
effectively within a given setting.
Figure 7.6. An RTI of an incised stone captured during a Re-Reading the British Memorial church survey.
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University of York archaeologists including myself) is 
evident throughout this collection of images, both in 
terms of the editorial decisions (which memorials are 
included and which are excluded) but also in terms 
of how the images were composed (which parts of the 
memorials are captured). The resulting record is, in 
common with all archaeological data sets, incomplete 
and incorporates considerable subjectivity. The images 
clearly represent the priories of the image makers 
and researchers and have been driven by the desire 
to address specific research questions as well as by 
individual interests and enthusiasms.
This dissonance between the explicit-empirical 
and the implicit-subjective marks a line between that 
which is ordinarily recorded (and which frameworks 
such as the London Charter are designed to describe) 
and that which is omitted from the formal archae-
ological record. Mechanically reproduced images 
have a hybrid character in the sense that they have a 
tangible, empirical and knowable relationship with 
the material world but are, having been wielded by 
human hands, profoundly subjective in acknowl-
edged and unacknowledged ways. The images, taken 
collectively or as a set, reflect definite attitudes to the 
Ostensibly, the images produced are empirical 
in nature. They provide a representation of the object 
which can be effectively described using metadata and 
paradata and the work is repeatable with allowance 
for slight variation resulting from the inherent inac-
curacies of field recording. The creation of the images 
was standardized to as great an extent as possible with 
identical camera settings used throughout and cam-
era position remaining as constant in relation to the 
memorial as was possible under fieldwork conditions. 
The apparent objectivity of the images is further re-
enforced by the format used; RTI images through being 
interactive defer many of the activities traditionally 
reserved for the image maker to the viewer. Although 
the camera position cannot be altered the viewer can 
re-compose the lighting and alter the appearance of 
the object, transforming colour, contrast and surface 
texture (Fig. 7.7]. 
However, the images are very far from being 
reliable surrogates for the objects themselves and they 
certainly don’t provide the viewer with the contextual 
information which would be available to them if they 
visited the churchyard themselves. The agency of the 
image makers (the survey teams assisted by a team of 
Figure 7.7. A normal map; one of several imaging modes available easily to the viewer of an RTI file.
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2015), this apparent transparency masks the inher-
ently subjective character of the digital image and of 
all images. Shared visual and aesthetic cultures are a 
pre-requisite for anything approaching unambiguous 
visual communication and it is under these conditions 
that specialist forms of image making (resonant of spe-
cialist forms of professional language) have developed. 
As archaeological communities of practice diversify 
(and aspire to become more inclusive) it is important 
that we recognize authenticity as a dynamic concept 
which is to be re-negotiated as required. In order to 
achieve this is necessary that we nurture and champion 
emergent forms of visual expression as well as those 
which are more firmly established. 
Any re-negotiation of authenticity must begin 
with detailed consideration of the image itself. The 
role of images has frequently been assumed (within the 
literature of archaeological computer graphics) to relate 
in some tangible way to the real. Whether ‘realism’ this 
is a positive or negative characteristic of the medium 
has been the subject of much discussion (Gillings 
2005). The pervasive idea that computer graphics are 
(threateningly or promisingly) close to reality has left 
very little space for the positive discussion of craft, skill 
or creativity in digital image making. The case studies 
outlined above describe work in a wide variety of media 
including the DIY re-use of digital assets (The Basing 
House Zines), the creation of a single image using 3D 
computer graphics (the Microlith) and the use of com-
putational photography to document archaeological 
material (RTI and the Re-Reading the British Memo-
rial project). In each instance the image makers have 
helped to shape the resulting image through a series 
of decisions and actions. They have, both consciously 
and subconsciously, drawn upon a personal store of 
skills, knowledge and assumptions in order to produce 
something new. Even where these images might be 
considered to be fairly unproblematic in their depiction 
of archaeological material or data, there are subjective 
elements to the work and elements which remain poorly 
understood by the image maker and by the audience. 
In each case these personal responses to the process 
of image making have helped to enrich the image and 
have led to the creation of something entirely unique. 
This lack of uniformity and the presence of discretion 
and skill in the mediation of the past is redolent of the 
need, described by Burke (1991), for historical disci-
plines to experiment with new representational forms 
in order to meaningfully engage with audiences and to 
communicate effectively. The presence of an enormous 
variety of image makers and forms of image making 
practice within archaeology means that we have a very 
strong basis upon which to build diverse traditions of 
archaeological computer graphics.
perceived significance of place and the manner by 
which meanings are located and identified within the 
environment. Whether we choose to record the graves 
of well known people, monuments in particular styles 
or those of particular religious communities reflects 
deeper under-acknowledged subjectivities which run 
through the entire research process. Through docu-
menting and recording we reveal our priorities and 
interests and made statements about what we perceive 
to be significant about places and the people who have 
inhabited them. 
These difficulties are compounded by the fact 
that the objective and knowable elements of the rela-
tionship between image and subject are often so 
mathematically complex as to be obscure to any user 
without a specialism in mathematics or imaging sci-
ence. Even where these specialisms exist, the ability 
describe this relationship does not necessarily enable 
the user to apply this knowledge meaningfully and in 
real time as they engage with images through a user 
interface. This black boxing of technology (Huggett 
2015) is problematic but does not negate the value of 
this technology. Techniques such as RTI can be argued 
to have a performative dimension (Jones & Smith in 
press). By moving around the subject and by, literally 
in the case of RTI, shining a light onto an object, the 
image maker becomes uniquely acquainted with facets 
and details which may not be apparent to the casual 
observer or to viewers of resulting images. Thought of 
in this way the process of image making itself leads to 
the creation of new knowledge for the image maker. 
The idea that image making is a productive activity 
is not new (Bradley 1997) but the idea that scientific 
imaging techniques can be instrumental in forming new 
understandings of objects which extend beyond the 
limits of what would traditionally have been thought 
of as scientific knowledge has profound implications 
for future practice and for the role of creativity therein.
Conclusion
In each of these examples it is clear that authenticity 
cannot be said to reside within the image itself as has 
often been assumed in discourse around archaeologi-
cal computer graphics. However accurate an image 
might be (each of the images described above might 
be considered to be accurate in different ways) its 
authenticity is always contingent on the perception 
of the viewer. Within the context of scientific image 
making authenticity has often been conflated with or 
closely aligned to accuracy and the clear and transpar-
ent communication of knowledge in visual form. In 
truth, as has been widely acknowledged in relation 
to conventional photography (Shanks 1997; Morgan 
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Smith co-produced the images shown in the Microlith 
and Re-Reading the British Memorial sections and with 
Jude Jones helped me to discover RTI as a performance.
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‘The authenticity of a thing is the essence of 
all that is transmissible from its beginning, 
ranging from its substantive duration to 
its testimony to the history which it has 
experienced. Since the historical testimony 
rests on the authenticity, the former, too, is 
jeopardized by reproduction when substan-
tive duration ceases to matter. And what 
is really jeopardized when the historical 
testimony is affected is the authenticity of 
the object.’ (Benjamin 1999)
‘Beyond the cult of the valuable object…the 
predominant element in these museums, 
much more than the object in itself, is the 
discourse – the logical sequence, the syllogis-
tic chain, the reasoning process which each 
individual display and the overall script of 
the exhibition as a whole seek to expound.’ 
(Montaner 1990, 18–21)
The two statements above summarize the controversy 
regarding authenticity – the traditional viewpoint 
that authenticity is the property of one and only one 
object against the counterpoint that there are other 
parameters, such as experience, representation and the 
subsequent discourse with an artefact that can redefine 
its value and authenticity. Similarly, Dutton (Dutton 
2003, 258ff.) considers two types of authenticity, nomi-
nal and expressive. In the case of historical artefacts 
there is also the consideration of the authenticity of 
experience, as described by Phillips (Phillips 1997, 1–4). 
A comprehensive overview of the matter that should 
also problematize any attempt to argue in favour of 
the singularity of authenticity is the NARA document 
compiled by UNESCO in 1993, establishing quantifi-
able parameters for the definition of authenticity. The 
following two articles offer us a framework for the 
consideration of authenticity, as it will be discussed 
in this chapter: 
‘11. All judgements about values attributed 
to cultural properties as well as the credibil-
ity of related information sources may differ 
from culture to culture, and even within 
the same culture. It is thus not possible to 
base judgements of values and authentic-
ity within fixed criteria. On the contrary, 
the respect due to all cultures requires that 
heritage properties must be considered and 
judged within the cultural contexts to which 
they belong.’ 
‘13. Depending on the nature of the cultural 
heritage, its cultural context, and its evolu-
tion through time, authenticity judgments 
may be linked to the worth of a great vari-
ety of sources of information. Aspects of 
the sources may include form and design, 
materials and substance, use and function, 
traditions and techniques, location and 
setting, and spirit and feeling, and other 
internal and external factors. The use of 
these sources permits elaboration of the 
specific artistic, historic, social, and scientific 
dimensions of the cultural heritage being 
examined.’
Here my intention is to discuss the stratification 
and multifaceted nature of authenticity against the 
backdrop of authentic copies of inscriptions. More spe-
cifically, I examine ektypa (cliché, squeeze, Abklatsch, 
estampage), which are the paper casts of physical 
inscriptions, and argue that their existence and usage as 
mediums of research redefine the traditional apprecia-
tions of authenticity. A major issue that surfaces against 
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a while the stigma of mass technological production. 
Indeed the personal hand-wrought copy, the product 
of the artistic sensibilities of each copyist, ceased to 
exist and gave its place to the more mass-produced 
typo graphed copy.1 However, it is this multitude of 
copies that has safeguarded the very existence of the 
text. Subsequently these initially condemned copies 
have become pieces of history. The initial manuscript 
may have been lost or is inaccessible; however, the text 
itself has been given eternal life and thus will continue 
to contribute to literary history. Therefore, when we 
study a work of art, we need to appreciate that there 
is multifariousness in its nature. A book, for instance, 
can be appreciated holistically, or as a text, a product 
of a certain quality paper and ink, or as the property 
of an individual or an institution that has a life of his/
her/its own.2 Henceforth, the socio-political, historical 
and manufacturing attributes of any object can render 
it an original.
Discussions on and determinations about authen-
ticity in archaeology and epigraphy are considered 
pertinent to the study and subsequent evaluation of 
artefacts. The seminal importance of original artefacts 
is undeniable. Our knowledge of material, architec-
ture, engineering techniques, lifestyle in ancient and 
medieval communities, socio-political and religious 
constructions, and ultimately the piecing together 
of history rely heavily on close examination of origi-
nal artefacts and building constructions. It cannot 
be denied, though, that after the initial excavation, 
the backdrop of the study of ektypa and that will be 
addressed throughout is the degree of authenticity 
they afford. Scholars have raised questions such as: 
‘Can an ektypon rival the original inscription?’ ‘Does 
the 3D model of the ektypon bring us closer to the real 
artefact, or does it simply fake reality?’
The first section relays aspects of and thoughts 
on authenticity in the literary and archaeological 
worlds and briefly discusses the idea of authentic 
copies that the passing of time has legitimized, argu-
ing that authenticity is not only a relative term, but 
also a relative and acquirable quality for any object. 
The following section furnishes a discussion focused 
on ektypa, the authentic paper copies of inscriptions, 
through the practices of the Digital Epigraphy and 
Archaeology project, which is an online database for 
the electronic preservation and dissemination of the 
3D models of ektypa and their enhanced automatic 
analyses. The third section offers a discussion of the 
levels of authenticity and reality(ies) of an artefact. It 
will be argued that the nature of the artefact, includ-
ing considerations of its authenticity, relies on the 
way it is being utilized. Therefore, it seems that there 
are other levels of authenticity that presuppose the 
scholar’s appreciation of the non-authenticity (in the 
traditional definition of the term) of the artefact that 
is being examined. 
Thoughts on authenticity
The word ‘authentic’ rings heavily in both experts’ and 
non-experts’ ears. It can validate and ultimately bestow 
dignity on a work of art – whether a book, painting, 
statue or historical artefact – or compromise it. How 
should one perceive authenticity, though? Even the 
most basic dictionary lemma furnishes us with an 
umbrella definition. 
‘authentic: real or genuine; not copied or 
false; true and accurate; made to be or look 
just like an original’ (Merriam-Webster 
Dictionary)
Against this backdrop, how are we to interpret the 
image in Figure 8.1? Medieval copyists for centuries 
copied manuscripts that would otherwise have been 
lost forever. Their art relied as much on the precise 
copying of the text as on the beautification of their 
oeuvre d’art. Each copied manuscript then was an 
original of its own accord and was in turn consulted 
and copied. Therefore, the word ‘copy’ does not 
necessarily betray fallacy or lack of originality. Addi-
tionally, when typography was developed, albeit more 
prodigious in manuscript preservation, it did bear for 
Figure 8.1. Scriptorium monk at work. Illustration from 
‘Pentateuch of Printing with a Chapter on Judges’ by 
William Blades (1891).
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accessibility, education and archaeological training. 
The Victoria and Albert Museum displays such objects 
in their Court of Casts.3 One has to consider that these 
(in)authentic creations have enhanced the study of 
antiquity, by training future archaeologists not sim-
ply through theory and behind museum glass, but 
through hands-on experience.4 We should also note 
that these casts have an originality of their own; their 
social history is inextricably interwoven with the 
human record, independent of the original artefact 
from which they derive. 
Archaeology is also the science of the recreation 
of the past based on facts and tangible evidence. Flavio 
preservation and cataloguing, environmental condi-
tions, or even political discrepancies, render the removal 
of objects to safer conditions pertinent – preferably 
within condition controlled museum rooms. This 
authentic archaeological process deprives everyone not 
involved in the excavations of experiencing the aura of 
viewing and appreciating objects in their original finds-
pot. Ultimately, though, their long-term preservation is 
contingent on this deprivation and lack of authenticity. 
Figure 8.2 also prompts us to other courses of 
thinking. During the nineteenth century, museums 
favoured the creation of casts of their exhibits. The 
advantages are obvious, as this approach favours 
Figure 8.2. Court of Casts 




script, on philology to reconstruct the text and place it 
in its literary context, and, according to the particular 
problems raised, on onomastics, linguistics and so on.
Ektypa are the legitimate paper copies of stone 
inscriptions. Their treatment is twofold; they are not 
despised or critiqued, as they are by definition cop-
ies, but they are not valorized either. Determinations 
of their usefulness have been mainly practical. The 
possibility of making a copy of the inscription that 
one can study in the future, re-examine and use with 
students has been the primary benefit. The general 
appreciation, though, is that an ektypon can never 
rival the original inscription. 
Collections of ektypa provide a unique insight 
into the study and understanding of Greco-Roman 
History. The study of this material requires the involve-
ment of a wide variety of specialists, as discussed 
above. Consequently, accessibility is the only way 
to actually achieve a profound, meaningful and all-
encompassing study of the inscriptions. Furthermore, 
some ektypa can no longer be manually handled 
due to their fragility. The only way to facilitate and 
advance research, therefore, is electronic preservation, 
dissemination, and study.
On the other hand, most classical disciplines are 
themselves dependent on the results of basic epigraphic 
research, as new finds of inscriptions are the only source 
of significant additions to our corpus of ancient texts. 
Whole branches of research into the ancient world, such 
as prosopography or social, economic, administrative, 
and military history, are based for the most part on 
epigraphic sources. Where the literary tradition is silent 
or has come down to us only in fragments or excerpts, 
as is the case for the history of the third century ad, 
epigraphic evidence can sometimes fill the gap. Or 
sometimes an inscription can throw a whole new light 
on what has been transmitted in literary sources, as has 
happened through recent finds in Spain (the Senatus 
consultum de Cn. Pisone patre and the tabula Siarensis) 
which offer a contemporary, official version of events 
to set alongside Tacitus’s account of the death of Ger-
manicus and its consequences. Lexicographers too see 
inscriptional evidence as of equal worth to the language 
of literature transmitted in manuscripts and often dis-
tinguished from it only by the accident of transmission, 
so it is no surprise that the Thesaurus Linguae Latinae, the 
comprehensive dictionary of the Latin language, relies 
on epigraphic corpora and new findings.
Why does an ektypon matter?
Epigraphers utilize various documentation techniques 
to make a copy of their find that will serve as a complete 
and reliable basis for restoring and editing the text, 
of which usually only fragments remain. Sometimes, 
Biondo, the Italian Renaissance humanist historian 
who created a guide to the ruins and topography of 
Ancient Rome in the fifteenth century, now considered 
an early founder of archaeology, essentially recreated 
something non-existent. Archaeologists throughout the 
centuries have been excavating sites that will never 
return to their original state, essentially manipulat-
ing the findspots. Therefore, there is in archaeology 
an inherent condition of recreation of the authentic. 
There are numerous cases of essential reformation 
and recreations on different levels in order to preserve 
the ‘pristine’ condition of what we consider part of the 
human record. Glasgow cathedral with its imposing 
gargoyles (some of them reconstructed),5 the case of 
the copy of the Nozze di Cana of Venice housed in the 
Louvre with its unexpected potency,6 and the cast of 
Trajan’s column in the Victoria and Albert museum 
that was created in the nineteenth century and that pre-
serves the reliefs in much better state than the original, 
are testaments to the role of (in)authentic creations in 
recreating, studying and preserving the past. 
Therefore, it seems that authenticity can be 
bestowed upon an artefact at later points in its life. 
Historical significance, for instance, usually cannot 
be claimed during the first lifetime of any object. 
Additionally, an object does not have a uni-modal 
nature. An inscription is an artefact as such, but it is 
also about the text it carries, a part of an archaeological 
site, a product of a scribe, and of course an histori-
cal and/or sociopolitical medium due to the ideas it 
purveys. Consequently, the changing quality of some 
of the above may also alter the level of authenticity. 
More specifically, if an inscription is weathered, then 
its copies in whatever form are bound to be the more 
authentic versions of the inscribed text.
Digital epigraphy: a new version of epigraphy  
or a new-found authenticity 
Epigraphy: a collaborative matter
Epigraphy is the discipline tasked with collecting, 
deciphering, classifying and interpreting inscriptions. 
They are published in editions and commentaries, 
with indices and concordances to facilitate the use of 
the collections of texts, which are usually arranged 
geographically or by categories of inscription. Because 
the material is so varied, epigraphic techniques must 
always be applied in the context of the relevant branch 
of classical studies, and epigraphy is thus a research 
field that invokes the entire spectrum of classical 
studies. For, in every case, epigraphy depends on 
archaeology and historical topography to evaluate 
the inscription bearer and its archaeological context; 
it depends on palaeography to classify and date the 
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ektypa themselves or a level of academic mobility, if 
one is to visit multiple museums and institutions to 
lay their hands on the ektypon. The alternative, the 
photograph, cannot capture the lettering details and 
the attributes of the scribe. 
The Digital Epigraphy and Archaeology Project
The Digital Epigraphy and Archaeology project (DEA)9 
is a novel and technologically advanced scientific tool 
for the effective study and comparative analysis of 
Greek and Latin inscriptions. It provides archaeolo-
gists and epigraphists with a cost-effective and efficient 
method for 3D digitization of inscriptions based on 
ektypa as well as access to an online dynamic library of 
3D ektypa. Additionally, the system provides options 
for enhanced visualizations and further automatic 
analysis. The project can be accessed at: http://www.
digitalepigraphy.org.
The Digital Epigraphy and Archaeology (DEA) 
Toolbox is a unique initiative in the field of digital 
epigraphy as it provides the methods to digitize 
ektypa with minor handling with the use of an office 
scanner. The Toolbox runs as a web application that 
focuses on the digitization, 3D visualization, data 
mining and electronic dissemination of ektypa and 
other archaeological artefacts. A new technique was 
developed that automatically creates a 3D model with 
the use of an office scanner.10 The tridimensional digi-
tization of ektypa is achieved through the bidirectional 
scanning of the ektypon using a typical scanner with 
a moderate 300 or 600 dpi (dots per inch) resolution. 
The scanned images are then being processed by the 
algorithm that was developed, which analyses the 
depicted shading in the images and reconstructs in 3D 
the original inscription. The advantages of this process 
are numerous: 1) It does not require any additional 
expensive equipment. 2) The ektypa can be safely 
preserved in a digitized form, thus eliminating the 
possibility of deterioration of the squeezed paper. 3) 
They can also be distributed electronically, facilitat-
ing epigraphic studies. 4) Finally, the digital ektypa 
can be more effectively visualized compared to 2D 
images, as they can be viewed from different angles, 
under different artificial lighting conditions, and in 
different zooming scales.
An experimental scientific toolbox that performs 
various levels of post-processing analysis of the digital 
inscriptions was also designed. Our set of algorithms 
includes letter segmentation and grouping, calculation 
of statistics in their shape variation, visualization of the 
statistics in the forms of dendrograms, and comparison 
of lettering techniques. These functions can facilitate 
the identification of letterforms, even in the case of 
corrupted fragments. 
however, after returning from an epigraphic field trip, 
the find needs to be re-examined: perhaps the read-
ing, which initially seemed completely obvious, fails 
to stand up to subsequent scrutiny; perhaps doubt is 
subsequently cast on a reading previously believed 
to be absolutely certain. Often it is only then that the 
unity of fragments is recognized – if, for example, notes 
made on adjacent fragments are discovered lying next 
to one another in the folder, while the originals are 
kept at different locations. A fraction of a dedication 
may be housed in an epigraphic depot, while the altar 
itself bearing the rest of the inscription has been set 
up in the courtyard of a museum.
On occasion, it may be helpful to draw on the aid 
of a photograph. Yet it is much more beneficial if the 
epigrapher has ektypa at his/her disposal, for thus, 
should the occasion arise, ektypa of various fragments 
can be joined together. Often a reading is impossible 
until the ektypon itself is at hand. While a paper cliché 
can be read in appropriate lighting conditions at any 
time, a photograph only shows the artefact at a par-
ticular moment in time and can on occasion distort the 
appearance of the actual find. The ektypon is indeed 
even superior to the original in cases where the item 
bearing the inscription is standing in the shade and 
cannot be moved on account of its great weight.
Furthermore, one should also consider cases in 
which the original inscription is now misplaced, lost 
or destroyed. It is then that the ektypon acquires a new 
sense of originality, as it is the closest witness to the 
stone inscription. Researchers are faced with similar 
situations when the inscription is badly weathered 
and no longer legible, or when it is significantly more 
weathered than at the time when the ektypon was 
created.7 It is then that we are faced with a different 
aspect of originality. The inscription itself may lay a 
claim on authenticity of material and construction. The 
ektypon, on the other hand, is the one that extends 
the life of the text and is closer to the original. If the 
lettering techniques and strokes of the scribe are not 
visible any longer on the inscription, then the ektypon 
is even more authentic and can be considered to be 
the only artefact that actually preserves these types of 
ancient metadata.
Finally, readings of weathered inscriptions can 
prove to be challenging and occasionally rely on 
philological knowledge or even on conjecture and 
educated assumptions. A term that was coined within 
this context by Jameson (Jameson 2004), ‘democratiza-
tion of knowledge’, can contribute to achieving better 
readings.8 Accessibility of the text to a larger number 
of readers enhances the possibility that the inscribed 
text will be read correctly. At this point, though, we 
are assuming open access and dissemination of the 
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Copy vs. original: how a copy verifies the original 
An ektypon is by definition a copy-imitation of the 
original. However, its authenticity relies on its preser-
vation of the original form of the physical object. Letter 
shape, text and other content information are more 
reliably preserved on an ektypon than in a picture or 
simply an edited text of the stone inscription. 
Furthermore, occasionally the original inscription 
has been lost, destroyed, or is more weathered than at 
the time that the ektypon was created. That grants the 
latter another degree of authenticity, and an issue that 
surfaces is how to retain this newly modelled authen-
ticity of the ektypon. The most reasonable response 
to this issue is the development of the 3D models of 
existing libraries of ektypa, which will contribute to 
their electronic preservation, accessibility and dis-
semination to the scholarly community.11 
A case study is presented below. Cornell Uni-
versity launched an expedition to Asia Minor and 
the Assyro-Babylonian Orient (1907–1908) that was 
planned by John Robert Sitlington Sterrett, Professor 
and Chair of the then Department of Greek at Cornell. 
He had selected three Cornell alumni to lead it: Albert 
Ten Eyck Olmstead, Jesse E. Wrench and Benson 
B. Charles. At the beginning of the expedition, they 
spent two weeks creating ektypa of the Res Gestae of 
the emperor Augustus inscribed on the walls of the 
temple of Rome and Augustus in Ancyra (modern 
The Digital Epigraphy Toolbox offers a graphi-
cal interface that includes user-friendly options for 
3D visualization of inscriptions, 3D navigation, and 
comparative analysis of letterforms. The user can 
upload an inscription in various formats, such as 
scanned images of ektypa, photographs of inscriptions 
or even 3D object files produced by 3D scanners, laser 
and depth scanners, etc. He/she then has the option to 
reconstruct the tridimensional shape of the inscription 
from images, view, rotate and zoom into the 3D model 
of the inscription, and apply different virtual lighting 
conditions. The user also has the option to automati-
cally segment the letters and statistically compare the 
letterforms in a group of inscribed characters. The 
variability of letterforms is then plotted as a compre-
hensible dendrogram. This tool can prove very useful 
especially in cases where the epigraphist needs to 
compare and analyse the letterforms of a large group 
of inscriptions. Finally, the user has the option to save, 
download and share the digitized inscriptions with 
the scientific community as well as search through a 
semi-supervised dynamic library of uploaded inscrip-
tions. This dynamic library is thematically organized 
according to language, area of origin, date, etc. Each 
database entry contains a comprehensive record of 
the inscription in the form of plain text, 3D model, 
photograph of the original inscription, and other 
information about the inscription. Figures 8.3 and 8.4 
illustrate the main steps of the method.
Figure 8.3. Illustration of the Digital Epigraphy Toolbox’s 3D digitization process.
Figure 8.4. Illustration of the analysis of lettering techniques.
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Ankara, Turkey), the Monumentum Ancyranum. Figure 
8.5 documents the expedition.12
The ektypa travelled back to Cornell and have 
been housed there ever since. It should be noted that 
ektypa, albeit made of durable paper, still succumb 
to environmental conditions, humidity, dryness and 
tearing (Figs 8.6, 8.7).13
Other copies of the Res Gestae exist in the form of 
photographs (Fig. 8.8), a popular and easily manage-
able form of digital preservation and dissemination. 
Photographs, however, as discussed above, heavily 
depend on lighting and the surrounding conditions. 
Additionally, they do not offer the possibility of accu-
rate measurements, the study of lettering techniques 
or any similar close study or analysis.
Attempting to find a solution to the aforemen-
tioned limitations of those epigraphic media, the DEA 
offers the 3D model of the ektypa (Fig. 8.9).14 Parry 
(Parry 2007, 5881) discusses the initial hesitation to 
accept the digital object and the juxtaposition between 
Figure 8.5. 1907 Cornell expedition making an ektypon 
at Quru Bel, Arslan Tash.
Figure 8.6. Ektypa of the Res Gestae of the emperor Augustus. Photograph by Cornell University Library.
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It should be noted at this point that museums 
and institutions that house historical artefacts have 
always been the purveyors par excellence of knowledge, 
physicality and originality. Eitner (Eitner 1975, 78) 
states that: ‘quality resides in the object’. Macdonald 
(Macdonald 1998, 11) validates objects as ‘instantiation 
of scientific and political certainty’. The preponderance 
of museums, the originality of their nature, the aura 
of centuries, lives and civilizations that they bear is 
undeniable. However, how are newly moulded 3D 
models to be treated? Do they pose a threat to museum 
objects? Apocalyptic opinions were of course inevitable 
(James 1995; Saumarez-Smith 2000). I, in turn, contend 
that we are dealing with new authentic descendants-
representations of the primary artefact that can fulfil 
different potentials. First, there is not an issue of origi-
nality, as we talk about authentic copies. There is not 
an issue of misplacement and out of historical context 
consideration, as the objects housed in museums have 
already been relocated and thus removed from their 
original historical and archaeological context. The 3D 
models are new objects that can assist more people 
‘virtual’ and ‘real’. He does suggest, though, that with 
the advent of technology it is a matter of ‘recalibrating 
authenticity’.15
The DEA project is also working with 3D printing, 
essentially rematerializing the digital file into a tangible 
copy of the inscription. Neely and Langer (Neely & 
Langer 2013) call the process ‘a physical embodiment 
of the engagement’. The 3D-produced inscription 
does not bear the aura of the original stone one, and 
obviously lacks the original material. The inscribed 
text, though, is a more reliable descendant. Therefore, 
its authenticity should not be brought into question. 
Also one should not forget the cases of fragmentary 
inscriptions that have been separated and housed in 
separate locations. Their online accessibility in 3D can 
significantly assist in identification and immediate 
comparison of letterforms and lettering techniques. 
Neely and Langer (Neely & Langer 2013) make the 
case of re-materialization of the web in the form of 
3D printing. Sloan (Sloan 2012) coined the phrase 
‘flip-flop’ to verbalize the physical existence-digital 
existence-physical existence cycle.
Figure 8.7. Ektypa of the Res Gestae of the emperor Augustus. Photograph by Cornell University Library.
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Benjamin (Benjamin 1999), in his famous essay, claims 
that: ‘Even the most perfect reproduction of a work 
of art is lacking in one element: its presence in time 
and space, its unique existence at the place where it 
happens to be.’ While this thesis is valid, one needs to 
consider that not all historical artefacts that are studied 
are located in their original find spot. Au contraire, 
more often than not, environmental conditions, natural 
catastrophes, shifts in the political landscapes as well 
as the simple need for restoration and preservation 
lead experts to transfer artefacts to museums and 
condition-controlled places. In the case of the ektypa, 
it is important to try to contextualize the artefact with 
respect to the inscription, the inscription bearer and 
in realizing the authenticity of the originals, as they 
afford accessibility that may lead to closer study and 
scrutiny of details, physical contact that is otherwise 
prohibitive, and the ability to provide new experiences 
to people – experiences that will also be inextricably 
connected to the one original primary object. It is not 
a matter of physicality any longer or of authenticity, 
it is a matter of revitalizing the life of the artefact via 
the copious new models.16
Another aspect of 3D models that is criticized is 
the obfuscation and adulterated nature of the authen-
ticity of experience. According to the critics, when 
an artefact is taken out of its natural environment, 
it is being deprived of its nature and intrinsic value. 
Figure 8.8. Photograph of 
the Res Gestae inscribed 
on the Monumentum 
Ancyranum, Ankara, 
Turkey, 1883. Res gestae 
Divi Augusti: acc. Tab 11 / 
ex monumentis Ancyrano et 
Apolloniensi iterum edidit 




as the inscription bearer and in general everything that 
could render a digital archive the source of the afterlife 
of each artefact. The Res Gestae constitutes an interesting 
case study for another reason: the only other surviving 
copy of this work existed on the bronze pillars crown-
ing the Mausoleum of Augustus. However, they have 
long been lost. The other surviving inscriptions of the 
text are not complete.19
the site where it was located, and then employ the 
3D model to minimize the distance from the physical 
object.17 An option in the DEA is to visualize the 3D 
ektypon with the original ektypon surface (see Fig. 
8.10).18 Furthermore, the metadata are meant to be an 
all-encompassing record of the artefact, and the system 
also allows for other additions, such as images of the 
monuments, 3D digitizations of the monument as well 
Figure 8.9. Res Gestae of the emperor Augustus: 3D model of the Ektypa.
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more original experience for the participant. It is the 
process of re-appropriating authenticity, appreciating 
the original artefact, preserving digitally as many of its 
qualities and information as possible, and enhancing 
our understanding of the object by being permitted to 
re-examine it via different media and processes.21 This 
re-appreciated authenticity abides by the constructivist 
approach in Western philosophical culture that argues 
in favour of authenticity as cultural construct and 
suggests that replicas can have authentic qualities.22
The value of artefacts, monuments and knowl-
edge itself is established against the backdrop of their 
social appreciation and standing. Archaeology is the 
study of the human record, but it also relies heavily on 
the human factor being preserved. The more authentic 
part of the edification process is the ability to have 
contact with the object of your study. Digitization, 
3D printing and virtual reality that allows for virtual 
reconstructions of ancient sites do not simply reignite 
the public’s interest, but also give every new generation 
the opportunity to develop personal connections with 
the artefacts, contribute to their study and understand-
ing, and henceforth to their preservation. As a matter 
of fact, Dutton (Dutton 2003) suggests that authenticity 
relies heavily on the audience’s perception and appre-
ciation. Their educated and conscious reception and 
consideration is a seminal factor towards bestowing 
Through my analysis it becomes apparent that 
in the case of inscriptions, we should consider that 
we are dealing with a multi-levelled authenticity. 
First the authenticity of the object is twofold – one 
that relates to the stone itself and another to the 
text. Moreover, the age of the artefacts that results 
in their fragility, destruction, loss and inaccessibility 
bestows upon the digital copies and 3D-digitized 
and 3D-printed objects a new aura of authenticity. 
Wilkinson (Wilkinson 2012) suggests that ‘the differ-
ence between “make-and-take” and “makerspace” 
is the variety in the end product, and the ownership 
over the full process that the maker feels.’ We should 
not perceive this to be an intrusion on or vitiation of 
authenticity. As a matter of fact, we should appreci-
ate it as a more authentic cognitive experience, as the 
3D digital existence involves scanning and physical 
contact along with the concept of creation that is 
prevalent in the 3D printing process.20 Britton (Britton 
2012) commented that libraries tend to be the maker 
spaces that: ‘foster play and exploration, facilitate 
informal learning opportunities, nurture peer-to-peer 
training, work with community members as true 
partners, not as users or patrons, develop a culture 
of creating as opposed to consuming.’ This statement 
validates the assumption that 3D digitization actually 
authenticates the learning process and produces a 
Figure 8.10. Visualization of the 3D ektypon with the original ektypon surface.
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ensure that it will fulfill its future use, whether originally 
intended, subsequently expected, or unanticipated.’ 
3 On replicas and their quality, as well as authenticity as 
established through socio-cultural circumstances, see 
Foster and Curtis (Foster & Curtis 2016)
4 Hein (Hein 2000), the museum philosopher, discusses 
at length the inevitable shifts in museums that prioritize 
the public’s experiences.
5 Jones and Yarrow (Jones & Yarrow 2013) discuss 
conservation, socio-cultural practices, and influences 
on authenticity against the backdrop of the Glasgow 
Cathedral.
6 A valuable accompaniment for our appreciation of the 
particular case of the Nozze di Cana and the aura of 
facsimiles is presented by Latour and Lowe (Latour & 
Lowe 2011).
7 On a larger scale the Georgia O’Keeffe museum 
launched a project to recreate the O’Keeffe home in 
the form of 3D models so as to document any changes 
in its condition. 
8 On democratization, see also Neely & Langer 2013.
9 The Digital Epigraphy Toolbox is part of the Digital 
Epigraphy and Archaeology Project [DEA], an inter-
disciplinary initiative by researchers from the Digital 
Worlds Institute and the Department of Classics at 
the University of Florida. Its Advisory Board includes 
scholars from both the United States and Europe. The 
goal of the DEA is to develop new open-access scientific 
tools and apply concepts from digital and interactive 
media and computer science to the Humanities.
10 For details on the methodology, see Barmpoutis (Barm-
poutis et al. 2010)
11 See Barmpoutis (Barmpoutis & Bozia 2016) 
12 See Charles 1911, 32 
13 I would like to thank Cornell University Library for 
granting me permission to use the images.
14 Lynch (Lynch 2000) furnishes a detailed discussion of 
the authenticity of digital objects.
15 Jones (Jones 2010) elaborates on authenticity as deter-
mined by a network of people, places, and objects 
accompanied by a case study of the Hilton of Cadboll. 
16 Conn (Conn 2010, 20–57) discusses the shift in the focus 
of museums and the revised nature of the previously 
object-oriented museums. 
17 Jeffrey and Jones (Jeffrey & Jones 2016) discuss the 
ACCORD project that focuses on 3D reproduction 
of objects of historic heritage of Scotland. Although 
they admit that the 3D objects ‘include the absence of 
touch…the absence of experiential dimensions such as 
weather, sound…’, they note that ‘nevertheless, complex 
and dynamic relationships are set up between heritage 
objects and their digital replicas…’ 
18 See Barmpoutis (Barmpoutis et al. 2014)
19 Shipley (Shipley 1924, 333)
20 On cognitive development, see Cohen (Cohen 1983). The 
results can be found on the Georgia O’Keeffe Museum 
Imaging Project blog (http://www.gokmconservation.
org/resources/blog/) (visited 19 August 2016). 
21 Jeffrey (Jeffrey 2015) as well as Latour and Lowe (Latour 
& Lowe 2011) suggest that part of the aura of the original 
authenticity on any product. Trant and Wyman (Trant 
& Wyman 2006) argue that: ‘Built on the constructivist 
educational theory that emphasize personal meaning-
making and a user-centred focus in the development 
of on-line and in-gallery experiences, these projects 
(3D printing) strive to provide a unique and compel-
ling engagement with works of art.’23 Niyazi (Niyazi 
2013) suggests that giving people the option to have 
a hands-on experience with the artefacts may lead to 
new amalgamated yet fresh creations molded through 
different peoples’ diverse experiences and breath new 
life to an artefact.24
Conclusion
This chapter has explored the multi-levelled nature of 
authenticity. Living in the era of 3D digitization and 
printing, hence of recreation and different representa-
tions of artefacts, we need to reconsider authenticity 
and originality. Objects acquire new afterlives that 
subsequently grant them eternity. Accessibility also 
contributes to making them part of multiple lives in dif-
ferent countries and under different conditions, hence 
rendering them intrinsic parts of cultures to which 
they would otherwise have been foreign. Therefore, it 
should come as no surprise that even the authenticity 
of experience is more variegated.
This chapter discussed as proof of concept the 
Digital Epigraphy and Archaeology project that pro-
motes the multi-modal nature of historical artefacts 
through their 3D digitization, analysis and preserva-
tion. 3D models of ektypa furnish the realities of an 
inscription, as they provide scholars with advantageous 
access to the text of the inscription, thus facilitating and 
promoting research. 3D models of the ektypa, espe-
cially in case of lost, fragmentary or severely weathered 
inscriptions, constitute the only survivor of the original 
text and the sole possibility to join fragments of texts 
through automatic textual analysis. Consequently, I 
contend that 3D representations of ektypa consider 
other existential realities of inscriptions and stimulate 
their examination as textual entities without being 
reductive to the inscription itself.
Notes
1 Along these very lines of prolificity, see Schwarzt 
(Schwarzt 1996) and Boon (Boon 2010). Boon discusses 
the fundamental human need for copying. Both authors 
appreciate the multitude of copies to social cornucopia.
2 Rothenberg (Rothenberg 2000) explores aspects of 
authenticity – its broad sense, and multifarious nature. 
He stresses that ‘the meaningful preservation of any 
information entity is ultimately defined in terms of 
which of its attributes can and must be preserved to 
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Conn, S., 2010. Do Museums Still Need Objects? Philadelphia: 
University of Pennsylvania Press.
Dutton, D., 2003. Authenticity in Art, in The Oxford Handbook 
of Aesthetics, ed. L. Jerrold. New York: Oxford Univer-
sity Press, 258–74. 
Eitner, L., 1975. Art History and the Sense of Quality. Art 
International 19, 75–80.
Foster, S.M. & N. Curtis, 2016. The Thing about Replicas 
– Why Historic Replicas Matter. European Journal of 
Archaeology 19(1), 122–48.
Hall, M., 2006. The Reappearance of the Authentic, in Museum 
Frictions, eds I. Karp, C.A. Kratz, L. Szwaja, & T. Ybarra-
Frausto. Durham, NC: Duke University Press, 70–101.
Hein, H.S., 2000. The Museum in Transition. Washington: 
Smithsonian Institution Press.
Holtorf, C., 2005. From Stonehenge to Las Vegas: Archaeology 
as Popular Culture. Walnut Creek, CA: Altamira Press.
Holtorf, C. & T. Schadla-Hall, 1999. Age as Artefact: On 
Archaeological Authenticity. European Journal of Archae-
ology 2(2), 229–47.
James, B., 1995. The Age of the Museum is here, even virtu-
ally. International Herald Tribune, 14 August 1995. 
Jameson, M., 2004. Promises and Challenges of Digital 
Libraries and Document Image Analysis: a Human-
ist’s Perspective. Proceedings of the First International 
Workshop on Document Image Analysis for Libraries 
(DIAL’04), 54–63.
Jeffrey, S., 2015. Challenging Heritage Visualization: Beauty, 
Aura and Democratization. Open Archaeology 1, 144–52.




Jones, S., 2010. Negotiating Authentic Objects and Authentic 
Selves. Journal of Material Culture 15(2), 181–203.
Jones, S. & T. Yarrow, 2013. Crafting Authenticity: An Eth-
nography of Conservation Practice. Journal of Material 
Culture18(1), 3–26. 
Latour, B. & A. Lowe, 2011. The Migration of the Aura, or 
How to Explore the Original through Its Facsimiles, 
in Switching Codes, eds T. Bartscherer & R. Coover. 
Chicago: The University of Chicago Press.
Lowenthal, D., 1992. Authenticity? The dogma of self-
delusion, in Why Fakes Matter, ed. M. Jones. London, 
UK: British Museum Press, 184–92.
Lynch, C., 2000. Authenticity and Integrity in the Digital 
Environment, in Authenticity in a Digital Environment, 
ed. A. Smith. Washington, DC: Council of Libraries 
and Information Resources, 32–50.
Macdonald, S., 1998. Exhibitions of Power and Powers of 
Exhibition, in The Politics of Display: museums, science, 
culture, ed. S. Macdonald. London: Routledge. 
Montaner, J.M., 1990. New Museums. London: Architecture 
and Technology Press.
Neely, L., & M. Langer, 2013. Please Feel the Museum: The 
Emergence of 3D Printing and Scanning. In Museums 
and the Web 2013, eds N. Proctor & R. Cherry. Silver 
Spring, MD: Museums and the Web.
Niyazi, H., 2013. Alteration and invention – Raphael, Ver-
meer and the mashup. Three Pipe Problem. 24 January 
artefact can be transferred to its reproduction, crediting 
a large portion of responsibility to the quality of the lat-
ter. However, I believe that the aura or even the quality 
of the reproduction need to be judged on individual 
basis against the backdrop of the intentionality of each 
object-reproduction.
22 Jones 2010; Hall 2006; Holtorf 2015; Holtorf & Schadla-
Hall 1999; Lowenthal 1992; Pye 2001.
23 See also Museum: A Culture of Copies on http://www.
hf.uio.no/ikos/english/research/projects/a-culture-of-
copies/ Published Jun 27, 2013 12:27 PM – Last modified 
Nov 13, 2015 06:53 PM (accessed 19 August 2016).
24 Jeffrey and Jones (Jeffrey & Jones 2016) also make 
the case that ‘3D printing creates a further element of 
complexity as the digital object “migrates” back into 
the material world. In this case, we can see an analogue-
digital-analogue cycle at work, in which some original 
forms of authenticity are lost, but new ones are created 
through the production process.’
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3D printing is considered the new revolution in the field 
of cultural heritage and archaeology, contributing to 
the definition of new horizons in the conservation and 
communication sector (Foster & Curtis 2016; Alemanno 
et al. 2014; Scopigno et al. 2014; Tucci & Bonora 2011). 
3D physical replicas may replace original objects that 
cannot be moved, because of their value, or that are 
inaccessible, or not available, due to their conservation 
state or fragility, or because they are considered valid 
substitutes for lost museum artefacts. 
Much has been written about authenticity. Con-
cepts associated with authenticity such as truthfulness 
and integrity are discussed in the definition of the 
word given in the last version of the World Heritage 
Operational Guidelines published in 2015 (UNESCO 
2015). 
Furthermore, according to Adam (Adam 2010), 
the term authenticity has different definitions depend-
ing on the context of its use. If the term ‘authentic’ 
is used to define something original and unique, the 
authenticity of digital objects or their physical repli-
cas, generated from a real object, cannot be applied 
because ‘all digital object are copies’ (Lynch 2000) and 
infinitely replicable and modifiable. In this case, the 
term ‘faithful’ seems to fit better. It can mean being 
original, but also being faithful to an original; it can 
mean accurate, with known provenance (Cullen et 
al. 2000).
The concept of authenticity in DH is often related 
to provenance (as widely discussed by Hermon and 
Niccolucci in Chapter 1), completeness, integrity, 
accuracy and context (Lynch 2000). These aspects 
are endorsed by various scholars (Amico et al. 2013; 
Damnjanovic, Hermon & Iannone 2013; Ronzino, 
Niccolucci & Hermon 2012; Niccolucci et al. 2010; 
Koller, Frischer & Humphreys 2009; Beacham, Denard 
& Niccolucci 2006) who address the importance of 
scientifically authenticated 3D data, by adopting 
effective metadata structures, to ensure long-term 
preservation and data interoperability. 
The importance of documenting the digital 
provenance of data is largely a matter of intellectual 
transparency (Beacham, Denard & Niccolucci 2006); 
there is a chain of events and elements (including 
activities, actors, devices, parameters, contextual 
information, and so forth) that connects the 3D digital 
or physical replica to the real object (Amico et al. 2013). 
By preserving the integrity and the transparency of 
the chain of activities involved in the creation of the 
3D digital or physical reproduction, we can ensure 
its authenticity. 
As far as the authenticity discourse is concerned, 
how are replicas conceived? What does an observer 
looking at a 3D digital or physical replica perceive? 
These questions arose from our observations by apply-
ing 3D acquisition and 3D printing to a case study.
In the next section, we will describe the recreation 
of the so-called ‘Kazaphani boat’, a Late Bronze Age 
pottery artefact found in Cyprus and permanently 
exhibited at the Cyprus Museum. Recently, the boat 
was chosen to be part of a travelling exhibition hosted 
at the National Museum of Natural History, Smith-
sonian Institute, USA, but due to its fragility, it was 
decided that the artefact could not be moved. 
In describing in detail the chain of activities 
involved in the production of the 3D physical replica 
of the Kazaphani model boat, we attempt to demon-
strate how the 3D technologies can contribute to the 
work of conservators in understanding, analysing 
and interpreting the tangible heritage, and engage the 
public in an experience that, due to logistical issues, 
was not previously possible.
Size, shape, colours, surface markings, even evi-
dence of the past damage and previous restorations 
were recorded. Then, an accurate physical replica of 
the boat was created with a 3D powder printer. 
Chapter 9
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Civilizations’, which was on display at the National 
Museum of Natural History, Smithsonian Institute, 
USA, between October 2010 and April 2011 (Had-
jisavvas 2010).
The model boat was in a fragile condition and 
was not intact, having been reassembled in a previous 
conservation effort. The surface was worn in some 
areas, mostly from flaking. The adhesive used in the 
initial conservation needed replacement to ensure the 
stability of the object. A number of minor and major 
scratches were visible on the boat’s surface. Some 
old residues of silicon rubber were also visible from 
a previous casting process.
The conservators in charge, after examining the 
object and evaluating its fragile condition, recom-
mended that a replica of the original be sent to the 
exhibition so as to avoid the risk of damage during 
transportation to the USA.
For many years, the Casting Laboratory at the 
Cyprus Museum had been replicating a variety of 
archaeological artefacts, such as small statues, heads, 
tools, etc., using the traditional silicon rubber method 
for creating a mould that is a ‘negative’ impression of 
the original. Incidentally, a cast is a ‘positive’ replica 
made from the mould, which has the exact shape and 
dimensions, surface markings, details and evidence 
of the original object. Casts are made of plaster of 
Paris (casting plaster) or polyester resin.
However, due to the fragile state of the model 
boat, coupled with the overhung and undercut parts of 
its interior, which would make the process of casting 
Besides the opportunity to show the replica 
in a travelling exhibition, the digital and physical 
reproduction enabled conservators to interact and 
analyse the replicated boat in detail, preventing any 
damage to the original. 
The lessons learned through the case study in 
question, which involves not only the application 
of 3D technologies and the replica-making process, 
but also community engagement, will enable us to 
discuss the limits and the strengths of 3D replicas in 
archaeology, re-focusing the concept of authenticity 
by defining a new ‘augmented authenticity’. 
The 3D replica of the Kazaphani boat.  
A case study of a fragile archaeological artefact
The Kazaphani model boat was found in a tomb 
in the locality of Ayios Andronikos in the village of 
Kazaphani, Kyrenia District, Cyprus. It is a clay 
model of a ship, the hull of which is canoe-shaped, 
deep and hollow, dating to the Late Bronze Age in 
Cyprus (between 1550 and 1200 bc). It is made of 
reddish clay and it is not decorated. The dimen-
sions of the Kazaphani model boat are: length 45 cm, 
beam amidships 20.5 cm, height amidships 15 cm 
(Nicolaou & Nicolaou 1989; Karageorghis 2002; 
Pilides & Papadimitriou 2012). The model boat (inv. 
no. Kazaphani Tomb 2B/249+377) is currently on 
display at the Cyprus Museum in Nicosia. In 2010, 
the Kazaphani model boat was chosen to be part of 
a travelling exhibition titled ‘Cyprus: Crossroads of 
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The original object was carefully scanned using a 
NextEngine laser scanner (Fig. 9.2), a low cost portable 
laser scanner that allows digital acquisition of small 
and medium objects. Beyond the digital acquisition 
of the object geometry, this laser scanner has an inte-
grated camera that is able to record the texture of the 
object as well. However, the quality of the integrated 
camera was not good enough for the expected results; 
therefore, it was decided to integrate the results of the 
laser scanner with another technique.
The object was digitally acquired through a 
photogrammetric technique using ARC3D, a free 
online service.1 Through a photographic campaign 
of high resolution images, a model with an accurate 
texture was created. After the digital acquisition phase, 
the data were post-processed in Meshlab2 and a 3D 
model was created (Fig. 9.3). The results of the two 
digital acquisition campaigns have been successfully 
integrated and the model has been texturized. This 
created an accurate 3D digital copy of the boat, which 
reproduced the size, shape, colours, surface markings, 
and evidence of the past damage and the previous 
restoration of the real artefact.
more difficult and dangerous for the integrity of the 
object, the conservators decided to avoid using the 
traditional silicon rubber method of casting.
Given the difficulties, a proposal was put for-
ward for collaboration between three institutions 
for the creation of a 3D replica of the model boat: 
the Cyprus Institute – STARC, the Department of 
Architecture at the University of Cyprus, and the 
Department of Antiquities Cyprus.
A pipeline was developed for the project. The 
workflow consisted of the 3D scanning phase; the 
post-processing of the digital data acquired and the 
final creation of the 3D model; the phase of rapid 
prototyping; the testing of the glue, stabilizers and 
colours to be used; the 3D printing of the replica; 
and, finally, the colouring of the replica. Figure 9.1 
provides an overview of the entire process.
Creating the 3D digital model
A campaign of 3D data acquisition was planned to 
create an accurate digital replica of the artwork with 
the aim of making a physical replica to substitute the 
real object. 
Figure 9.2. The 3D scanning of the Kazaphani model boat.
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dealing with the details. To achieve this, the original 
Kazaphani model boat was placed next to the replica. 
Even though the 3D printer produced an as-accurate-
as-possible copy, it was noted that the replica lacked 
certain details, so it had to be manually treated in 
order to closely reflect the original. The recreation of 
the holes situated below the gunwale in the original 
model was done using a dentistry tool with edges 
of various sizes, drilling to imitate the original ones. 
On both the exterior and interior sides, where 
the marks of the joins from previous conservations 
on the original were visible, those on the replica were 
less intense and had to be engraved with a pointed 
tool (Fig. 9.6). 
Some additional minor corrections were made to 
the replica, such as gap-filling of small holes, smooth-
ing and imitating specific areas. Once all the details 
were finalized, Zbond 101 binder agent (hardener) 
was applied to the surface of the replica to add stabil-
ity (Fig. 9.7). 
This is an integral part of the 3D process and 
generally takes place right after the production of the 
3D item. The reason behind the timing of the delayed 
application of the binder agent in this case was to 
allow changes to be made to the model.
The final step was the reproduction of colour, 
which was carried out with the same method that 
was used by the Casting Laboratory of the Cyprus 
Museum to colour replicas. Paraloid B72 thermoplastic 
From virtual to physical. The new identity of the object 
The 3D digital model obtained was used for the crea-
tion of the replica. An accurate physical replica of the 
boat was created by the Department of Architecture 
at the University of Cyprus, using a 3D powder 
printer, whereby layers of powders are deposited 
with the use of photopolymer and UV laser to build 
up the model. The model was printed in 3D using a 
SPECTRUM Z510.
Once the 3D physical replica was created, it was 
delivered to the Casting Laboratory of the Cyprus 
Museum. Due to the limitations of the 3D printer, 
which could only produce items under 30 cm across – 
the length of the Kazaphani model boat was 45 cm – the 
replica was made in two pieces (Fig. 9.4). Furthermore, 
as the 3D printer was limited to a single colour only 
and, since the model would subsequently have to be 
painted, white was chosen.
The first step consisted of connecting the two 
pieces, something that worked out well, using the 
same materials with which the replica was produced. 
Powder ZP131 and Clear Binder ZB60 were mixed 
to produce a paste, which was used to fill the gaps 
created when the two units were put together. Once 
it was applied and left to dry, sandpaper of different 
grades was used to create a smooth area, eliminating 
the signs of the join (Fig. 9.5).
Following assembly, the next important step was 
mirroring the original artefact with the replica and 
Figure 9.3. Creation of the 3D digital model.
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Figure 9.4. The replica of the Kazaphani model boat in two pieces.
Figure 9.5. The completed assembly of the two pieces.
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Figure 9.6. Engraving the marks of the joints from previous conservation.
Figure 9.7. Application of the binder agent.
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The experiment has also shown how simple and 
cost effective this method of creating replicas can be, 
with obvious benefits for curators, education and 
merchandise.
Following the success of the project, it can be 
said that the 3D printing method can offer many 
opportunities in the field of conservation and is 
a particularly promising area of development. As 
regards the experimental project presented above, the 
3D model substituted an original artefact, which was 
not in a good physical condition, and enabled it to be 
displayed in an exhibition, providing the opportunity 
to cast a difficult and fragile artefact, saving time, 
and avoiding direct contact with the original artefact. 
Every time an object goes through a casting 
process with silicone rubber, it becomes increasingly 
more fragile and may eventually reach a stage where 
it can no longer be subjected to this process. 
Although the 3D method has both advantages 
and limitations, the former outweighs the latter, and 
resin was diluted in acetone at the proportion of 10 
per cent of Paraloid B72 with respect to the total solu-
tion, along with colour pigments (mostly composed 
of iron oxide and earth colours). This solution is suit-
able for achieving high accuracy of different colour 
shades; it is easy to apply and ensures longevity. A 
paint gun was used to colour the replica using layers 
of different shades to reflect the original model boat 
colour (Fig. 9.8).
With the completion of this experimental project, 
the 3D version of the Kazaphani model boat success-
fully replicated the original artefact for the exhibition 
(Fig. 9.9).
Even though human intervention was needed, 
and several steps had to be followed for the 3D replica 
to resemble the original model boat, the result was 
encouraging and the original artefact was preserved 
in the Cyprus Museum. The 3D scanning process has 
enabled conservators to analyse the boat in greater 
detail without risking any damage to the original. 
Figure 9.8. The colouring of the replica.
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exhibition. During this period the 3D replica was 
placed, as any other ancient object, behind glass and 
it was explained that the object was the replica of an 
original located somewhere else (Fig. 9.10). Interest-
ingly, a journalist, while interviewing the museum 
curators regarding the exhibition, appeared surprised 
when he learned that the object was a replica, com-
menting that it was ‘a wonderful deception!’. This 
might have been the same reaction most visitors had 
immediately after reading the label. 
The misunderstanding could have been caused 
by the peculiar exhibition of the object. The replica 
was exhibited under glass, exactly as an original mas-
terpiece. The use was completely different from the 
role usually attributed to 3D prints, such as giving a 
sensorial experience usually denied to the museum 
visitors for obvious security reasons. It would be 
interesting to understand what the motivation for 
this choice was. 
Unfortunately, the choice made by the museum 
curators was not made explicit and there is no formal 
explanation for this approach instead of another one 
that would have allowed sensorial interaction with 
ensures the safety of the originals. Limitations can be 
overcome, manually for the present, and will hope-
fully be eliminated in the near future as the technology 
improves.
As we have experienced in our case study, the 
sub-millimetric errors added to the replica by the 
instrumental and operational errors (Beraldin 2004; 
Boehler, Bordas & Marbs 2003), did not affect the 
final aim of the project. Although one can think that 
the transformation of a virtual object diverts from 
the concept of topological authenticity, when the DH 
object is printed with the same material and texture, 
and then exhibited in a museum showcase, what does 
an observer perceive?
Visitor’s experience: ‘A wonderful deception!’
The 3D physical replica was used for the aim initially 
planned, allowing the Department of Antiquities to 
permit the object loan, and avoiding any problems of 
insurance costs and fragility issues. The replica of the 
boat was exhibited at the National Museum of Natu-
ral History, Smithsonian Institute, for the temporary 
Figure 9.9. Details of the 3D replica.
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3D replica created after their experiments, ‘except 
for one specially organised handling event, as per 
typical museum rules of engagement the display 
was behind glass’ (Maxwell, Gray & Goldberg 2015). 
In a way, the words ‘as per typical museum rules of 
engagement’ explain the reason for such a choice. 
This can be further explained as a semiophore (‘that 
the replica (Di Giuseppantonio Di Franco et al. 2016). 
Most probably this might be explained with the aura 
of an object. The aura and the expression of these 
intangible feelings are widely discussed in museum 
studies regarding exhibitions and use of technolo-
gies (Dorrian 2014; Hazan 2001; Batt ani 2011; Jones 
2010). As Maxwell et al. write in their excerpt, the 
Figure 9.10. The 3D 




some of the possible consequences. According to Mor-
gan & Morgan the advance of information technology 
created an expansion in innovation, communication, 
education, etc. Nevertheless, ethical issues increased 
exponentially: ‘ethical implications associated with the 
topics of veracity, identity and ownership and the impact 
of these fundamental ethical issues on human behaviour in 
emerging digital technologies.’ (Morgan & Morgan 2008). 
Ethics in 3D digital reproduction can be connected with 
the concept of transparency and the other suggestions 
proposed to the scientific community by the London 
Charter less than 10 years ago. If the digital copy (or 
the 3D replica) provides information on its provenance, 
the transparency of all its production processes and, 
in the case of a 3D replica the specification of being 
a replica and not the original, the matter of ethics is 
not an issue anymore. 
Quoting Perry, ‘the more meaningful displays of 
ethically-loaded objects are those that are well-contextu-
alised, that use both visuals and text to jar viewers out of 
simplistic interpretations of the subject matter, that weave 
displays together into a larger critical narrative; and that 
attempt to trace – or account for the lack of tracing of – 
consent’ (Perry 2011).
As in the words of Terdiman about online digital 
media, the ‘3D printed object [should] be clearly labeled 
so all viewers or listeners understand the altered or arti-
ficial nature of the content. This labeling is the only way 
to maintain standards of truth, accuracy, and fairness.’ 
(Terdiman 2011). The 3D replica represents a tool for 
storytelling and might have ethical implications con-
cerning its appropriate or inappropriate use (When 
is it appropriate to provide a 3D object? How can the 
legitimacy of a 3D copy be authenticated?). 
The traditional boundaries of disseminating 
knowledge are somehow outdated and we have to 
find a new method of communication. This commu-
nicative approach’s aim is not that of substituting the 
ancient object but presenting ‘A’ reproduction (nor 
‘THE’ reproduction, nor an unoriginal copy) and the 
affordances that it brings with it.
Therefore, based on the results of the case study 
presented, we can assert that the replica recreated 
with 3D technologies brings along all the processes 
of creation, giving life to a new identity. Through the 
new identity of the object, a new biography is given: 
we might now introduce the concept of augmented 
authenticity. Similarly to augmented reality whereby 
the virtual environment is something more than the 
reality itself – because the virtual world can be enriched 
with data that in the real world does not exist – the 
physical replica represents an ‘augmented’ copy of the 
real object, on which new actions can be performed, 
that are otherwise not possible on the real object.
brings along a meaning’) (Pomian 1987): the object, as 
soon as it loses its utilities, assumes a pure semantic 
function. The semiophore is in front of the observer 
and acts as an intermediary between the visible and 
the invisible, the observer and the hidden meaning 
(or what is now far or absent). Differently from a 
common object that has its meaning in the present 
and in its daily use, the semiophore reveals its meaning 
only when it is exhibited in front of the observer, and 
therefore when it becomes a piece of a collection. In 
this way, the object that lost its utility, takes the role 
of representing something now invisible. The curator 
gives the 3D replica the importance of a semiophore: 
s/he puts the copy at the same level of the original, 
since it brings along a meaning that connects the vis-
ible with the hidden meaning, in the same way as the 
original objects in the exhibition cases do. Therefore, 
only when the objects are seen by the observer and 
are under the care of the curator, they assume mean-
ing and significance. These circumstances put the 
replicas at the same level of the originals, assuming 
the same value of their originals. An artwork, or more 
extensively an object of the past, once in a museum, is 
detached from its original context and from its world 
(Heidegger 1950). The artwork stops being what was 
before and becomes an object in a new context: from 
that moment its authentic reality is conserved. Besides 
‘being a thing’ (in the philosophical/ontological sense) 
there is its character of authenticity and the first is the 
conditio sine qua non for the second (Martino 2010). 
Conclusions
Differently from Benjamin (Benjamin 2008), according 
to whom the technical reproduction annihilates the 
authenticity of the artwork, in our case the 3D replica 
makes possible a new cultural value, a new identity 
that enhances and spreads knowledge among the audi-
ence. Even if the identity and the aura of the artwork, 
determined by its unicity in a spatio-temporal interval 
(the hinc et nunc of the artwork), cannot be replaced, 
nevertheless another identity and another aura is 
created.3 The aura of the new object acts as interme-
diate between its origin and the present, providing 
living information about its existence through time. 
As discussed above, great importance is given to the 
digital provenance and data transparency. Indeed, 
by preserving the integrity and the transparency of 
the chain of activities that lead to the creation of a 3D 
digital or physical reproduction, its authenticity can 
be ensured.
The use of digital technologies has raised various 
ethical issues and new challenges. Rights and intellec-
tual properties, originality and reproducibility are just 
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Notes
1 Other software applications are available for photo-
grammetry today. At that moment it was decided to 
use ARC3D since it was developed by the University 
of Leuven within the 3DCOFORM project, which also 
made possible this research (http://www.3d-coform.eu/
index.php/tools/arc-3d-webservice).
2 The software is developed by ISTI-CNR and it is freely 
available at http://meshlab.sourceforge.net/.
3 Similarly to what Hazan calls ‘virtual aura’ in regards 
to virtual exhibitions in museums (Hazan 2001).
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Prometheus: 
They may be bound here
by their lifelessness,
But they are free
And I feel their freedom!
Johann Wolfgang von Goethe  
1773, 181.
The demi-god Prometheus dreams of making static 
human figures come to life and rise from the rock. 
What Goethe wrote and Prometheus dreamt of is 
now within the realms of possibility, thanks to the 
digital revolution and the creation of 360-degree 
virtual reality (VR). Digital archaeologists and VR 
filmmakers can be modern-day Prometheans, puppet 
masters able to draw life from stone. In the valley of 
Valcamonica, the rock art figures are known as ‘Pitoti’, 
or ‘little puppets’. 
The tale of Prometheus is the story of a demi-
god’s rebellion against the gods. It has been told by 
the likes of Hesiod, Coleridge and Kafka and has even 
been set to music by Schubert and Beethoven. Now 
a 17-minute virtual reality film, ‘Pitoti Prometheus’, 
draws from the tale, using Copper Age and Iron Age 
rock art from Valcamonica (Baker & Karnapke 2016a). 
It is probably the film with the longest production 
time in history: much of the pre-production artwork 
was done in c. 2000 bc and the final post-production 
animation was completed in ad 2016 (Fig. 10.1).
In many senses Prometheus stands as a model for 
the creative possibilities offered by digital archaeol-
ogy and particularly virtual reality filmmaking. The 
Promethean forces of creativity are similar to those of 
a hacker unleashing the powers of disruption into the 
settled world of archaeological recording and visuali-
zation. As his name suggests, Prometheus is ‘Literally 
the “man with foresight” (from Greek pro, “before”, and 
Medea, “thoughts”’; Hicks 2015:1). 
Looking ahead, the key question posed by these 
Promethean possibilities is how can rock art be brought 
to life in an authentic manner, that satisfies both aca-
demic as well as entertainment criteria? This is new 
territory. While the field of archaeological film (i.e. film 
about archaeology) is old, true archaeological film, in 
the sense of making film directly out of archaeological 
material such as 3D scans, is in its infancy. It will there-
fore be argued that differing claims for the authenticity 
of digitally captured archaeological artefacts requires 
a nuanced approach, one that has much in common 
with debates around the realm of theatre and must 
start with the nature of digital archaeology itself. 
Digital vs virtual 
The first question is what we should call this new 
field of inquiry: digital or virtual archaeology? This 
is important, because it influences the question of 
authenticity across the whole field. 
The term ‘virtual archaeology’ was first coined in 
1991 by Reilly to describe the new visualization tech-
niques that had then started to be used for examining 
archaeological data sets (Hook 2014). But the essential 
problem with the word ‘virtual’ is that it suggests a 
dichotomy between a virtual and a real archaeology. 
Anthropology has had a similar dilemma. Daniel Miller 
and Barbara Horst rejected ‘virtual anthropology’ 
in favour of ‘digital anthropology’ on the following 
grounds.
‘Materiality is the bedrock of digital anthro-
pology, and this is true in several distinct 
ways of which three are of prime impor-
tance. First, there is the materiality of digital 
infrastructure and technology. Second, there 
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size by the Institute of Digital Archaeology under the 
leadership of Roger Michel in London and New York 
(Clammer 2016). Film and 3D computer reconstruc-
tions have had to suffice for the long-demolished 
church of San Per Maggiore in Florence. In this case 
the main aisle of the church has become a street and 
the digital reconstruction led by Francois Penz and 
Donal Cooper shows that Francesco Botticini’s striking 
‘Assumption of the Virgin’ would have beeen hang-
ing above the altar in what is now thin air. Now at 
London’s National Gallery, this reconstruction has 
helped scholars to understand that the Renaissance 
painting’s abnormal circular depictions of celestial 
bodies were meant to be appreciated by worshippers 
looking upwards and not straight ahead, as is normal 
in an art gallery (Cooper & Penz 2015).
As with prosthetic reconstructive medicine, 
digital archaeology requires an interdisciplinary team 
– historians, computer scientists, graphic designers, 
statisticians and heritage managers – to get results. 
These heritage professionals work on the shattered 
bones of the past. Digital archaeology can record this 
incompleteness and can then facilitate a proposed 
reconstruction of each ruin, each shard and each 
skeleton. 
The difference afforded by the digital revolu-
tion, over and above the traditional reconstruction 
is the materiality of digital content, and, 
third there is the materiality of digital con-
text’ (Horst & Miller 2012, 13–25)
Anthropology has a whole range of material and 
immaterial culture to work from, since it is largely 
dealing with extant societies. But for archaeologists 
there are no immaterial cultural sources, such as song, 
dance and language. 
The comparison between archaeology and 
anthropology is similar to the difference between the 
Olympics and the Paralympics. Anthropologists can 
study a full corpus of evidence, whereas archaeologists 
are forced to evaluate the merits of data sets that are 
by their nature fragmentary and incomplete. This is 
where digital technology steps in, because the ‘digital’ 
in archaeology can play the same role as prosthetics 
do in sports medicine (Baker 2014). 
The Greek word ‘prostheses’ comes from the 
word for addition, application or attachment. Digital 
visualizations are additions grafted onto excavated 
material data so as to complete a fragmentary view 
of a city or a building, until it is deemed ‘life like’ and 
therefore successful. The most powerful and evocative 
are examples of buildings that have been destroyed in 
war like the arch at of the Temple of Baal in Palmyra, 
which has been physically reconstructed at two thirds 
Figure 10.1. Prometheus on Seradina 12a. Still from ‘Pitoti Prometheus’ (Dir. Baker 2016).
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key question is how much information is needed to 
be ‘Like it in a recognisable way’: black and white or 
colour, 2D outlines or 3D?
The rock art in Valcamonica dates from the Neo-
lithic to the Iron Age, with some outliers in Middle 
Ages. An estimated 150,000 engraved images have 
been hammered into the glacier-smoothed flanks of the 
sandstone valley that runs south from the Adamello 
National park down to Lake Iseo, entering the Po plain 
at Brescia in present-day Italy.
The art is attributed to an Alpine tribe the Romans 
called the Camuni, and it has been known to the aca-
demic world for over 100 years. Until now only one 
form of recording has managed to record the art in its 
true three-dimensional nature: the so-called ‘calchi’ are 
plaster casts made in the 1960s by the local craftsman 
to record the curvature of the natural rock and the 
indentation of the engraving as a positive preclusion. 
(Marretta 2008). The ‘calchi’ are very sculptural, but 
do not record the colour of the art or its larger context, 
since the art is organized in panels, that contain up to 
100 images. 
The recording of larger panels has been done by a 
process of tracing developed in the 1960s that is still in 
use to this day (Anati 2008; Maretta & Cittadini 2011). 
Large, transparent plastic sheets are taped to the panel 
surfaces and the outlines of the rock art figures are 
drawn on to the plastic with felt-tipped pens. These 
collections of black outlined figures show the graphic 
forms of the works and the composition of a panel, but 
lose all information about the figures’ colour, depth 
and the subtle shading. One way around this has 
been to use academically trained painters to produce 
oil paintings of the rock art panels, as was done by a 
Frobenius Insitute expedition in the 1930’s (Kohl et al. 
2015). Even when all forms of photography are added 
to the list of recording techniques, we still are left with 
100 years during which no medium has been able to 
authentically and fully record this unique collection 
of UNESCO-listed rock engravings.
That is, until the Prehistoric Picture Project and 
its off-shoot the 3D-Pitoti Project started to use digital 
technology to record and analyse the rock art in 2010. 
Scanning is based on the realization that rock engrav-
ings are as much about air as about stone. This proved 
key to guiding the micro volumetric work undertaken 
by Marcel Karnapke with the 3D scanner and later the 
3D printer (2014, 2015). The 3D scanner has been able 
to record the the depth of the engravings, as well as 
in their other two dimensions. This has allowed the 
volume of rock that was extracted at the engraving’s 
creation to be calculated and reconstructed using 3D 
printing. What was then dust is now air, a volume 
that becomes the thin plastic body of a sculpture when 
techniques available to the archaeologist, is that of 
the speed, scale, exactitude and interactivity offered 
by computerized information technology (greatly 
surpassing the old analogue methods). In the digital 
realm the micro and the macro become telescoped 
and therefore more malleable. Time is extendable and 
more precise than before. The time taken for processes 
within the data set is also decreased, allowing more 
iterations and modelling. The same can be said of 
space. Here seamless transitions can be made in orders 
of magnitude from the sub millimetre to hundreds of 
kilometres. The ‘copy and paste’ reproducibility of 
data is another key feature of the digital sphere. The 
concept of the ‘original’ is replaced by the technical 
qualities of copies. Finally, interactivity is a crucial 
addition to the repertoire of possibilities that histori-
cal researchers have on offer to analyse and represent 
data gleaned from the past. 
In my understanding of digital archaeology, 
reconstruction is not virtual or based on fantasy, 
but rather is subject to the rigorous analytical appli-
cation of digital reconstructive techniques, which 
mobilize the past through a combination of historical 
imagination, precise data sets and an exacting use of 
information technology; hence the need for the self-
regulating charters of London, Seville and Ename. 
Maurizio Forte (2015) argues that these charters are 
impractical in the field and proposes a form of ‘cyber 
archaeology’, with an emphasis on the interactive 
potential of avatars and feedback loops aiding investi-
gation and not just the display element foregrounded 
by virtual archaeology. While highly supportive of 
the investigative use of computer-aided techniques, 
the term ‘digital archaeology’ seems to embrace both 
of these schools. 
Naturalism – recording rock art
In ‘Pitoti Prometheus’, both the viewer and Prometheus 
look upon a digital 3D simulacrum of the Valcamonica 
rock art panel known as Seradina 12c, the second larg-
est panel of its type in the valley (Fig. 10.2). 
The 3D panel is an exact copy of the original 
created by a scanner developed by the Technical Uni-
versity of Graz and the associated 3D-Pitoti research 
consortium (3D-Pitoti Consortium 2014). It fulfils the 
authenticity criteria of an icon or simulacrum, or, put 
another way, a naturalistic recording. ‘An icon is a 
direct representation of something already known; a 
simulacrum for something in the real world. It is not 
the referent itself (i.e. the thing in the world) but it 
shares the properties with that referent – it is ‘like it’ 
in a recognisable way’ (Webb 2009, 47). The history 
of rock art research in Valcamonica shows that the 
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Figure 10.2. Sunset on Seradina 12a, with ploughing scene. Photo Hamish Park.
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open-air rock art is the sun. It is with the observation 
of the passage of light across the Pitoti that the true 
nature of the rock carvings comes to life. In this form 
of proto-cinema, the morning and evening light cre-
ates a natural 3D effect. The long shadows cast by the 
low light make the figures seem to protrude from the 
rocks (Fig. 10.2). In contrast, when the sun reaches its 
high point at midday, the images disappear as they 
merge with the surrounding natural rock. 
These proto-cinematic effects underline why the 
rock art figures are referred to as Pitoti. This local dia-
lect word roughly translates as ‘little puppets’. It is a 
reminder that the engravings are not neutral, but in the 
mind of the prehistoric artists will have had meaning 
and that those artists were part of a historical process. 
The Pitoti appear and disappear, just as puppets enter 
and exit during the performance of a play. 
This is not a chance analogy since links have been 
discovered between art and theatre in Greek art that is 
contemporary with some of the Pitoti. In his study of 
the interaction between Greek drama and the visual arts 
of sculpture and vase painting, the classicist Herbert 
Golder reminds us that the ancient writer Athenaeus 
recalls that ‘gestures in sculpture were said to be the 
relics of old dances’ (1996a, 326). Research into other 
plays has revealed links between the gestures on vases 
and those used in plays (Golder 1996b).
This was of considerable interest when consid-
ering the question of what would be an authentic 
production design for the Prometheus film, where the 
hero has to stand above the rock art and say
Prometheus
Here is my world, my heavens!
Here I feel myself to be;
Here are all my desires
In physical form.
My spirit a thousand-fold divided 
and whole with my dear children
What a special moment!
von Goethe 1773, 178
The stone upon which he stands is authentic. The val-
ley that surrounds him has the exact topography of 
Valcamonica thanks to digital cartography. But how 
should his ‘little children’, the rock art figures, move 
and be dressed, if dressed at all. The research question 
posed was: how far should authenticity go, in a digital 
world were almost everything is technically possible?
Fundamentally, there are two concepts of authen-
ticity regarding the portrayal of the past. The first is 
naturalism and the second is alienation. Both have a 
tradition in theatrical stage design and warrant a close 
printed. The prints recall the work of the modernist 
sculpture Alberto Giacometti. The digital difference 
is that the 3D prints can stand alone as the extracted 
volume, as thin as the true Pitoti engravings (Karnapke 
2012; 2015). 
In digital rock art exhibitions at Milan and Cam-
bridge, 3D plastic prints of the engraved rock surfaces 
have allowed the public to touch the art and feel the 
indentations with their fingertips. This authentic 
measurement and reproduction of depth thus facili-
tated a playful tactile encounter with the work of the 
anonymous artists of Valcamonica – an encounter that 
was especially useful for visually impaired visitors. 
The lightness and durability of the plastic prints also 
made it possible to let children explore the engravings 
without fear of destruction.
By linking the rock scans with mid-level scans 
from drone flights and satellite data of the valley, the 
3D-Pitoti Project has been able build a scalable picture 
of the pitoti in their valley context. After Marcel Kar-
napke and Felix Trojan’s initial test scans it was clear 
that the scanner needed to be specially developed for 
work in the mountains. It can now record the undula-
tions of the rock and its engravings in fine detail, and 
crucially it can also gather photographically correct 
colour information (Höll et al. 2014). 
The 3D Pitoti team faced one huge challenge 
in attempting the record the corpus of work in Val-
camonica and that is space. The rock engravings are 
spread across over 100 km of alpine terrain. An esti-
mated 150,000 images form the ‘big picture’, rather 
like the many small figures that make up a Bosch or 
Breugel painting. That means that much more than 
any other art form, the Pitoti art goes from the macro 
to the micro. They are one large collection of figures 
and patterns spread across a vast area, but that have 
been created by a millions of millimetre-size hammer 
blows. GIS research by Craig Alexander (2012) has 
shown that the rock art sites form a pattern of inter-
visibility that goes beyond the chance positioning of 
locations, making a macroscale understanding of the 
art all the more important. 
The scalability of the digital realm has proven to 
be an ideal asset in capturing this micro/macro-scale 
corpus, with drones being programmed to scan whole 
panels in 3D and so providing the mid-range link-
age between the satellite data and the micro scanner 
information (Mostegel et al. 2014)
Naturalism and authenticity – the fourth 
dimension, time
The fourth dimension for an authentic appreciation of 
Valcamonica rock art is time. The indicator of time in 
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Indeed it is. It is a spectacular performance, one that 
again demands that we suspend our belief that the 
object we are engaging with is a contemporary com-
puter with a keyboard and mouse, as the theatregoer 
of the mid-nineteenth century was to suspend their 
belief that they were looking at a contemporary stage. 
We must convince ourselves that we are looking at ‘the 
real past’ (Boast 2002).
Alienation
The original emphasis of the word ‘real’ reeks of Boast’s 
scepticism and irony when it comes to the question of 
authenticity. One man who would have shared Boast’s 
opinion was the Bavarian born playwright and theo-
rist Bertolt Brecht. His mission was to purge theatre 
of its nineteenth-century practitioners like Kean and 
Godwin. Brecht developed his ‘Verfremdungstechnik’ 
or alienation technique in 1935, after a trip to Moscow 
and then attendance at a performance of traditional 
Chinese opera in Berlin. Brecht writes that his actors 
should be: ‘Playing in such a way that the audience 
was hindered from simply identifying itself with the 
characters in the play. Acceptance or rejection of their 
actions and utterances was meant to take place on a 
conscious plane, instead of, as hitherto, in the audi-
ence’s subconscious’ (Willett 1966). 
Brecht’s ‘alienation technique’ means actors 
should not act as if there were a fourth wall to the audi-
ence. Stage design was to be sparse and anti-illusionist: 
for example, a scene set in Rome would be indicated 
by a sign reading ‘Rome’, rather than by a backdrop of 
classical columns. In terms of practice-based research, 
I share Brecht’s worries that too much naturalism 
can make the audience switch off its critical faculties 
towards the historical narrative that is being depicted. 
In his short Organum for the theatre he wrote:
‘…we must drop our habit of taking the dif-
ferent social structures of past periods, then 
stripping them of everything that makes 
them different; so that they all look more 
or less like our own, which then acquires 
from this process a certain air of having 
been there all along, in other words of per-
manence pure and simple. Instead we must 
leave them their distinguishing marks and 
keep their impermanence always before our 
eyes, so that our own period can be seen to 
be impermanent too…. The classical and 
medieval theatre alienated its characters by 
making them wear human or animal masks; 
the Asiatic theatre even today uses musical 
and pantomimic effects. Such devices were 
examination. Robin Boast has made a particular study 
of the origins of naturalism:
Nowhere is this preoccupation with re-presenting 
the objective past so apparent as in the theatre. In its 
ability to provide a three-dimensional, visually real-
istic experience of an accurately reproduced setting of 
the past, the theatre was unrivalled in the nineteenth 
century. The historical theatre of the middle and late 
nineteenth century in Europe, and primarily in Eng-
land, was increasingly a site of collaboration between 
actors, artists, scenic specialists and archaeologists. 
This collaboration was exemplified by the productions 
of two men, Charles Kean and William Godwin. Both 
Kean and Godwin had trained as architects, published 
extensively on classical architecture, and both were 
Fellows of the Society of Antiquaries. 
Kean was an avid supporter of historical recon-
struction in the theatre. In his 1853 production of 
Sardanapalus, at the Princess’s, Kean produced what 
was seen at the time as a masterful re-presentation of 
the Assyrian setting. Kean’s purpose went well beyond 
performing Byron’s tragedy ‘to render visible to the 
eye… the costume, architecture, and customs of the 
ancient Assyrian people, verified by the bas-reliefs… 
to convey to the stage an accurate portraiture and 
living picture of an age long since past away.’ (Cole 
1859, 58–9).
The computer has become a scientific stage upon 
which archaeologists can finally re-enact the past 
‘accurately’, ‘authoritatively’, and without the annoy-
ing subjectivity of human actors. Archaeologists, like 
the nineteenth-century theatregoer, ‘register the image 
not only as an accurate record, designed to satisfy anti-
quarian interest, but as a “shifter” (to use the linguist 
Jakobson’s term) between present and past.’ (Bann 
1995, 120). It does not matter that much if the con-
temporary archaeologist uses the computer-generated 
stage as Godwin intended, as an objective detached 
view of a scene from the past, or as an engaged post-
processualist interpreter; the game is the same: 
‘The computer program requires the archae-
ologist to make decisions about the original 
texture and colour of all the surfaces of the 
buildings. Decisions have to be taken, or 
alternative possibilities formulated, about 
the destroyed upper parts of buildings. 
The computer reconstruction also brings to 
the surface interesting questions about the 
original lightning of each room and house. 
The resulting 3-D experience has to be seen 
to be believed: that is what virtual reality is 
about.’ (Renfrew 1997, 7) 
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with its representations of human social 
life. It must amaze its public, and this can 
be achieved by a technique of alienating the 
familiar’. (Willett  1966, 192).
It is fi tt ing that apart from meaning ‘litt le puppet’, the 
word Pitoti also means ‘strange’ or ‘abnormal’ in the 
local dialect of Valcamonica. The clearest example of 
the use of alienation technique in a digital archaeology 
context came with the 2D Pitoti fi lm ‘The Hunt’, with 
animations by Mike Kren (Kren et al. 2012, Chippendale 
& Baker 2012, 78–9). (Fig 10.3).
One evening after the fi rst fi eld season, the ani-
mator Mike Kren called me and asked: 
‘Can I put some knees in the legs of the ancient 
deer? The prehistoric artists have not included 
them. They have just engraved straight lines 
for legs.’ 
I must admit I had not really noticed this kneelessness 
of the prehistoric deer before, as it just seemed part of 
the minimalist charm of the work. I answered: 
‘No. Let’s see how the deer move the original 
artists saw it, that is according to their skeletal 
and kinetic understanding of movement.’
That was the birth of ‘Pitoti fi lm rules’: the animator is 
only allowed to move joints that are clearly indicated 
in the engraving. That means that the exhibited anima-
tions of deer move in a stiff  manner with unbent knees, 
just as drawn by the Camunian artists. The eff ect is 
slightly comical, but has the advantage is that is does 
not allow the public to think in the safe categories of 
Walt Disney’s Bambi. Instead Mike Kren rose to the 
challenge of working with the Pitoti fi lm rules as crea-
tive restrictions to preserve the potential otherness of 
the Pitoti. This is not to say that the Camunians could 
not draw knees or that prehistoric deer did not have 
them; it only shows that, for the ancient artist, the knee 
was not important enough to be emphasized. This is 
an key example of why I would classify the rock-art 
of Valcamonica as an ancient form of minimalism that 
runs in parallel to the naturalistic tradition of depiction 
that was perfected in classical Athens, and was much 
copied there after (Baker 2015).
Arts-based research 
‘The key value to be defended is the poten-
tial “otherness” of the past. That which 
is known, but diverges from the expecta-
tions of today. The paradoxical otherness of 
certainly a barrier to empathy, and yet this 
technique owed more, not less, to hypnotic 
suggestion than do those by which empathy 
is achieved. The social aims of these old 
devices were entirely diff erent from our 
own…’. (Willett  1966, 190).
For Brecht, the viewer (and/or archaeological researcher 
in our case) needs to 
‘…transform himself from general passive 
acceptance to a corresponding state of sus-
picious inquiry he would need to develop 
that detached eye with which the great 
Galileo observed a swinging chandelier. 
He was amazed by this pendulum motion, 
as if he had not expected it and could not 
understand its occurring, and this enabled 
him to come on the rules by which it was 
governed. Here is the outlook, disconcerting 
but fruitful, which the theatre must provoke 
Figure 10.3. ‘The Hunt’ (Dir. Kren 2012).
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as to how the art could have been made. The approach 
is what the cognitive psychologist Gibson (1979) calls 
investigating ‘affordances’, i.e. the action possibilities 
offered by a material or an environment independent 
of an individual’s ability to recognize them. Lida is a 
skilled explorer of the authentic affordances offered 
by the rock surfaces of Valcamonica. She spent a great 
deal of time looking at the figures and said she could 
detect right-handed and left-handed artists, based on 
her years of stone working experience.
The minds of the prehistoric artists are clearly 
difficult to know, yet there is little point in falling into 
the academically pure but nihilist position that nothing 
can be known. For example, it is highly opportune that 
the Pitoti have not been moved from the site of their 
creation. This symmetry can act as a link to the past. 
‘Brosumer’ is what Beer and Burrow call a consumer 
and producer combined (2010). The basic view and 
the fall of light across the engraving have not changed 
and so form the beginnings of an experiential bridge 
to the creators and the viewers of the art in the past. 
It is a point encapsulated in the network of spherical 
panorama photos set up by Thomas Bredenfeld for 
an exhibition in Milan and Cambridge (Chippindale 
& Baker 2012, 48–9). 
The next logical step was to embrace the three 
dimensionalities of the art and the passage of time by 
making a spherical film using 360 VR (Baker & Kar-
napke 2016a). This built on previous efforts in story 
telling, for example involving ambient cinema (Baker 
2007). The 3D animation of the Pitoti that were depicted 
with knees brought the next digital challenge (Fig. 10.4). 
Marcel Karnapke created 3D prints from the 
first 3D scans of the Pitoti (2012). When shown in the 
exhibition (Chippindale & Baker 2012, 97), the small 
scultures clearly showed the visual affinity between 
the aesthetics of the Camuni and modernists like 
Giacometti (Baker 2015). 
The Pitoti are likely a form of ancient minimal-
ism, a tradition to be seen as another form of classical 
art that existed in the Alps alongside the naturalism 
of the Ancient Greeks in the coastlands (Baker 2015). 
By minimalism I mean an artistic aesthetic in which a 
minimal number of lines is sufficient to indicate 
a human figure or an animal, or most interesting of 
all a piece of mechanical equipment. 
The graphic analysis of a plough scene shows 
that the Camuni artists rejected a central perspec-
tive and undertook a multi-dimensional approach, 
which is much closer to engineering drawings. The 
plough is ‘blown up’ to show how it works and not 
just illustrate how it looks. Kren had first discovered 
the multi-dimensional approach with an engraved 
cart (Chippindale & Baker 2012, 83, Kren et al. 2012). 
the Pitoti and the past in general is neatly 
summed up in, the co-curator of the Pitoti 
exhibition, Christopher Chippindale’s obser-
vation: Pitoti are aliens, but aliens like ourselves’ 
(Chippindale & Baker 2012)
As Christopher Chippindale’s insight suggests, the 
key question is then how to move forward with the 
paradoxes surrounding Pitoti in an authentic manner 
of self alienation. The path taken has been arts-based 
research. We must realize that rock art is just as much 
about the art as about the rock. It therefore often 
takes an artist to authentically understand the work 
of another artist. Take, for example, Dr Hamish Park. 
He is both a trained anthropologist and a professional 
photographer and it was his job to photograph the 
Pitoti for research purposes. He describes his tech-
nique as follows:
‘The great photographer of Paris, Brassai, 
reported showing Picasso his prints of street 
graffiti; Picasso was so taken with them that 
he proposed that he make a graffito which 
Brassai would photograph. Whilst it is not 
recorded that this happened, their capacity 
for appreciation was always in my mind 
when photographing Pitoti. What might 
Brassai or Picasso have made of them? I 
think they would have been delighted not 
just by the inventiveness and the observa-
tion, but also by the wit, which is frequently 
evident. I am certain that he would have 
drawn out his pen-knife and pecked images 
in the rocks. What Brassai’s (1983) obser-
vation of Parisian graffiti and Picasso’s 
appreciation show is that art does not always 
reside in the great museums and galler-
ies, nor is it necessarily the provenance of 
acknowledged masters; it is often found in 
unexpected places made by the hands of 
those whose names were never recorded. 
So, it is with the Pitoti of Valcamonica. 
When I came to photograph them I did so 
in the spirit of Brassai, taking each incision 
seriously; trying to understand the way in 
which it had been crafted into the surface 
of the rock and to use that knowledge to 
convey my appreciation of those unknown 
artists’. (Park 2012)
When it came to the question of chiselling into rock, 
England’s leading letter cutter, Lida Cardozo Kinder-
sley (2013), came to inspect the engravings, so as to 
authenticate the craft, by answering technical questions 
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Figure 10.5. ‘The Plough’; animated pre-production still from ‘Pitoti Prometheus’ (Dir. Baker 2016).
Figure 10.4. ‘The Gladiators’; animation production still for ‘Pitoti Prometheus’ (Dir. Baker 2016).
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will have been contemporaneous with at least some 
of the Pitoti, which were created in 4000–16 bc (Anati 
2008; Marretta 2008).
The VR film is an experiment in gesture and form, 
with the aim of performing a narrative. The goal is to 
provide the viewer with a narrative using the graphic 
language of the Pitoti. The advantage of this arts-based 
practice is that once this form of performance has been 
recreated it is easier to return to the panels and – in a 
form of reverse engineering – start to imagine them in 
terms of movement and narrative. The digital world 
can give life back to ancient art. This is not just in the 
mind’s eye, but now in both eyes, staring onto the lenses 
of the Oculus Rift Gear VR view. 
Conclusion
In conclusion, when it comes to understanding the 
nuanced nature of authenticity and the act of looking 
at both digital and analogue rock art, it is Giacometti 
the modernist heir to the Pitoti’s minimalist tradition, 
who has some insights worth considering:
‘The extreme position on which Giacometti 
based all his mature work was that no real-
ity – and he was concerned with nothing else 
except the contemplation of reality – could 
ever be shared. This is why he believed it 
impossible for a work to be finished. This is 
why the content of any work is not the nature 
of the figure or the head portrayed, but the 
incomplete history of his staring at it. The 
act of looking was a form of prayer for him 
– it became a way of approaching but never 
being able to grasp an absolute. It was the act 
of looking, which kept him aware of being 
constantly suspended between being and 
the truth’. (Berger 1980 Original emphasis)
In this spirit the digital rock art is just another phase 
in the history of the gaze from the Camuni to the VR 
cinema-goers of today, suspended between the moment 
of being and the possible truth of what they are seeing. 
In this sense I was genuinely pleased at way the prehis-
torian Timothy Taylor reacted to his first experience of 
putting on the Occulus Rift head set and seeing digital 
Valcamonica all around him:
‘My first reaction to Pitoti Prometheus was 
copious swearing, followed by surprise 
when it did not echo off the surrounding 
mountains. I was standing in the office but 
my feet had gone. Below me, around me, 
prehistoric rock art in its geological setting. 
A later 3D film challenge was to see if a similarly 
depicted plough had enough detail to be made to move 
realistically. As shown in Figure 10.5, the Camunians 
passed the test. There were enough likes to make the 
oxen pull the plough in the film without any additions. 
The importance of this animation for our research 
was that it proved that in virtual reality naturalism and 
alienation can work together, shown by the fact that all 
the Pitoti figures can move anatomically and correctly 
if the limbs are drawn in the proper way. However, the 
figures are all as thin as the genuine engravings are 
deep in the rock. This creates a paradoxical aesthetic. 
Massive figures from one side and wafer thin ones 
from the other. This thinness was at first resisted by 
the animators, but as with the earlier case of the knees, 
has now been accepted as adding to the unique ‘alien’ 
look of these little puppets. The thinness has had the 
benefit of throwing back attention to the way in which 
the long shadows cast by the morning and evening 
light is essential to give the Pitoti their massive effect 
on real rocks. 
In another example of VR’s mix of naturalism and 
alienation, the digital skeletons of Kinect systems and 
the Bauhaus Weimar allowed authentic human move-
ment to be recorded and placed inside the Pitoti figures 
to produce a naturalism of modern motion inside a 
prehistoric artistic creation. I first worked with Kinect 
with Andreas Wappel in the editing of the Ambient 
film ‘Pixel to Pexel’, where the Pitoti were first coaxed 
to rise form the rock (Chippendale & Baker 2012, 91). 
The digital skeletons allow us to replace the dancers 
with whom we first worked at Ben Sassen’s Bauhaus 
Studio in 2011 and then formed part of the Pitoti Media 
Opera that was performed at the E.U. Researchers Night 
in 2011 in St Pölten. (Chippindale & Baker 2012, 89) 
The latest versions of this work have become a virtual 
museum and part of Karnapke display at the summer 
exhibition at the Bauhaus in Weimar (2015).
Virtual Reality systems now allow the 360-degree 
re-creation of locations. What started with the ambient 
cinema presentation of ‘Pixel to Pexel’ in the Triennale 
art gallery is now possible with a set of Oculus Rift Gear 
VR glasses, which increase the level of authenticity, 
since the viewer is immersed in a 360-degree filmic 
reconstruction of Valcamonica which is 3D within 
3D, and also includes the 4th dimension – time. This 
makes the VR 360 film ‘Pitoti Prometheus’ (Baker & 
Kanapke 2016a; 2016b) both totally authentic and totally 
artificial, a prime example of my process of evidence-
based imagination. A story (i.e. agency) that is true in 
a generic, rather than a specific sense, is added to the 
images and the archaeological space of the valley, to 
act out an authenticity, By that I mean Prometheus is 
an authentic narrative created by Hesiod at a point that 
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